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In rivers, the water that you touch 
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and the first of that which comes;  
so with present time.  
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Executive Summary 
 
The Incomati river basin is shared by Swaziland, Mozambique and South Africa. The river 
provides for a variety of development needs and is subject to severe droughts and floods. In 1983 
a Tripartite Permanent Technical Committee (TPTC) was established as an international 
decision-making body for the Incomati. However, until recently the TPTC hasn't been able to 
function effectively. In August 2002 history was made with the signing of the elaborate Tripartite 
Interim Agreement (TIA) on water sharing of the Maputo and Incomati rivers. To ensure the 
success of this agreement the countries will now proceed with the implementation. From several 
sides comes the call for an institutional review e.g. by founding a River Basin Organisation. But 
it is unclear what exact improvements in decision-making this should make. All parties recognise 
that in the decision making process on the Incomati information is not being used, not available 
or inadequate and therefore significantly influences the efficiency and effectiveness of the 
decision making process. Several research initiatives and projects have been conducted, but the 
link between these projects and the decision-making process at the international level is missing.  

It is unclear how international decision-making on the Incomati river is actually taking 
place and what exact role information plays in this process. Therefore the following two projects 
objectives were identified: 

1. Identify the problem issues and their underlying causes, concerning the use, availability 
and adequacy of information and the way this influences the international decision-
making process on the Incomati river basin. 

2. Identify general possibilities and constraints for institutional leapfrogging and compare 
the problem issues in the Incomati river basin with the Murray-Darling river basin to 
indicate whether, and under what conditions, transplantation of the institutional structure 
would be possible. 
This research was conducted in three phases. The preparatory phase had as its goal to 

gather information about the existing formal structures that concern the Incomati river basin. The 
second phase consisted of doing interviews and observations to supplement the information 
collected in the first phase. Data was collected from literature and interviews among the different 
organisations involved. The selection of respondents developed in an organic way: organisations 
were selected based on their involvement in the TPTC or on suggestions from other respondents. 
Altogether about 25 respondents were interviewed. The third step was to identify the possibilities 
to improve the situation by transplanting aspects of the institutional structure of another river 
basin in the world. A preliminary comparison with the Murray-Darling river basin in Australia 
was made to provide an example of how one could select an appropriate leapfrogging candidate. 
The Murray-Darling was chosen because it is an excellent example of integrated water 
management and because there have been previous attempts to transplant its structure.  

In this research project looking at problems with information use was used as a starting 
point to analyse the decision-making process itself. It should be realised that if the content of 
decision-making was taken as a starting point (e.g. economics, environmental flow requirements) 
this could have led to different insights. The following research areas were central in this research 
project: 

1. Gaining insight into the current formal situation? 
2. Gaining insight into the research network? 
3. What is the gap between the official decision-making structure and the actual situation? 
4. How is information used in the process, by whom and in what way? 
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5. What problems do people at different levels have concerning information? 
6. What problems do people have concerning the working structure? 
7. What are the opinions about the institutional review? 
8. Under what conditions is institutional transplantation possible? 

Network theory was chosen as the guiding theoretical framework for analysing the 
decision-making process on the Incomati river basin and the place of information within that 
process, because this theory does justice to the complexity of the policy-making environment and 
gives clear rules for successful decision-making in networks. The process was described and 
analysed by using the following concepts: 

1. Policy network: a policy network is the sum of interaction patterns in a relatively stable 
group of actors in different arenas; 

2. Arena: an arena is an activated part of the policy network centered on a certain issue; 
3. Policy games: a policy game is a series of interactions between actors that focuses on 

influencing policy discussions.  
The causes for impasses or breakthroughs in the decision-making process were divided 

into four clusters of factors: social, cognitive, institutional and the lack/presence of game control. 
A causal diagram was used to explain the interrelatedness of the causes. An evaluation of the 
Joint Incomati Basin Study (JIBS) was made based on a list of criteria for evaluating policy 
analytic activities (following the division: Input, Content, Process, Results, Use and Effects). In 
addition, guidelines for using information in networks and for dealing with uncertainty were used 
to assess why the Shared Rivers Initiative (study undertaken by an international research team 
from several institutes/universities in the three countries) had little impact on decision-making.  
 
The analysis of international decision-making on the Incomati revealed that information is not 
used effectively to support the functioning of the TPTC, that monitoring of compliance with the 
TIA is not yet possible and that the international decision-making structure is functioning in an 
ad-hoc, fragmented manner. Several problem issues concerning information and data have been 
identified. Data is often not easily accessible and the form, and possibly the meaning, of 
information can change due to the hierarchical structure and lack of communication within that 
structure. The hydrometric networks are not functioning well in all parts of the basin and the 
information they provide is not trusted by all parties. In addition, there is no system in place for 
monitoring compliance with the TIA. The analysis of the JIBS and the Shared Rivers Initiative 
showed that the relationship and communication between the TPTC and researchers is not 
optimal. Therefore research projects are sometimes seen as interference. The JIBS on the other 
hand was a valuable learning process for TPTC members. 

Underlying the identified problems is a complex web of causes. The following elements 
are most important: cultural and language differences, differences in perceptions (aggravated by 
lack of informal contact), lack of stakeholder involvement, importance of political commitment, 
lack of capacity, absence of operational experience, the weak mandate of the TPTC and the 
paradoxical relationship between South Africa and Mozambique that is deeply rooted in history. 
The analysis of the complex connections between these causes made clear that there are in 
general two groups of factors that need to be changed in order to improve the functioning of the 
international river management structure: 

1. There needs to be a change in the institutional structure at the international level. The 
structure needs to have: a broader mandate, an adequate budget, a secretariat, an 
operational branch, stakeholder involvement, a shared hydrometric network and database 
and more information management. 
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2. There needs to be a change in perceptions, in the way the countries think about each other 
and behave. Therefore, more personal contact is needed among the parties involved. 

An institutional reform is possible but highly dependent on the commitment the process receives 
from the political field. Unfortunately political commitment is a very unstable factor and it is not 
clear what influences this factor and how one can achieve this commitment. In addition, there are 
two other factors that are not well understood and can create serious uncertainties when 
reforming the current institutional structure. First, it is not clear how one can effectively deal with 
the problem of brain drain. Secondly, the position of the three countries, and division of power 
among them, is unclear. 

Subsequently  this research has looked at the possibility of using a foreign river basin 
organisation as an example for designing a new institutional structure or for establishing a 
twinning arrangement that could support an institutional leapfrog. A basic framework of 
comparison was developed, that can be used to make a preliminary analysis of the usefulness of a 
foreign RBO as a learning case for the Incomati. Based on the example of the Murray-Darling 
river basin in Australia, it can be concluded that the Murray-Darling could be used as a twinning 
partner for certain aspects of the institutional structure of the Incomati river basin. But 
institutional leapfrogging in the case of the Incomati is subject to threats and opportunities. There 
might be a lack of political commitment and support from strong actors as well as budget 
problems. Besides this, the structure of the Murray-Darling pays no attention to personal contact, 
overcoming cultural differences or dealing with many small stakeholders. Threats are also 
founded in too easily borrowing concepts from the developed world. Finally, market economy 
could compromise equity if financing is based on full cost recovery, as is the case in Australia. 
On the other hand, the current atmosphere of cooperation between the countries and the interest 
of donor organisations, such as the CZMC in the Netherlands, creates a very good starting point 
for a process of institutional reform and the power relation between the three countries seems to 
be balanced by the Big Brother paradox. The Murray-Darling has a very clear institutional design 
and using the structure of a ministerial decision-making body on the one hand with an executive 
arm on the other hand could be a way of dealing with political commitment. The experience of 
Australian consultants with implementing structures and adjusting them to the donor context 
could also be used. 

 
To conclude, the analysis shows that an institutional reform is needed. The goal of such a new 
institutional structure should be to create mechanisms for joint management to support active 
monitoring of the agreement. To achieve this, political commitment is needed and therefore an 
attempt must be made to change the perceptions the countries have of each other and to overcome 
and understand the cultural differences. Because these are very unstable factors they can easily 
cause failure. Therefore the TPTC, or its replacement, should have the mandate to attract stable 
sources of funding and use it to constitute a new structure for monitoring and compliance. In this 
way the future of the Incomati is less strongly linked to short-term fluctuations in political 
tendencies in the three countries. It is unrealistic to assume that these cultural differences, that are 
deeply rooted in culture and history, will change soon or can be changed by amending the 
institutional structure. Some threats can partly be overcome by increasing personal contact to 
create a mutual understanding.  

The analysis of the history of international cooperation on the Incomati river basin and the 
current network and arenas around the Incomati has shown, that not signing an agreement but 
complying with it has been a big problem for the Incomati in the past. It is clear that the real 
challenge for the near future in the Incomati river basin will be the implementation and 
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compliance with the Incomaputo Agreement that was signed in Augustus 2002. This means that 
more than an advisory body is needed and that an operational arm should receive a prominent 
place in the new structure. This research prefers to change the structure at the international level, 
especially because monitoring and compliance is so strongly linked to trust. The idea is that truly 
sharing will create more openness and trust. 

At present the atmosphere between the countries is very positive and there is a willingness 
of the people to make things work. This window of opportunity should be used to start this 
institutional reform before the atmosphere changes and the positive effect of having achieved the 
signing of a water sharing agreement wears thin. The interest of donor organisations in 
supporting the Incomati can help changing faster. It should be kept in mind that it is not only an 
institutional leap that has to be taken, but a mental leap as well. It will ask for a change of 
mindset at different levels in society. Because water is everyone’s business, institutional reform 
is not only about the government, but about changing a system. The Incomati has just started with 
taking its first steps towards a new future and still has a long way to go. However the prospects 
are relatively positive if actions are taken to prevent the Incomaputo Agreement from ending on 
the shelf. 
 
Finally, the recommendations to water managers in the Incomati river basin are: 

 First decide in which order the different parts of the institutional reform have to take place 
and what finances are needed. It is not possible with the current finances to do everything 
at the same time. Based on this a design for an institutional structure should be made and 
implemented. For immediate improvement of the TPTC's functioning the installation of a 
permanent secretariat is highly recommended.  

 Hydrological data should be made visible to all and operational rules for all major dams 
in the basin should be developed as soon as possible. Driekoppies and Maguga dams and 
KOBWA management would provide a good example for doing so. 

 The TPTC should start initiatives to improve personal contact, make visits to the field and 
minimise the language problems because this creates a better understanding of each others 
problems and helps in re-framing the problem. 

 When looking at other water management cases for ideas for reform, it is strongly advised 
to make an in-depth comparison of the cases and the Incomati to prevent repeating the 
mistakes of the past The TPTC should also consider borrowing from more than one case 
and so combine lessons. 

 
From this study, several recommendations for further research are derived: 

 The development of operational rules based on the TIA and requirements in the basin.  
 The design a hydrometric network that makes real-time information available.  
 The design of an information-sharing platform. 
 An in-depth study of the Murray-Darling basin and need for adjustments. It would be 

interesting to see if the Scheldt river basin could be a useful 'host' for transplantation. An 
analysis of the failure of certain river basin organisations could form an useful addition to 
this analysis. 

 Study of the functioning of the operational level in the countries supplemented with a 
study of the possibility of adopting the structure of KOBWA, to see if the problems can 
be addressed by using the current operational structures at the national levels. 
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1. Background and problem description 
 
This chapter will provide an introduction to the thesis. First, basic background information on the 
study area will be given, followed by the problem definition, research objective and the set-up of 
this research project. The chapter will conclude with a guide for the reader, that explains the 
structure of this thesis. 
 

1.1 Introduction 
 
The Incomati1 River Basin lies in south-eastern Southern Africa2. The river flows into the Indian 
Ocean in Southern Mozambique, near the capital Maputo. Swaziland and South Africa are the 
upstream countries involved. The river is a shared river of moderate scale (ca 400 km; ca 46,700 
km2). It provides for a variety of development needs (e.g. irrigation, urban water supply, wetland 
management, dam building for irrigation and hydro power, a variety of land use practices and 
coastal zone development (fisheries, and so on)), which can be sustained only if integrated and 
effective management regimes are in place. At the same time, the river basin is subject to severe 
flooding, drought and salt-water intrusion in the estuary, the impacts of which can be minimised 
significantly by proper management. Much information on hydrology is already available. 
Several research and management studies have already been completed on the Incomati river 
basin e.g. the Joint Incomati Basin Study (JIBS) and the Shared Rivers Initiative (SRI) 
(www.netcoast.nl/projects1/mozambique.htm). 

In 1983 a Tripartite Permanent Technical Committee (TPTC) was established by the 
Republic of South Africa, the Kingdom of Swaziland and the Republic of Mozambique as the 
designated decision-making body for the international watercourses Incomati, Umbeluzi and 
Maputo. However until recently the TPTC hasn't been able to function effectively (Van der Zaag 
& Carmo Vaz 2002). 

With the signing of the “Protocol on Shared Watercourse Systems” by the Southern 
African Development Community (SADC) member states in August 1995, a legally binding 
document aimed at addressing the equitable sharing of water and ensuring the efficient 
conservation of water resources in the future was realised. This protocol, after being revised in 
August 2000, has become the fundamental instrument for all future water-related cooperation in 
Southern Africa (Turton & Quinn 2000).  

In 2000, the Coastal Zone Management Centre (CZMC) in the Netherlands started the 
project “Management of the Incomati River Basin and adjacent Coastal Zone”. The CZMC aims 
at supporting the TPTC in its role. The Dutch initiative deals with integrated water management 
in a regional context and has as its overall objective "to promote mechanisms for joint decision-
making and planning on (i) new and ongoing developments and (ii) wise use (operation) of 
existing infrastructure that would impact on the Incomati river basin and adjacent coastal zone" 
(www.netcoast.nl/projects1/mozambique.htm). 

                                                 
1 The Incomati river basin is known in South Africa as Inkomati (after the confluence of the tributaries Komati and 
Crocodile), in Swaziland as Nkomati or Komati (but this name refers only to the Komati tributary), and in 
Mozambique as Incomati. Here, the international convention is followed and Incomati refers to the entire basin (Van 
der Zaag & Carmo Vaz 2002). 
2 See appendix 1 for a map of the basin. 
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Over the past few years the three countries have started several studies, data exchange 
programmes and forms of technical co-operation. Yet, there is a disconnection between these 
efforts and actual joint-decision-making on the Incomati River Basin at the international level 
(Slinger & de Groen 2001). As Turton (2003) points out two key elements, that are (partly) 
missing in this case, form a necessary condition for the development of effective water 
management at an international level. The first element is the ability to generate accurate data on 
which decision-making can be based. The second element is the ability to negotiate with other 
actors3 to reach agreement on the data itself and the methodology used to process the data. The 
process of legitimising the data causes a redefinition of the core problem and can consequently 
result in learning.  
 

1.2 Recent Developments 
 

In August 2002 water history was made at the World Summit on Sustainable Development in 
Johannesburg with the signing of the Tripartite Interim Agreement (TIA) on water sharing of the 
Maputo and Incomati rivers. The TIA, also called Incomaputo agreement, guarantees the water 
supply for the Mozambican capital of Maputo for the foreseeable future, enhancing economic and 
social stability in the sub-region. It also recognises the importance to Swaziland of developing 
the Lower Usuthu Smallholder Irrigation Project (LUSIP) and to South Africa of supporting 
emerging irrigation farmers. Based on the framework provided by the “Revised SADC Protocol 
on Shared Watercourses”, the interim Incomaputo agreement reflects the principle of equitable 
and reasonable utilisation of shared watercourses for economic and social purposes between the 
three countries, as well as ensuring protection of the environment. For the first time, it provides 
Mozambique with protection against over-exploitation of the rivers by upstream neighbours. The 
agreement provides for co-operation to monitor and control water pollution. It foresees the 
strengthening of shared institutions to enable implementation of the agreement and the 
development of human and technical capacity to manage and protect shared water effectively 
(TPTC 2002a, 2002b)  

To ensure the success of this agreement the three countries will now proceed with the 
implementation. In other words, the development of operating rules, monitoring programmes, 
institutional development, capacity building and the application of these in sustainable 
management and protection of these watercourses involved (ibid.). Therefore the TPTC, which 
mainly functions at a heads of department level and is in essence an advisory body only, has 
created several Task Forces. One of these task forces focuses solely on the implementation of the 
TIA. The Incomati System Operation Task Group (ISOTG) identifies operational rules for 
managing the river basin. 

From several sides now, comes the call for the founding of a Joint Incomati Water 
Commission (JIWC) and/or an international secretariat that can function on a daily basis and at a 
lower level. Creating such an organisation is also one of the main recommendations of the JIBS. 
Who should be in this organisation, where it should have its basis and what exactly should be its 
role and form is not yet decided. 

                                                 
3 In this research I will use the definition for actor used by Hermans (2003a): the term actor is used in policy 
literature to refer to the parties that play a role in policy processes. An actor is quite similar to a stakeholder, although 
for stakeholders the emphasis is placed on the interests that are at stake, while actors can also be involved because of 
they control important means to influence policy processes, while their direct stake is more in the background. 
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At the same time the Dutch government, through the CZMC, has offered to guide and 
financially support implementation of the TIA, e.g. by financing the forming of an information-
sharing platform for five years (Van der Meulen 2002)4. The Dutch also suggest the formation of 
an International Commission for the Protection of the Incomati (ICPI). It might be possible to 
integrate this proposal with the aim to create a JIWC. Apart from this, the CZMC also intends to 
stimulate twinning cooperation between different River Basin Organisations in the world 
(www.netcoast.nl/projects1/twinning.htm). To prevent confusion and to remain neutral in regard 
to which, if any, proposal is favoured, from this point on only the expression River Basin 
Organisation (RBO) will be used.  

Despite the clear proposals for these river basin organisations, the understanding of the 
problems these organisations have to solve is limited. It is unclear how international decision-
making on the Incomati River Basin is actually taking place and what exact role information 
plays in this process.  

 

1.3 The Project 
 

With the current developments in mind, the idea underlying this research project is to take a step 
back. By understanding how and on what basis decisions have been made in the past and by 
identifying the problem issues, one can make practical suggestions on how to improve the 
decision-making process e.g. by improving the flow and use of information in the future, if that 
proves necessary. The aim is to support the TPTC in its role and to assist with the effective 
implementation of the Tripartite Interim Agreement. 

Since the signing of the Protocol on Shared Watercourse Systems by the SADC, actual 
joint decision-making and research have started to take place. Still, until recently the international 
decision-making process on the Incomati river basin hasn’t been functioning properly (Van der 
Zaag & Carmo Vaz 2002; Slinger & de Groen 2001). Information plays a central role in this 
regard. Several research initiatives and projects have been performed, however the link between 
these projects and actual joint-decision-making on natural resources management at the 
international level is missing. All three countries recognise the problem of a lack of information 
or the wrong information at certain points in the decision-making process. Agreements have been 
made on the research to be done, the information that needs to be available and the sharing of 
information (TPTC 2002c). But no actual agreements on the way information will be shared and 
especially on the way information will be used and the place it has in the decision-making 
process have been made. The link between information and the policy process that requires it is 
non-existent. Based on this, the problem definition for the project is formulated as follows: 

At different points in the decision-making process on the Incomati River Basin information is
not being used, not available or inadequate and therefore significantly influences the
efficiency and effectiveness of the decision-making process.  

In view of the problem definition stated above, the focus of the research will be on the 
information required at different points in the decision-making process concerning the Incomati 
river basin. Analysing the problem issues concerning information is an approach to reconstruct 
and understand the international decision-making process itself. It should be realised that if the 
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content of decision-making was taken as a starting point (e.g. economics, environmental flow 
requirements) this would have led to different insights. Via an understanding of the problems in 
decision-making an assessment of the threats and opportunities facing the functioning of a River 
Basin Organisation can be made. With the term River Basin Organisation any type of 
institutional structure responsible for river basin management is meant. This could also mean an 
adjustment of the current structure. No preference for any type of structure was made at the start 
of this research project.  

The process of institutional review that is currently initiated by the Implementation Task 
Force has created a request from the field: to study some other River Basin Organisations in the 
world in order to see if lessons can be learned from these cases and what the possibilities and 
limits are for institutional leapfrogging. It was decided to do a quick-and-dirty assessment to see 
if learning from the Murray-Daring river basin in Australia is possible. To support this process of 
institutional review, the main research objectives become: 

1. Identify the problem issues and their underlying causes, concerning the use, availability
and adequacy of information and the way this influences the international decision-
making process on the Incomati River Basin. 

2. Identify general possibilities and constraints for institutional leapfrogging and compare
the problem issues in the Incomati river basin with the Murray-Darling river basin to
indicate whether, and under what conditions, transplantation of the institutional
structure would be possible. 

Because the main problems in the Incomati river basin are related to water allocation 
(droughts/- floods), this research mainly focussed on the use of research done on quantity issues 
e.g. environmental flow requirements. Because the region is currently experiencing a one-in-a-
hundred-year drought, this extreme situation was used to discuss examples during the field 
research. Evaluating the Joint Incomati Basin Study (JIBS) was used as a starting point for 
identifying information issues in the decision-making process on the Incomati river basin. Apart 
from that it is also interesting to look at what is done with the Shared Rivers Initiative (SRI), 
which is an academic initiative that only had a minor impact on the policy process.  

The perspective chosen in this research is that of the independent researcher and 
information is gathered through literature research and interviews with the parties involved. Any 
normative judgement made in this report has its basis in the equity principle5 that is central in 
existing international agreements and protocols e.g. the SADC Protocol and the World Water 
Vision. It should be taken into account that the time dimension is relevant in this research as 
judgements may change over time. 

The project presented here ran from April till November 2003; of which five months were 
spent in South Africa (including visits to Mozambique and Swaziland) and the last month in the 
Netherlands. The project was undertaken by a student of the Faculty of Technology, Policy and 
Management of the Delft University of Technology as a MSc. thesis for the study of Systems 
Engineering, Policy Analysis and Management. The research was hosted by the Centre for 
Logistics and Decision Support of the icomtek business unit (Information and Communications 
Technology) of CSIR6, Pretoria. 
                                                 
5 Equity is a complex notion that is (unfortunately) not well defined in international agreements. The basic idea is 
that all water generated in a basin should be shared by the riparian countries fairly. Fairly can mean, the same in 
number, value or degree. For a discussion on the interpretation of the equity principle see paragraph 2.2.3. 
6 Formerly known as the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research, now only used in the abbreviated form. 
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1.4 Structure of the report 
 

This report commences with an introduction to the study. In chapter 2 the theoretical basis for 
this research will be presented. Chapter 3 describes the methodology followed, the research 
questions and activities, the analysis chosen and the advantages and drawbacks of the 
methodology. 

The analysis starts in chapter 4 with a more elaborate description of the hydrological, 
historical, social-economical, institutional and legal issues that are relevant in the Incomati river 
basin. This is followed in chapter 5 by an analysis of the decision-making process in the last 25 
years, the actors involved, the networks they are part of and the current subjects of discussion. 
After this the problem issues with the use of information in the Incomati case that surfaced during 
the fieldwork will be described in chapter 6 and their underlying causes in chapter 7. Chapter 7 
will end with an analysis supported by a causal diagram of the interrelatedness of these causes, 
and will give an indication of what can be done to improve international decision-making. 
Chapter 8 will address the question whether it is possible to solve these problem causes by 
changing the institutional structure. Different ideas about possible changes that should take place 
and general guidelines and constraints for borrowing from other cases are presented, partly based 
on previous case studies of institutional transplantation. Chapter 8 will end with a quick-and-dirty 
analysis of the possibility of borrowing or transplanting from the Murray-Darling river basin. 

Based on this analysis the report will develop conclusions and recommendations for the 
TPTC in chapter 9. Chapter 9 will end with a reflection on the research and used analyses, and 
with recommendations for further research.  
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2. Water management in an international context  
 
This chapter presents a theoretical basis for this research. Therefore it will review different 
theories on decision-making simultaneously with a review on relevant literature on the Incomati 
and water management. First it contains a review of the different theories concerning decision-
making, the use of information in decision-making and dealing with uncertainty. Secondly it 
discusses the characteristics of the hydropolitical environment in Southern Africa, in which 
decision-making on the Incomati river takes place. The chapter finishes with a discussion of the 
complex concept of equity that is central to most water sharing agreements. 
 

2.1 Decision-making theory 
 
In the past and the present policy and decision-making have been and are viewed in several ways. 
This chapter will present some of those views, related theories and the pros and cons of these 
theories. In general all policy analysis models7 focus on finding an effective solution to a problem 
in an efficient way. They are also based on different ideas about how decisions are made and how 
they should be made. In general most models used to design an optimal policy-making process 
are based on normative views. Descriptive models of actual successful policy-making processes 
are rare. Models that are used for evaluation purposes tend to have characteristics of the latter, 
but still bear a normative load. 
 

2.1.1 Rational-hierarchical model 
 
The classic approach to policy analysis conceives policy-making as a rational-hierarchical 
process in which an authoritative top-down decision is made by a policymaker or a coherent 
group of policymakers who share a unitary set of agreed upon objectives. Political actors make 
rational choices among possible policy alternatives. Scientific methods can help them to collect 
objectively valid and causal knowledge. An analysis based on this model, distinguishes a series 
of typical activities (steps) involved in decision-making: problem formulation, design of policy 
options, the analysis and evaluation of these options, resulting in a choice for one of these 
options. Iteration is often needed. Information is gathered on a need-to-know basis and is 
presented in an objective fashion; facts are clearly distinguished from subjective and normative 
aspects. The approach acknowledges that people's rationality is limited in real life because of the 
lack of consistent information and their limited capacity for processing the information available. 
However the model doesn't take into account psychological, cultural and political factors or the 
effects of the complexity of most policy-making environments (Van de Riet 2003). As such the 
discrepancy between the rationalistic view and reality in most complex policy-making 
environments can be huge8. Therefore this model will not form the basis for analysis in this 
research. 

                                                 
7 In this chapter the word 'model' refers to conceptual models of theory not to numerical models. 
8 Note: in the young democracies of postcolonial Southern Africa, a top-down view on policy-making at the national 
level might be a relevant model. Therefore this model might turn out to have some relevance in this research, 
because what is happening (the decisions that are made and how they are made) at the international level, can be 
strongly influenced by how decision-making is functioning at the national level. 
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2.1.2 Network model 
 
In general, a multi-actor setting, which is typically the situation in the case at hand, asks for a 
more complex model. A more elaborate model supposes that policy-making takes place in a 
network of interdependent stakeholders and actors. This model promises to be an interesting 
framework for analysis. The network model is based on the idea that actors are interdependent 
and that a policy-making process can only be effective through cooperation. De Bruijn et al. 
(1999) state that policy-making in networks is characterised by:  

 unclear chronology of activities and a whimsical process;  
 different rounds of decision-making;  
 actors are multiform, participate only in parts of the process (dynamic) and behave 

strategically, their goals may change over time;  
 the problem perception changes over time.  

In this model fixating a decision can be difficult, as stakeholders will try to change 
decisions even after they are taken. Policy-making, as stated by Teisman (1992), takes place in 
rounds instead of in chronological phases. The activities in these rounds may differ substantially: 
a round can focus on problem definition or design or even on a combination of those. Each round 
is finalised with a "crucial decision" that gives direction to the rest of the process. In this view 
policy-making looks like a boxing match: the result differs per round and the winner isn't known 
until the end of the match. The decision-making process is characterised by zigzagging, and 
iterations, different activities are taking place at the same time and are linked in different ways 
(Enserink et al. 2000). Parties are in a process of wheeling and dealing. This gives the 
opportunity to make package deals. The risk on the other hand is that the result of the process is a 
useless compromise.  

No wonder that the analogy with playing games is often made. In the literature on game 
theory several game9 types are distinguished. The most dominant ones are probably cooperation 
and conflict. Actors may start cooperation when they have the same objectives, see possibilities 
for exchange, or when they are being stimulated (or controlled) by an authority. The emergence 
of cooperation or conflict is heavily influenced by the different perceptions of each other and the 
problem issues that actors have (Meijerink 1999). Perceptions are based primarily on the 
resources and information an actor has or lacks. Cultural differences between actors can also 
influence the different perceptions actors have on the game that is being played and the rules of 
that game (Gelfland & Christakopoulou 1999). Taken together this has important consequences 
for the building of trust, which is an important aspect of relationships. Because trust is a kind of 
expectation of the strategic behaviour of others, it is related to the concept of reputation. A 
reputation is a conviction held by others that an actor will use a specific strategy and is based on 
experiences from the past and perceptions (Meijerink 1999). 

Based on the idea of decision-making in networks, Cohen, March and Olsen developed 
the garbage can model in order to describe the decision-making process in what they call an 
“organised anarchy”. According to them, every organisation to some extent displays the 
characteristics of an organised anarchy. In the garbage can model a decision is an outcome or 
interpretation of several relatively independent streams within an organisation (Turpin & Marais 
2003: 8). The four streams are problems, solutions, participants and choice opportunities (the 
occasions during which decisions need to be made). The four streams interact but have existences 
of their own. When a decision is made, the garbage can of the choice opportunity is removed. 
                                                 
9 The word 'game' will be used as an analogy in this report. 
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This might happen without having solved all or some of the associated problems in the garbage 
can. Since participants are the ones generating the garbage, or problems and solutions, the 
decision made is totally dependent on the make-up of the team of participants in the can. 
 Whereas the garbage can model was originally developed for use within organisations, 
Kingdon (1995) adapted the stream model to make it relevant for public policy processes, by 
establishing a linkage to politics. He recognises three streams: problems, solutions and political 
events. Only when the three streams come together a ‘policy window’ is created, that is an 
opportunity to make a policy decision. Without this linkage no decisions will be made. 
 

2.2. Information in networks 
 
The theory of networks also creates a view on how information could best be used within these 
networks. This chapter discusses the role of information in decision-making in a network, some 
theoretical guidelines for the use of information, the different components of policy analytic 
activities and finally, how one could deal with different forms of uncertainty. 
 The potential of network theory for analysing the decision-making process on the 
Incomati river and the place of information within that process will be explored. It will be 
discussed if it accommodates the complexity of the policy-making environment, and clear rules 
for successful policy-making in networks will be sought.  
 

2.2.1 General guidelines 
 
Within the network approach information collection and use are strongly actor-related which has 
two important consequences: 

1. The authority of information is problematic. Information cannot be made objective, 
because there is no consensus about norms and values. Only if the different parties wish 
to have intersubjective information they might negotiate about this. 

2. Information is an important means of power. Information can be monopolised by parties 
or can be used strategically and information can be formulated in a quantitative or 
metaphorical way to raise status. 
Useful information in networks always has the status of negotiated knowledge. This gives 

the impression that content is useless in a network environment, because all facts are negotiable. 
This is not true, negotiating knowledge is not a sign of an irresponsible sense of perspective, but 
the only way to handle uncertainties in a balanced way. On the other hand it still poses a risk: 
negotiated knowledge might turn out to be negotiated nonsense (De Bruijn et al. 1999). De 
Bruijn et al. (1998) identify two essential design principles for the use of content in the policy-
making process. These design principles are based on network theory: 

1. Insight in content should be used in a facilitating way: the roles of experts and 
stakeholders are interwoven and separated. Let experts participate in the process: give 
them the autonomy to do research as independent experts, but let experts and stakeholders 
interact regularly. In this way experts can influence the quality of the decision-making 
process e.g. by scientifically evaluating proposals and ideas stakeholders have. On the 
other hand research can be better adjusted to the actual needs or wants from the field, 
because of these interactions. Finally experts can help formulate new linkages between 
problems and solutions. Research and policy-making should be conducted in a parallel 
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fashion. In this way negotiated knowledge can be obtained: content knowledge that is 
accepted by all stakeholders as such and has a scientifically sound basis. Negotiated 
nonsense should be avoided by letting experts judge the outcome of policy-making. On 
the other hand parallel research and policy-making gives rise to the risk of superfluous 
knowledge if too much accent is placed on the content component. Too much information 
costs time and energy, creates fogginess and can undermine the authority of the process.  

2. Create a pattern from information variety to selection: variety is a guarantee that all 
opinions are being recognised, selection is needed to focus. In general the guiding 
principle is: as long as actors are still learning, it is useful to generate variety. If 
stabilisation takes place it is time for selection. It is useful to identify points in the process 
where important selective decisions are made concerning content. Those points create 
steady starting points for the parties concerned, that can be used in future discussions (De 
Bruijn et al. 1998: 171-184). 

2.2.2 Policy analytic activities: supportive research 
 
According to Thissen and Twaalfhoven (2001) policy analytic activities, conducting supportive 
research being one of them, can be modelled with a certain conceptual structure. A policy 
analytic activity is viewed as an action, or a series of actions, controlled by particular inputs, 
leading to specific products or results, e.g., a report and/or a model. Two primary dimensions of a 
policy analytic activity are distinguished: content and process. The results of the policy analytic 
activity might be entirely or partly used by different actors, leading to various effects. A policy 
analytic activity may also lead to some effects without having produced any result, as yet. This 
means a policy analytic activity can be divided in (see Figure 1)10: 

 Input (aspects preceding the analysis: who was the initiator, why, what data was 
available); 

 Content (the appropriateness of the subject of the analysis); 
 Process (aspects concerning the organisation of the analysis, e.g. cooperation, 

communication, use of resources); 
 Results (products of the analysis, including the presentation, relevance and validity of the 

results of the analysis); 
 Use (who uses which elements of the analysis for what purpose); 
 Effects (what are the effects of the activity on the policy process). 

Input

Process controlling input

Content controlling input
Results Effects

Policy analytic Activity

Process

Content

Use

= Action

= Product

Figure 1: Conceptual structure of policy analytic activities
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2.2.3 Dealing with uncertainty 
 
Finally, Grünfeld's (1999) identification of different sources of uncertainty forms a useful 
division, because uncertainty often is information related. Complex environmental problems 
involve two types of uncertainty: 

1. Outcome uncertainty: the indeterminate outcome of complex physical, chemical and 
biological processes that bring about changes in the environment; 

2. Value uncertainty: social preferences for changes are often difficult to assess. 
According to Grünfeld(1999) the origin of outcome uncertainty lies in the existence of 

information gaps. There might be information gaps concerning (a) data, (b) the relationships and 
transactions among elements of a (eco)system (model uncertainty) and (c) structural gaps when 
only a vague notion of the problem prevails. Information problems affect the pace of negotiation. 
At different stages of the discussions lack of data, model uncertainty or complete absence of 
understanding of the situation might threaten to delay or deadlock negotiations. Problems related 
to value trade-offs among environmental resources and other commodities or disagreement about 
the future value of activities might negatively affect negotiations. Grünfeld (1999) gives the 
following solutions to overcome these three types of outcome uncertainty: 

 Data uncertainty can be overcome by determining the data needed and improving the 
existing data set, provided that there is time to do so. 

 Model uncertainty can be overcome by breaking down a decision into a sequence of 
decisions over time. Initial decisions can be made, which have to be evaluated and 
followed-up when more information comes available. This gives extra time to improve 
and validate the existing models. 

 Structural uncertainty is difficult to address and the most appropriate response would be 
to start with formulating the contours of an aspired outcome (Grünfeld 1999). 
Unfortunately, Grünfeld's theory doesn't accommodate three types of uncertainty: the 

inappropriate use of data and models, different interpretations of theories and the fact that we're 
often working at the borders of our current knowledge and techniques. Therefore the usefulness 
of this theory is limited. 

 

2.3 Decision-making on international river issues 
 
Network theory provides a promising viewpoint for analysing the decision-making process on the 
Incomati river basin and the place of information within that process. It does justice to the 
complexity of the policy-making environment and gives clear rules for successful policy-making 
in networks. Therefore it will be used as the guiding theoretical view for analysis of the decision-
making context in the project. 

In this section the special characteristics of international decision-making in general and 
international river issues in particular are discussed. It presents some general characteristics and 
some issues specific to river management in Southern Africa. Finally, how the complex concept 
of equity could be interpreted and used, is discussed. 
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2.3.1 General characteristics 
 
More reason to use network theory as the guiding theoretical view is that international decision-
making is characterised by three important aspects that make it different from decision-making at 
a national level. First, decision-making takes place without the presence of a central authority and 
secondly, there are multi-level games played, because the games played within the different 
countries are connected with the international games. Finally the players at the international level 
are embedded in different institutional contexts, this is a basis for structural and cultural 
differences between the players of the game (Meijerink 1999). 

Decision-making on international rivers is partly determined by the characteristics 
mentioned above and partly by the characteristics of the subject of decision-making: water. To 
start with, because the central issue is a river, the upstream downstream relations influence the 
relationship. This means that the distribution of interests and resources between the actors can be 
asymmetric and therefore can seriously affect the process of decision-making. Additionally, 
water management issues are natural resources issues. This means that these issues are sensitive 
to learning and changes in environmental values within society. They are also affected by the 
impact of disasters (ibid.). 

 

2.3.2 Hydropolitics in Southern Africa 
 
As mentioned in the previous paragraph, the international policy field of water issues forms a 
network environment on its own with distinctive characteristics. These are even more special for 
the issues at stake in Southern Africa. Policy analysis in the case at hand cannot be viewed 
independently of the hydropolitical background in Southern Africa.  

The first essential element that should be recognised is that in large parts of Southern 
Africa water is power. According to Granit (2000) water management in Southern Africa faces a 
variety of challenges. The region’s natural climatic variability (the seasonal variability limits 
access to water, due to severe droughts and occasional floods) makes management of available 
water resources a serious challenge that could be even greater with the impact of human induced 
climate changes. Apart from this the population growth will create water shortages in the 
majority of the SADC countries and the competition between sectors such as agriculture, industry 
and the need for water for maintaining ecosystems will increase. The management of water 
resources is generally weak across the region due to a fragmented and weak institutional and 
legal framework. The present water rights often reflect the colonial heritage favouring an 
established farming minority. But modern water law, as being currently introduced in South 
Africa, puts ownership in the public domain and therefore allows for flexibility and transparent 
allocation of water to different sectors. This is a promising development for the future. 

According to Matondo (2000) sharing international waters in Southern Africa faces the 
following challenges: lack of hydrological, physical and social economic data; lack of water use 
and/or water management plans; lack of an institutional framework; difficulties in enforcing 
international water law. 

Data is very important for the planning and development of water resource schemes. But 
data collection is usually a hard task especially for developing countries, due to a lack of capital 
and trained personnel. And accessibility of subcatchments in remote areas is limited. Given the 
fact that data collection on water resources is a continuous process the task becomes even harder. 
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Therefore overcoming uncertainties in the policy-making process remains a difficult problem. 
The construction of knowledge is a fundamental issue in the field of hydropolitics, because it is 
central to the position taken by the riparian countries regarding specific issues and following that 
they support this position during negotiations. Perhaps the main disagreements relate to the often 
incomplete basic data on river flows. This is a characteristic of almost all African river systems: 
available data is often scarce, incomplete or spans a very short period of time. This is especially 
the case in Mozambique. Therefore, according to Turton et al. (2003) it is essential that actors at 
all levels reach agreement on the accuracy or acceptability of baseline data. 

 

2.3.3 The concept of equity 
 
The complexity of the equity principle is a topic of debate in hydropolitics. Though it forms the 
base of many international water sharing agreements most of them fail to clearly define what 
equity means. Some countries in international river basins argue that water resources should be 
appointed on the basis of the rights of prior use, other countries take the view that it should be 
based on the proportion of run-off contributed by each states. Legal mechanisms are seldom 
available to enforce whatever principle of equity the parties have agreed upon (Van der Zaag & 
Savenije 2000). Van der Zaag et al. (2002) have argued that the most equitable water allocation is 
being calculated if all water resources (blue and green11) are taken in account and if the basin 
population is being used as the main allocation variable. 

When discussing the meaning of the equity principle the first question should be: does 
equity exist? The arguments against its existence could be: 

1. Equity is only a word used by hypocritical people to cloak self-interest, it therefore has no 
intrinsic meaning and fails to exist; 

2. The concept is so hopelessly subjective that it can not be analysed scientifically, it does 
not exist in an objective sense; 

3. There is no sensible theory about it and it therefore fails to exist in an academic sense 
(Syme et. al. 1999: 52-53). 
The question then shifts to: what do water users feel is equitable? Equity seems to have 

two components: proportionality (resources should be distributed according to people’s efforts) 
and egalitarianism (everyone should be treated equally). The idea behind this definition of equity 
is that the acceptance of the decisions will be maximised if people have the perception of having 
been treated fairly or justly (ibid.). 

Research done by Syme et al. (1999) about judgements of water-users on water 
allocations, seems to show that people tend to use two components to decide if a decision-making 
process is just. The two components are procedural justice (if the decision-making process is 
perceived as just to the people who are vulnerable to the decision, the outcome is more likely to 
be accepted. The opportunity to influence, also called ‘voice’ is important here.) and distributive 
justice, a concept related to the evaluation of whether an outcome was just in terms of the 
distribution of the resource among the different stakeholders. This last concept is closely related 
to the equity principle. A fair decision-making process then, involved more then just an equitable 
distribution. From the research it was concluded that people are often able to place the general 
good above their own good. At a situational level water users had wider considerations than self-

                                                 
11 Blue water is water that occurs in rivers and aquifers, green water is water that occurs in the soil, it is the rainfall 
that infiltrates and that is directly used by plants. 
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interest. Syme et al. (1999) identified what they called 'universal fairness criteria'12.But because 
these 'criteria' are often contradictory they should be considered as judgements instead of criteria. 
Fairness judgements include procedural and moral concerns as well as judgements associated 
with the outcomes of distributive justice. Apart from universal judgements, there also seem to be 
situational fairness judgements. If the consequences of a certain decision are more immediate or 
severe, this judgement tends to become more important and water-users are more likely to place 
their own good above the common good. 

In general the equity principle has been used as a ethical principle and very few attempts 
have been made to turn this principle in an objectively usable criterion for judging the fairness of 
water allocation. The problem with this principle is that it is very difficult to use in a case where 
there is a limited resource, that has to be allocated. Equity is often defined as something like: All 
users should have fair access to a resource, in this case water, they need for their activities 
(Kansiime 2002). This should then automatically lead to optimal economic and social gain for the 
people and a state of fairness among users. Because equity is often used to discuss cases where 
large part of the water users doesn't have access to water at all, the discussion of whether that 
access is fair or not becomes less relevant and is therefore often absent. In a highly stressed basin 
like the Incomati, where most water is already allocated, a more equitable sharing, or access for 
all water users, could lead to very inequitable side-effects due to the historically evolved division 
of resources. For example, less water in the South African part of the basin, could lead to closure 
of companies and a large increase in the already very high unemployment level in the region. 
Then suddenly an equity judgement isn't that easily made and water sharing is definitely not 
simply quantifiable. The whole picture should be taken in account including side-effects, to come 
to an optimal division in the basin for all. Sacrifices can be made in one area of the basin to 
improve the situation elsewhere. Using the equity principle would then mean: striving towards an 
allocation that leads to a state of fairness among users, perceived as such by those users. This can 
only be achieved by sufficient understanding of the complexity of the situation and the 
involvement of stakeholders in the process of allocating water. 

. 
 

                                                 
12 Syme et al. (1999) considered this list to be universal. However the list was solely based on a ten year research 
project in Australia and obviously show very Western judgements. Therefore these judgements will not be 
considered to be universal here. For the complete list of fairness judgements see appendix 3. 
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3. Methodology 
 
In this chapter the methodological design of this research will be discussed. As a start the 
research approach will be described. Decisions made during the research about the direction of 
the research will also be stated. The methods and techniques for data collection are illustrated and 
the way the data will be analysed. The drawbacks of these methods and the analysis methods are 
also highlighted. 
 

3.1 Research design 
 
This paragraph contains an overview of the research set-up, the different choices and steps taken 
in the research and what different research areas were the subject of the different phases. At the 
end an overview of where each research area is discussed in the report, is provided. 
 

3.1.1 Research set-up 
 
The original research set-up consisted of two phases: 

1. The preparatory phase had as its goal to gather information about the existing formal 
structures that concern the Incomati River Basin. In other words, to analyse the network 
and its actors as it theoretically is. This mainly concerns official ('hard') information, 
based on the idea that a thorough knowledge of existing organisations, agreements, 
proposals for the future and so on is a basic need in undertaking fieldwork. This 
information could mainly be found in scientific literature and official documents. 

2. The second phase consisted of doing interviews and observations, collecting "soft 
information", to supplement the information collected in the first phase. After collection, 
the data was analysed. This gave insight in the unofficial component of relations that exist 
within the policy-making network. This phase aimed at analysing decision-making, by 
looking at the use of information, and at identifying the gap between the official and 
practical situation and the actual problems concerning information that people run into in 
their daily work. This phase resulted in an overview of the underlying problem causes for 
the malfunctioning of the TPTC and the way they are related. 
After a few introductory interviews were held it was decided to add a short third phase. 

This third phase was to return to literature in an attempt to identify if it were possible to improve 
the situation by transplanting aspects of the institutional structure of another river basin in the 
world. The decision to undertake this extra step was done when it became clear that several 
people were interested in the lessons that could be learned from other basins. Because a complete 
comparison would be another MSc. thesis in itself, it was decided that only a preliminary 
comparison along general lines with the Murray-Darling river basin in Australia would be made, 
supplemented by an identification of general guidelines for transplantation. These guidelines 
were based on the Incomati case, lessons learned from previous attempts at institutional 
transplantation and theories on the subject. Based on this analysis, possible threats or 
opportunities for such a transplantation to the Incomati river basin were identified. The Murray-
Darling was chosen because it is often seen as an excellent example of integrated water 
management and because there have been previous attempts to transplant its structure. 
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3.1.2 Research areas 
 
Following the idea that decision-making takes place in networks, the project objective was split 
up in several areas of research. The project objective was:  

 Identify the problem issues and their underlying causes, concerning the use, availability 
and adequacy of information and the way this influences the international decision-
making process on the Incomati River Basin. 

 Identify general possibilities and constraints for institutional leapfrogging and compare 
the problem issues in the Incomati river basin with the Murray-Darling river basin to 
indicate whether, and under what conditions, transplantation of the institutional structure 
would be possible. 

During the preparatory phase the following two aspects were studied: 
 
1. Gaining insight into the current formal situation:  

This comprised seeking information on hydrological background, historical background, 
water policy, public organisations involved, relevant (international) laws, existing formal 
decision-making structure between the three countries, status and power of international 
agreements, the mandate of the TPTC, the other interested parties/stakeholders, and their 
official involvement in the process. 

2. Gaining insight into the research network:  
This comprised developing an understanding of the basis for generation of information, 
research institutes involved, their reputation, existing platforms for sharing information, 
institutional capacity and the experience available for information management. 
 

The answers to these questions can be found in chapter four. Insight in these two research areas 
created the basic understanding of the case study that formed the necessary preparation for the 
fieldwork. The questions for the fieldwork were then split up as follows: 
 
1. What is the gap between the official structure of decision-making and the actual situation:  

How effective functions the structure, what is the role of informal contact and agreements, 
are important decision-making moments recognised, implementation of (inter)national 
policies and decisions.  

2. How is information used in the process, by whom and in what way:  
Identify information flows, important information gaps, look at negotiating information, 
strategic use of information, information as power, managing of collected information, 
use of information from the field and learning capacity. 

3. What problems do people at different levels have concerning information:  
Is there a lack of information, inadequate information or information overload, by whom 
is this experienced, status of information, trust in information and the underlying causes 
for information problems. 

4. What problems do people have concerning the working structure:  
Concerning clear mandates, communication, transparency of the structure, efficient use of 
resources and trust. 

5. What are the opinions about the institutional review:  
What are the ideas about a River Basin Organisation, its objectives, function and mandate, 
relation to the TPTC and requirements in terms of human resources and funding. 
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The last phase focussed solely on the following question: 
 
6. Under what conditions is institutional transplantation possible:  

Identification of general guidelines, previous experiences, relevance for the Incomati, 
comparison with the Murray-Darling river basin in Australia. 

 
The order in which the different research areas will be addressed and their place in the report are 
summarised in the following table. 
Subject Chapter 
Current formal situation 4 
Research network 4 
Gap between formal and informal situation 5-7 
Use of information 6 
Problems concerning information 6 
Working Structure 7 
Opinions about institutional review 8 
Lessons other river basins 8 

Table 1: Location of research topics in the report 
 

3.2 Data Collection 
 
The information that needed be gathered can be inferred from the research questions. For the first 
phase, data was collected from literature. For the descriptive questions of the second phase a 
descriptive method was chosen and information was collected through open interviews. This 
information was supplemented with information stemming from literature. Based on the first 
phase and the chosen analytical framework of network theory, the interview questions were 
designed. 

Interviews were held among the different organisations involved and at different levels in 
the organisations. For the research it is essential to know which organisation has what problem 
concerning the use of information. Apart from that it is necessary to map different actors onto 
their different positions in the network. This cannot be clarified by quoting anonymous sources. 
Names of the respondents however are not revealed, only the names of the organisation they 
worked for. Apart from official interviews it was also the intention to gather information through 
casual talks, as problems are more often stated "off the record"13. 

The selection of respondents developed in an organic way. First a selection of relevant 
organisations was made to determine which organisations should be interviewed to obtain a good 
picture of the situation. Secondly respondents were identified based on their attendance of several 
workshops on the Incomati held in the past and/or their involvement in the TPTC or one of the 
Task Forces. Now and then respondents were added to the list, based on suggestions from other 
respondents. Altogether about 25 respondents were interviewed (about 2:2:1 division for 
respectively RSA: Mozambique: Swaziland). An initial idea of interviewing the heads of 
departments was abandoned, because it was very difficult to get hold of them and there was only 

                                                 
13 For an overview of the organisations interviewed and interview questions see appendix 4. 
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limited time for conducting interviews (primarily because the interviews were held in three 
different countries). 

Not all interview questions were posed to all respondents. Instead this depended on their 
level of involvement. This creates a drawback as some of the claims in this report can 
unfortunately only be based on the comments of one respondent. These claims were therefore 
treated with care, especially when statements were made in one country about the behaviour or 
intentions of (officials in) one of the other countries.  

Similarly to the organic development of the list of respondents, the interview questions 
were adjusted along the way. Certain questions were not answered or were clearly not understood 
by the respondents. These were then omitted or rephrased. The initial idea to try and to visualise 
all the information lines and gaps was abandoned, when it turned out that the information the 
interviewees would give on this subject was too limited. Not only in this aspect, but also about 
other issues, there was often the tendency to remain vague when it came to discussing problems. 
In general people also didn’t like to talk about how internally the standpoint of their country was 
decided. Sometimes “outsiders” explained this more elaborately, but these comments should be 
considered non- neutral. 

Because of the difficulty of addressing certain issues, these were considered to be outside 
the scope of the study. Two issues should be mentioned here explicitly because of their 
importance for decision-making. The issue of corruption in Mozambique was omitted from this 
research because of the sensitivity of the subject. The same holds for the role that the complex 
relationship between the Swazi democracy and the Swazi royal family may play in decision-
making. 

The chosen approach has certain limitations that need to be kept in mind in reading this 
thesis. The analysis will be based on interviews with one or two persons per organisation, but of 
course other people within these organisations might have other opinions. Given the time and 
resources available for the fieldwork, it was not possible to consult with more people. The 
analysis can only be based on what the people said during interviews, not on what they did not 
say. Certain respondents did not address some issues, but this does not mean that they do not find 
these issues important. There can be different reasons why a respondent didn't mention certain 
issues: e.g. respondents can find it unnecessary to raise certain issues, because they perceive it as 
being obvious. Finally it should be kept in mind that this thesis describes just one interpretation 
of the situation. 
 

3.3 Data Analysis 
 
Network theory was chosen as the viewpoint for analysing the decision-making process on the 
Incomati river basin and the place of information within that process. Because it does justice to 
the complexity of the policy-making environment and gives clear rules for successful policy-
making in networks. Based on this theory an analytical framework was chosen to analyse and 
evaluate the international decision-making process. This framework will be discussed in 
paragraph 3.3.1. The conceptual structure for policy analytical activities and based on that a list 
of criteria will be used to analyse the success of the Joint Incomati Basin Study. This will be 
described in paragraph 3.3.2. 
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3.3.1 Describing decision-making in the network 
 
Adopting the perspective of policy-making in a network, the process of decision-making in this 
network will be described using the following concepts. Thus accounting for the fragmented 
character of policy-making and the institutional aspects of the context (Van Bueren et al. 2001). 

 Policy network: a policy network is the sum of interaction patterns in a relatively stable 
group of actors in different arenas. Networks create the institutional facilities that support 
interaction, such as a common language, shared views, shared rules and organisation 
forms. 

 Arena: an activated part of the policy network around a certain issue and the development 
of policy for that issue. Often a forum is created for discussing an issue. 

 Policy games: series of interactions between actors that focuses on influencing policy 
discussions (influencing problem definition, solutions and work approaches). A policy 
game can occur within one arena, but often spreads across more then one. This will create 
a fragmentation of the policy game. The result of a policy game can be decisions 
concerning content, a change in the form of the game or an institutional effect14. 

The (international) decision-making process on the Incomati river basin will be described by 
using these concepts. The normative standpoint in this perspective on decision-making is that 
interaction and cooperation is necessary to cope with uncertainty (inherent to decision-making) 
because of mutual independencies between the actors (ibid.). 

According to the authors (ibid.) the causes for impasses or breakthroughs in the decision-
making process can be divided into four clusters:  

 social causes such as lack/presence of interaction with strategically important 
stakeholders; 

 cognitive causes such as different/same perceptions of the problem, possible solutions and 
available information; 

 institutional causes such as lack/presence of institutional support, shared rules, norms and 
values and a common language; 

 the lack or presence of game control (rules, a facilitator, mediator, arbiter). 
Institutional causes often underlie social and cognitive causes. For an overview of the framework 
see Figure 2. By describing what happens in the policy process on the Incomati and by 
identifying the causes for impasses and/or breakthroughs one can explain, judge and diagnose the 
policy game. The analysis will give a picture of how the policy games are being played, by 
whom, what goes wrong or right and why. Based on this diagnosis requirements for long-term 
and/or short-term solutions can be defined. 

In judging the outcome of water policy games, the equity concept is of vital importance. 
However as chapter 2.3.3 showed it is also a very ill defined concept. The research mentioned in 
2.3.3 reveals that people own a set of fairness judgements to comment on water allocations (and 
the accompanying agreements). As it is impossible within the scope of this research to identify 
the specific set of fairness judgements for the stakeholders in the Incomati river basin, any 
judgement in this study should be seen as the author's personal opinion, unless stated otherwise. 

It should be kept in mind though, that the Southern African environment (especially in 
Mozambique and the Swazi kingdom) may ask for a flexible and adjusted use of this framework, 
that has its basis in the Western world. Rounds or games might not be as clearly definable and the 
division in causes might not be complete or effective. The central principle of grounded theory 
                                                 
14 See appendix 5 for a visualisation of the relationship between the policy networks, arenas and games. 
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holds here: in this methodology, theory may be generated initially from data, or if an existing 
(grounded) theory seems appropriate in the area of investigation (as is the case here), then this 
may be elaborated and modified as incoming data plays against it. This will ask for a continuous 
switching between analysis and data collection (Strauss & Corbin 2000).  

3.3.2 Analysing supportive research 

Game control:
Lack/Presence and quality

Social factors
• Lack of interaction/opposite strategies
• Change in cooperation and strategies

Cognitive factors
• conflicting perceptions
• new perceptions

round 1

round 2
round 3

round 4

Contentt

Time

Interaction process: policy rounds with impasses and breakthroughs (ending in crucial decisions)

Phenomenon

Is there learning about content and social uncertainty?
• Content:   redefining problems and solutions
• Strategic:  from go-alone stratiegies to cooperation
• Institutional: forming and adjusting of shared values,

rules and institutions

Results: Content
Process
Institutional

Criteria

C n

C 1

t1 tn

crucial decision 4

crucial decision 3crucial decision 1

crucial decision 2

input  next rounds

Institutional factors:
Norms, rules, language and 
institutions,  are they shared or not

Explanatory
Factors

Figure 2: Analytical framework (Van Bueren et al. 2001) 

 
Based on the conceptual structure mentioned in chapter 2.2.2 Thissen & Twaalfhoven (2001) 
identify criteria for evaluating policy analytic activities. These criteria can generally be applied to 
any research done to support the problem solving cycle. A selection of relevant evaluation criteria 
was made and grouped along the following division: 

 Input: criteria related to aspects preceding the analysis. 
 Content: criteria related to the content of the analysis. 
 Process: criteria related to the analysis process and its organisation. 
 Results: criteria related to the products of the analysis. 
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 Use: criteria related to who uses which elements of the analysis and for what purpose. 
 Effects: criteria related to the possible effects of the analysis (Thissen & Twaalfhoven 

(2001). 
For the complete list of criteria the reader is directed to appendix 6. These criteria were used to 
make an in-depth evaluation of the JIBS study on the Incomati river basin. Analysing the JIBS 
gave insight in what can be improved in using research and generating it. A systematic analysis 
will also give more insight into the identification of underlying causes for problems in the 
decision-making process and can lead to recommendations to researchers and decision makers. 
 Apart from this the guidelines for using information in networks and for dealing with 
uncertainty as mentioned in chapter 2.2 were used to assess in general why research initiatives, 
especially the Shared Rivers Initiative, had little impact on decision-making. 
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4. Context of decision-making on the Incomati river basin 
 
In this chapter background information is given on the Incomati River Basin, its economic value, 
and the three countries involved. The history of the basin is given and the relevant water laws and 
institutions are compared. This chapter broadly answers the questions that were part of the 
preparation phase. Insight into the current formal situation, the history of decision-making and 
the characteristics of this special basin gives the background perspective so necessary to correctly 
analyse the interviews and the policy games. Developments in the policy network must be seen in 
this light. 
 

4.1 The Incomati river basin 
 
The Incomati river basin is located in the south-eastern part of the African continent and covers a 
land area of about 46,700 km2. It occupies 2,500 km2of the Kingdom of Swaziland, 15,600 km2 
of the Republic of Mozambique and 28,600 km2 of the Republic of South Africa.  

The Republic of Mozambique, comprises an area of 801,600 sq km and has a population 
of app. 16 million inhabitants (about 1,5 million live in the capital Maputo). The official language 
is Portuguese. Several indigenous languages are spoken. Major industries are food, beverages, 
textiles and chemicals. With 70% of the population living below the poverty line and a life 
expectancy of only 35 years, Mozambique remains one of the poorest countries in the world 

(www.cia.gov/cia/publications/factbook). 
The total area of the Republic of 

South-Africa is 1,221,037 km2. South-
Africa has three capitals: Pretoria 
(administrative); Bloemfontein (judicial) 
and Cape Town (legislative). The 
population of over 43 million, consists 
for 77% of blacks, 10% whites, 8% 
mixed race and 2.5% of Indian or Asian 
descent. Various indigenous languages 
have an official status, but English is the 
language for official situations. Major 
industries include mining, finance, 
insurance and food processing. Life 
expectancy is slightly higher than for the 
rest of the region: 45 years (ibid.). 

The Kingdom of Swaziland is a 
monarchy and the Head of State is King 

Mswati III. The kingdom is only 17,363 sq km and has a population of a little over 1 million. The 
capital city is Mbabane (50,500 inhabitants). Official languages are English and Siswati. The 
major industries are sugar, mining, wood pulp and agriculture. Though relatively prosperous, life 
expectancy at birth is only 37 years and the unemployment rate is over 30% (ibid.). 

Figure 3: Crocodile river in flood 2001 

The Incomati watercourse includes the Komati, Crocodile, Sabie, Massintonto, Uanetze 
and Mazimechopes rivers and the estuary (definition used in the TIA). The Incomati river basin 
rises in the mountains (2,000 metres above sea level) in the west of the basin and drops to the 
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coastal plain in Mozambique. The basin is characterised by a broad variety of natural vegetation 
types; from beaches, recent dunes, tropical bush and forest to different types of savannah and 
grassveld. The general climate in the Incomati river basin varies from a warm to hot humid 
climate in Mozambique to a cooler dry climate in South Africa in the west. The mean annual 
precipitation of about 740 mm/year falls entirely during the summer months.  

There are many areas of conservation importance within the basin, such as the famous 
Kruger National Park. The JIBS describes the conservation status of the main rivers in South 
Africa as modified but primarily natural (apart from some exceptions where the river is changed 
substantially). In Swaziland the conservation status of the rivers is considered close to natural for 
most stretches. In Mozambique the flow regime of the Incomati has been altered significantly due 
to upstream abstractions. 

The Incomati estuary is an important sanctuary for breeding colonies of aquatic birds and 
provides water and other ecological services to local populations. Because of a lack of 
infrastructure in Mozambique thousands of people use the Incomati river as a direct source of 
water (Leestemaker 2000b). The estuary also plays an important role in the life cycles of shrimp, 
fish and shellfish species. It is the second most important area of shrimp production in 
Mozambique, which is Mozambique’s most important export product. The estuary has an 
extensive mangrove forest that influences the health of the coastal zone and adjacent marine 
habitats. The direct effect of freshwater in an estuary is to reduce the water salinity and increase 
nutrients supply (sediment deposition) for the productivity of the estuarine ecosystems, namely 
mangroves and reed beds. Upstream abstractions have reduced freshwater flows into the estuary 
and changed the flow regime. This may negatively affect the estuarine ecosystem and 
consequently the shrimp and fish production in Maputo Bay. At the moment the National Water 
Directorate in Mozambique is doing research on this subject (pers.comm.). 

Despite its economic significance, the Incomati basin has limited urban developments. 
Existing mining activities in the Incomati river basin are limited. The sectors that provide the 
mainstay of the economy in the basin are agriculture and forestry. It is significant that both 
sectors are large water consumers, which justifies a basin perspective in analysing economic 
development. Two crops dominate the basin, both in terms of land and water use and economy: 
rain-fed commercial tree plantations and irrigated sugarcane cultivation and the related sugar 
industry. Sugarcane production in the basin captures as much as 67% of all water used for 
irrigation and provides employment to a large labour force (some 30,000 directly employed). The 
crop has in all three countries a regulated, fairly complex market. Farm-gate prices are artificially 
held stable and water prices are held low (Leestemaker 2000b). From a commercial perspective it 
is therefore worthwhile to produce sugar. 

Surface water is being exported from the Incomati basin to neighbouring basins. Water 
transfers represent the third largest water use in the basin, after irrigation and exotic tree 
plantations. Two bulk water transfers exist in the Incomati river basin. South Africa transfers 
water from the upper Komati river catchment for power generation in the adjacent Olifants 
catchment. Swaziland exports 136 km3/year from the Komati river in Swaziland to the Umbeluzi 
catchment. Some of the dams generate hydropower, but all these dams have as a primary purpose 
to provide water for irrigation. Electricity production is a secondary benefit derived from water 
releases made for other users. Consumptive use of surface water amounts to 51% of the average 
amount of surface water generated in the basin, which is considered relatively high (Van der 
Zaag & Carmo Vaz 2002). Other (marginal) water uses include domestic, municipal and 
industrial use as well as water for livestock and wild animals. Due to the high water use certain 
parts of the basin are subject to severe water stress during certain periods of the year, and during 
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years with below normal rainfall and runoff (ibid.). Therefore water allocation is the most 
important issue in international water management. 

 

4.2 Short history of the region 
 
From the middle of the 19th century the economy of southern Mozambique, then still a colony of 
Portugal, was linked with the South African economy. Led by Eduardo Mondlane, the 
Mozambique Liberation Front, or Frelimo, that was formed in 1962 liberated the country from 
Portuguese rule after a war that lasted over 10 years. The independent Republic of Mozambique 
was proclaimed on 25 June 1975. The Portuguese pulled out virtually overnight, leaving the 
country in chaos: lacking skilled professionals and infrastructure and bleeding capital, the 
economy collapsed. Frelimo, now the governing party, turned to the Communist governments of 
the Soviet Union and East Germany for help. 

In the same period South Africa became increasingly isolated after withdrawing from the 
British Commonwealth in 1961. Paranoia developed through the 1960s and '70s, as the last 
European powers withdrew from Africa and black, often socialist, states were formed around 
South Africa's northern borders. In the fifties and sixties agricultural development in the Incomati 
basin increased significantly. During the following decades South Africa remained politically 
isolated. However, in terms of trade and commerce, South Africa’s role in the region actually 
increased. 

At the beginning of the 20th century, with a large proportion of Swaziland in foreign 
hands, Queen-Regent Labotsibeni encouraged Swazis to buy back the land, and many emigrated 
to South Africa to raise money by working in the mines. Land was gradually returned to the 
kingdom, both by direct purchase and by the British government, and at independence in 1968 
around two-thirds of the kingdom was back under Swazi control. Britain's 66-year rule handed 
over peacefully. Swaziland inherited a constitution largely the work of the British, and in 1973 
King Sobhuza II suspended it on the grounds that it did not reflect Swazi culture. Four years later 
parliament reconvened under a new constitution that vested all power in the king. Sobhuza was 
followed in 1986 by King Mswati III, who continues to maintain and represent tradition. 

By the early 1980s Mozambique was nearly bankrupt. Money was worthless and shops 
were empty. Compounding this 
instability were the growing tensions 
between Mozambique and Rhodesia 
and South Africa, both of which 
sought to destabilise Mozambique 
because the country harboured bases 
for their independence movements. 
Renamo (Mozambique National 
Resistance) started a civil war with 
the aim of destroying Mozambique's 
social and communications infra-
structure and overthrowing the 
government. The drought and famine 
of 1983 brought the country to its 
knees.  

Figure 4: Sugarcane harvesting in Swaziland 
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At the end of 1983, South Africa signed a secret non-aggression pact with Swaziland. 
During this period, irrigation areas in the South African parts of the Incomati basin increased 
rapidly, in the context of subsidies to white commercial farmers. But South Africa’s domestic 
situation was far from resolved. Violent responses to black protests increased commitment to a 
revolutionary struggle, and the United Nations finally imposed economic and political sanctions 
until 1989, when economic sanctions began to bite, the Rand collapsed, and F.W. De Klerk came 
to power. Virtually all apartheid regulations were repealed, political prisoners were released and 
negotiations began on forming a multiracial interim government. 

Frelimo gradually yielded to the pressure of the civil war and also sought openings to the 
West. In 1985 it became member of the International Monetary Fund and World Bank, and in 
1987 it started constitutional reforms towards multiparty democracy. It was only after Nelson 
Mandela was released from prison in February 1990, that the political atmosphere in the region 
improved. In the same year the Mozambican government introduced a new constitution that 
provided for multi-party democracy, and started negotiations with Renamo. Both sides signed a 
peace treaty in 1992, officially ending hostilities. Elections in 1994 were surprisingly smooth and 
fair. Mozambique has done much to rebuild itself since then, though landmines, floods (one as 
recent as 2001) and cyclones have continued to plague it. 

South Africa’s free elections in 1994 resulted in a decisive victory for the ANC and 
Nelson Mandela became president. Despite the scars of the past and the enormous problems 
ahead, South Africa today is immeasurably more optimistic than it was a few years ago. There 
are huge expectations of the new South Africa. 

In Swaziland King Mswati III still runs the country with the Council of Ministers, a small 
core of advisers. Opposition parties remain illegal, and in 1995 the National Assembly and the 
homes of the deputy prime minister and the vice-chancellor of the University of Swaziland were 
burned in student riots. Following a general strike later that year there was an easing in the almost 
total power of the king, and in 1997 the heads of Mozambique and South Africa held talks with 
the king on further democratisation in Swaziland. Since then King Mswati III and the pro-
democracy forces are at loggerhead (www.lonelyplanet.com, Van der Zaag & Carmo Vaz 2002). 

Since 1995 the developments in the Incomati basin indicate that political, commercial and 
cultural ties across national border are intensifying. The most obvious political development was 
that South Africa was accepted into the Southern African Development Community (SADC) in 
1995. The contrast between the 1980s and the 1990s could hardly have been bigger. 
Developments during the 1990s were characterised by cooperation and economic integration, and 
a new wave of economic development. This picture was temporarily disturbed by the floods of 
2000 that devastated southern Mozambique. The floods triggered immediate assistance by South 
Africa and promises of relief support by the international community, and emphasised once more 
the need for further regional cooperation (Van der Zaag & Carmo Vaz 2002). However, history 
still influences the relationship between the three countries especially when it comes to mutual 
trust. 

 

4.3 Relevant international agreements 
 
For the sharing of the water resources of the Incomati basin, three international conventions are 
of relevance: the Helsinki Rules in 1966 (International Law Association 1966), the UN 
Convention on the Law of the Non-Navigational Uses of International Watercourses (UN 1997), 
and the SADC Protocol on Shared Watercourse Systems (SADC 1995). The SADC Protocol 
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came into force in September 1998. Mozambique was the only country that refused to ratify it. 
Mozambique refused because it wanted the definition of two crucial concepts used in the protocol 
to be changed: "drainage basin" and "watercourse system". Both concepts explicitly had to state 
that the downstream boundary of both concepts is the sea and only in exceptional cases a desert 
or a lake. The protocol was revised and by September 2002, eight SADC countries had ratified 
the revised Protocol (Botswana, Lesotho, Malawi, Mauritius, Mozambique, Namibia, South 
Africa and Swaziland). Once nine countries (two-thirds) have ratified it, it will enter into force 
and replace the 1995 Protocol. The overall objective of this Protocol is to foster closer 
cooperation for judicious, sustainable and coordinated management, protection and utilisation of 
shared watercourses and advance the SADC agenda of regional integration and poverty 
alleviation. The institutional mechanisms responsible for the implementation of the Protocol are 
the SADC Water Sector Organs (Committee of Water Ministers; Committee of Water Senior 
Officials; Water Sector Coordinating Unit; Water Resources Technical Committee and sub-
Committees) and the Shared Watercourse Institutions (watercourse commissions, water 
authorities or boards, established by the Watercourse States). The Protocol includes articles on 
Shared Watercourse Agreements (following closely the UN Convention) and Settlement of 
Disputes, establishing that the State Parties shall try to resolve their disputes amicably and in 
accordance with the principles enshrined in the SADC Treaty or, when disputes cannot be solved 
in this way, referring them to the SADC Tribunal for decision (SADC 1995). 
 

4.4 National water policies and laws 
 
Their respective water laws govern water resources allocation and management in Mozambique, 
South Africa and Swaziland. Whereas Mozambique and South Africa have recently enacted new 
water laws (in 1991 and 1998 respectively), the water act of Swaziland currently in force dates 
back to 1967. A new Water Act was lately before Parliament for final approval and was signed 
by the King on 5th of March 2003. It is currently waiting to be gazetted. When enacted, this Bill 
will result in some fundamental changes of the water sector in Swaziland, with some new 
features that already exist in South Africa and Mozambique. The sharing of the water resources 
of international basins is explicitly mentioned in both the Mozambican and South African water 
acts. The new water law regimes in the three countries have the following characteristics: 

 Ownership of water is vested in the head of state who holds the water resources in trust 
for the people; 

 All people have a right to a basic amount of water for which they do not require a right or 
permit; 

 The environment is considered a legitimate water user; its needs have to be considered 
along with other types of water requirements. 

The allocation of water for uses other than primary purposes and the environment, i.e. for 
productive processes such as agriculture, mining and manufacturing, follows either a riparian 
system15 (Swaziland) or is subject to licences/permits (Mozambique and South Africa). The 
commitment to advance the plight of small-scale farmers is present in the recent policies of all 
three countries e.g. the Komati Downstream Development Project in Swaziland, the Nkomazi 
Irrigation Expansion Programme in South Africa and the Mozambican efforts to rehabilitate 
existing irrigation infrastructure (Van der Zaag & Carmo Vaz 2002). 
                                                 
15 In the riparian system of allocation the right to use water is tied to the ownership of land along rivers. 
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Leestemaker (2000a) identifies the following fundamental differences between the national 
water laws that might form a fundamental treat to policy-making regarding the Incomati river 
basin: 

 Management unit: The definition of the management unit (catchment in the South 
African law, and river basin in the Mozambican, and Swazi law) is a potential problem for 
co-operation within a shared river basin such as the Incomati. The SADC-Protocol takes 
the water course as unit, which does not fit either types of national definition. 

 Role of the state: The history and state of the water laws differ considerably. The South 
African water law makes the shift from private to public resource whereas the 
Mozambican law is still strict on state ownership and state implementation. In Swaziland 
the King and the traditional chiefs are strongly involved in ownership, responsibility, 
management and implementation of water resources without clear rights for the water 
users. This will change under the new Water Law. 

 Participation: Stakeholders participation is institutionally arranged for in the SA law and 
in the proposed Mozambican law, however the majority of the population, being the small 
farming communities will be presented in the (proposed) water councils, through users 
organisations and local government. In the Incomati basin, both are weak or not existing, 
compared to the large water users. This unequal balance in the stakeholder participation is 
not addressed in the laws. 

 Environment: The protection for the environment and the downstream use is not 
common. Although the (aquatic) environment is mentioned in all laws, the control and 
implementation mechanism for protection is only present in the South African water law. 

 

4.5 National water management bodies 
 
All use of water is regulated by a central water management body within a particular Ministry: 
the Department of Water Affairs and Forestry (DWAF) in South Africa, or the National Water 
Directorate (DNA) in Mozambique, or, as is proposed in the Water Bill of Swaziland, the 
Department of Water Affairs and its executive arm, the National Water Authority (The Water Act 
2003). The day-to-day water allocation and management tasks are delegated to decentralised 
bodies that are constituted along hydrological boundaries16.  

The Mozambican Water Law of 1991 adopted the principle of de-centralisation in water 
resources management, particularly at the operational level. Therefore Regional Water 
Administrations (ARAs) were created, organised on the basis of one or more (contiguous) river 
basins. The ARAs are public institutions, with administrative and financial autonomy, under the 
supervision of the Ministry of Public Works and Housing, via the National Directorate of Waters. 
ARA-Sul was created in 1993 and its Incomati basin management unit (UGBI) is responsible for 
the operational management of the Incomati basin. The Incomati Basin Committee, comprised of 
water users, is a consultative body to the UGBI. Despite the existence of this committee the 
influence and representation of small farmer remains limited (Leestemaker 2000b). Mozambique 
has a special department dealing with international waters: the International Rivers Office (GRI). 
Another important change is the creation of a National Water Council that is composed of several 
ministers and is supported by a secretariat hosted by DNA. This is an excellent forum to 
developed an integrated water management approach (Carmo Vaz & Lopes Pereira 2000) 
                                                 
16 For an overview see appendix 7. 
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In South Africa the National Water Act of 1998 states, that a Catchment Management 
Agency (CMA) may be established for a specific water management area. A CMA has as major 
functions: to investigate and advise interested persons on the protection, use, development, 
conservation, management and control of the water resources in its water management area; to 
develop a catchment management strategy; to co-ordinate the related activities of water users and 
of the water management institutions within its water management area; and to promote 
community participation. The Inkomati CMA (ICMA), that will comprise the Komati, Crocodile 
and Sabie rivers, is currently being established. Each of these rivers shall have a subcatchment 
organisation.  

The ICMA is a test case in South Africa and its implementation has met with a lot of 
obstacles. The most remarkable one, is probably that it was blocked at a certain moment by some 
of the large-scale farmers that claimed that the public consultation process was not executed well. 
Public consultation was a prerequisite for implementation to guarantee that the voice of 
previously disadvantaged groups was heard. The large-scale farmers were the ones most involved 
in the public consultation process. The establishment of an ICMA was temporarily hindered by 
the ones in ‘the comfort zone’ using an argument that was meant to counterbalance the inequity 
(Waalewijn 2002).  

 The existing irrigation boards in these rivers (in the Komati river these have been merged 
into the Nkomazi Major Irrigation Board) will be transformed into Water Users Associations 
(WUA) somewhere in the future. Despite the political will to devolve management of water 
resources to the local level these processes have taken several years. The state is forced to do the 
impossible, to play the role of initiator, facilitator, referee and regulator at the same time (Eiman 
2002). DWAF expects the board of the ICMA to be appointed in the coming months.  

In Swaziland a Government Water Control Area may be declared if it is deemed 
necessary in the public interest to control the abstraction, utilisation, supply or distribution of the 
water of any public stream within the relevant area. The Komati river and all its tributaries within 
Swaziland have been proclaimed a Government Water Control Area. The Water Apportionment 
Board has determined allocations based on normal flow. When the flow is not available, the flow 
to irrigators must be reduced proportionally. The Water Bill of 2001 proposes to strengthen the 
role of the Water Apportionment Boards, which will be transformed into River Basin Authorities. 
The Minister may on his own accord or at the request of a number of proprietors of land riparian 
to a public stream, declare any area as an Irrigation District. An Irrigation District is administered 
by the River Basin Authority, and has an Irrigation Board. The Board comprises mainly members 
elected by the relevant proprietors. An Irrigation Board is charged with such functions as: the 
protection of the water source; preventing unlawful abstraction or storage of public water; 
exercising general supervision over all public streams within the District; and supplying water to 
any person or local authority for primary, urban or industrial purposes (Van der Zaag & Carmo 
Vaz 2002, Consultec & BKS Acres 2001). 
 

4.6 Research institutes 
 
Most of the research in water management is done by consultants. Their reputation is not always 
very good. Especially Mozambique doesn't have a lot of trust in South African consultants, which 
are often used as the contact person in the field by European consultants. The universities and the 
research done there, have less influence on the governments' actions, than research conducted by 
consultants by order of a government body (e.g. the TPTC). During the Shared Rivers Initiative 
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researchers from several universities and institutes in the three countries were cooperating in a 
research on the Incomati. However after ending this initiative the contact was maintained only 
sparsely. There is no existing international platform for sharing information. Only South Africa 
has a well maintained hydrological database. Swaziland has neglected part of its hydrometric 
stations for years and the Mozambican network was largely destroyed and/or unreachable during 
the civil war. Mozambique also hasn't collected qualitative data so far, information that is very 
important when it comes to establishing parameters for the sustainability of the ecosystem. The 
following organisations have all (directly or indirectly) been involved in research on the 
Incomati: 

 International Water Management Institute (Pretoria) 
 CSIR 
 Water Research Commission 
 African Water Issues Research Unit (South African universities) 
 University Eduardo Mondlane (Maputo) 
 University of Swaziland 
 Several universities in South Africa: most importantly: the University of Natal 

(Pietermaritzburg) 
 BKS Acres (Pretoria) 
 Impacto (Maputo) 
 Consultec (Maputo) 
 Resource Analysis (The Netherlands) 
 Euroconsult (The Netherlands 
 Institute for Hydraulics Engineering (The Netherlands) 
 CZMC 
 Norad/SIDA/World Bank/Japanese Aid/ DANIDA 
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5. A history of international negotiations 
 
This chapter will highlight the key decisions in the international negotiations of the last four 
decades. Decision-making will be analysed and described with use of the concepts discussed in 
paragraph 3.3.1. Positions and strategies will be identified and the perceptions leading to these 
strategies, explored.  
 

5.1 Three phases of negotiations 
 
This chapter will present the history of policy and decision-making on the Incomati River Basin. 
The history of decision-making can broadly be divided in three rounds, every round ending with 
an outcome (positive or negative). The first turbulent phase runs up to 1991 and was heavily 
influenced by the political developments in the region. It ends with the signing of the Piggs Peak 
Agreement. This phase, that actually consists of more than one decision-making round (some 
ending in an impasse some ending with a breakthrough), will be treated here as the historical 
background against which current problem issues should be seen, because previous experiences 
strongly influence people’s perspectives and strategies. This phase will therefore be described, 
but only briefly analysed. 

The second phase runs from 1991 up to around about 2002 and can be regarded as a 
period of improvement and learning ending in the signing of the Tripartite Interim Agreement. 
This period is discussed thoroughly in this report. The third round is the present one, which may 
be characterised as cautious optimism17. For an overview of the developments see appendix 8. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1983 
TPTC 
Agreement 

1964 
Cunene 
Agreement 

2002 
TIA 
Agreement 

1991 
Piggs Peak
Agreement

Figure 5: Important agreements for the Incomati river basin 
 

5.1.1 First round: a turbulent history 
 
International negotiations (on the Incomati) started off with the "Cunene Agreement": the 
Agreement between the Governments of South Africa and Portugal in regard to Rivers of Mutual 
Interest and the Cunene River Scheme (13 October 1964). It is the oldest agreement of interest 
and started off as a bilateral agreement between South Africa and Portugal, upon which 
Mozambique followed at independence. Swaziland acceded to Part I (Rivers of Mutual Interest) 
of this Agreement in 1967. The agreement acknowledges the importance of rivers as water 

                                                 
17 A key decision not mentioned here that was mentioned by several interviewees, as being relevant was the signing 
of the revised SADC protocol in 2000. As this decision took place in a different arena than the ones existing around 
the Incomati it is left out of the analysis and will be considered as one of the conditions determining the context 
against which developments have to be analysed. 
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resources for the development of the respective territories of the parties as well as the advantages 
of collaborating in the development of such water resources (Cunene Agreement 1964). The First 
Tripartite Technical Conference on Rivers of Common Interest between South Africa, Swaziland 
and Mozambique (the latter two still under colonial rule) was held in Mbabane in 1967. During 
this conference the full and free exchange of hydrological data was already a subject of 
discussion. Two follow-up conferences were held (in 1969 and 1972), but no progress on the 
preparatory studies was made (Van der Zaag & Carmo Vaz 2002).  

The next tripartite meeting was only held in 1982 (after an impasse of exactly 10 years), 
as the Tripartite Permanent Technical Committee (TPTC). It is likely that the three countries 
found it difficult to meet during 1972-1981 because of developments in Mozambique. After 
Mozambique attained independence in 1975, its relation with South Africa quickly deteriorated. 
In contrast, the relation between Swaziland and South Africa intensified, though not always 
without tension. Between 1978 and 1981, Swazi and South African delegations met formally at 
least 11 times, negotiating the uses of the Komati river, a subbasin of the Incomati river. It is 
therefore important to acknowledge that the three countries remained on speaking terms with 
regard to the Incomati. Given the political context of the time, it is remarkable that even South 
Africa and Mozambique met twice in 1978, discussing issues related to shared waters. By 1980, 
Swaziland and South Africa acknowledged that Mozambique was an interested party in the 
Incomati, and that its interests had to be taken into account. No doubt the fact that there was a 
third riparian country (Swaziland) whose role as broker was accepted by the other two riparian 
countries, because of its particular political and hydrological position vis-à-vis the other two 
countries, had a positive influence. The few contacts that existed between Mozambique and the 
other two countries centred on the exchange of hydrological information and plans for future 
developments. Although hydrological information was shared more or less freely (which proved 
important during the floods of 1981 and 1984), there was great reluctance to inform each other 
frankly on actual water use and the plans for future development. In addition there was a 
considerable language gap. Mozambique was Portuguese speaking and not many nationals 
mastered the English language. Expatriates who spoke on behalf of the Mozambican delegation 
often facilitated negotiations. The Swazi delegation also made use of expatriates, mainly to bring 
in expert knowledge (ibid.). 

With the Agreement Relative to the Establishment of a Tripartite Permanent Technical 
Committee the TPTC was officially established in February 1983, consisting of three 
representatives from each of the three Governments concerned. The TPTC is convened on an ad 
hoc basis, as and when circumstances require. All decisions are to be taken by consensus. The 
functions and duties of the TPTC are mainly of an advisory nature. The TPTC can advise the 
three governments on several subjects: short term problems, the division of flows, arrangements 
for investigations, and so on (TPTC Agreement 1983). Four subsequent TPTC meetings were 
held in 1983 and 1984. The topics discussed during these meetings all centred on the exchange of 
information. Mozambique asked South Africa to provide discharge data on the Komati and Sabie 
rivers near its border. South Africa obliged. During 1985 to 1988 the TPTC did not meet. In the 
same period, Swaziland and South Africa met at least 19 times, 14 times as a JPTC, and 5 times 
at ministerial level. The 7th TPTC meeting (1989) was characterised by a hardening of positions 
between the three countries. The 8th TPTC meeting, held one month after, was one of tough 
negotiations. This was when probably for the first time the clashes of interests between South 
Africa and Swaziland on one hand, and Mozambique on the other, were made explicit. During 
the 7th TPTC meeting, Mozambique acknowledged receipt of the First Phase Komati Basin 
Development Plan (dated February 1987), but stated that the Plan did not take into account its 
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needs. Mozambique reacted that it already experienced severe shortages, and that the plan itself 
stated, "that serious shortages of water are expected to occur along the Incomati river in 
Mozambique". After the tough experience of the 7th and 8th TPTC meeting, Mozambique 
requested the World Bank to provide technical advice. Dutch experts from Euroconsult reviewed 
the existing data on water availability and water use in three rivers in Maputo Province, with 
emphasis on the Incomati (ibid.). 

Two major political developments with a positive impact on the Incomati basin were that 
South Africa attained majority rule in 1994, and that Mozambique for the first time held multi-
party elections. The result of these improved relations was the signing of the Piggs Peak 
Agreement at the ministerial meeting in Piggs Peak, Swaziland in 1991: a win-win situation that 
slightly improved the balance of power in the basin. South Africa and Swaziland needed a 
declaration of no-objection from Mozambique to get financing from the World Bank for the 
Komati Basin Development Plan. Mozambique was only willing to declare that if a water sharing 
agreement was signed. 
 
According to Turton (2003b) the strategy of the three countries during this period and the 
consequent results can be seen as follows. During this period, the incentive of economic 
cooperation offered by South Africa to its neighbouring countries was viewed upon in two ways: 

1. Purely in terms of self-interest without framing the problem in ideological terms. The 
negotiators asked themselves what they could gain from the deal offered and acted 
accordingly. Swaziland acted in this way when it came to the Incomati and this resulted in 
the creation of Maguga and Driekoppies dams and establishment of the Komati Basin 
Water Authority (KOBWA)18, which is a well functioning institution. The result was a 
win-win outcome for both Swaziland and South Africa. 

2. The deal offered was seen in terms other than the material benefits to be gained and the 
problem was framed in ideological terms, thereby linking the narrowly defined economic 
benefits to the ideological struggle between capitalism and communism. Mozambique 
chose this go-alone strategy, thereby isolating itself, while South Africa continued to 
develop and in the end it was left with almost nothing. This strategy resulted in a win-lose 
outcome. 

 
Outcome Round I  
Round I was characterised by fragmented policy games with minimal political commitment. A 
breakthrough was created in the end when the upstream countries needed cooperation with the 
downstream country to get financing. After these decades, in which the first steps to forming an 
international arena for discussion issues around the Incomati were made, the result of the policy 
games “played” was a content decision (signing the Piggs Peak agreement). With this 
compromise a minimum cross border flow for Mozambique was established and South Africa 
and Swaziland could start building Maguga and Driekoppies dams. 
 

                                                 
18KOBWA is the bilateral agency operating the dams on the Komati and Lomati rivers. 
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5.1.2 Second round: towards improvement 
 

Following the Piggs Peak Agreement 
in 1991, the diplomatic relations slowly 
improved (even though South Africa 
regularly didn’t comply with the agreed 
cross border flow) and strategies 
started to change. The Joint Incomati 
Basin Study (JIBS) was launched in 
1992. The idea to conduct a joint study 
of the water resources, demands and 
development potential of the entire 
Incomati basin came from the positive 
experience of both Swaziland and 
South Africa when they formulated 
their joint development plan on the 
Komati. Conducting this joint study 
proved a powerful tool towards 
cooperation, because it managed to 

break down suspicions and created alliances at the technical level that influenced the process all 
the way up to the political level (Van der Zaag & Carmo Vaz 2002). However, due to the 
impossibility of obtaining the required information from Mozambique, which seems partly to be 
the result of the impossibility to collect data in the field (the unrest of the civil war not over yet 
and landmines were still a problem) and a lack of political will to contribute, the study was 
concluded in curtailed form in 1995. With financing from DANIDA the study was re-initiated in 
2000 as the JIBS Phase 2, that focussed on the Mozambican part of the basin and was concluded 
towards the end of 2001. Still the JIBS lacks substantial Mozambican data. Due to the civil war 
there is a gap of hydrological data of several decades (Consultec & BKS Acres 2001).  

Figure 6: Construction of Maguga Dam 

Pending the results of the JIBS the following interim measures where decided upon in the 
Piggs Peak Agreement: 

 a cross-border release of 2 m3/s averaged over a cycle of 3 days in order to satisfy 
demands in the reach from Ressano Garcia to the confluence of the Sabie river; 

 South Africa refrains from constructing any new water works with a storage capacity in 
excess of 250,000 cubic metres or with an abstraction rate exceeding 110 litres per second 
in the Sabie river catchment, without prior consultation at TPTC level in accordance with 
the Helsinki rules and the 1964 Rivers Agreement; 

 to proceed with implementing the first phase of the Komati River Development Plan, 
consisting of the Driekoppies and Maguga Nkomati Basin dams (TPTC 1991). 

After the Piggs Peak meeting of February 1991, the TPTC met six more times during the period 
1991-1997. The most important issue on the agenda during these meetings was progress on the 
JIBS. 

In May 1997, the SADC Water Sector organised a conference on international river 
basins in Maseru, Lesotho. In the run-up to that conference, some tension came to the surface 
between South Africa and Mozambique. South Africa was unhappy about some formulations in 
the draft text of a paper that would be presented during that conference. Strong-worded 
references to alleged violations by South Africa of its earlier agreements on the Incomati basin 
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irked South Africa. Mozambique obliged and re-phrased sensitive parts of the paper. This 
presents an interesting example of negotiating facts (Van der Zaag & Carmo Vaz 2002). 

During the same period several bilateral agreements were signed, that had their effect on 
the decision-making process. The Treaty on the Development and Utilisation of the Water 
Resources of the Komati River Basin and the Treaty on the Establishment and Functioning of the 
Joint Water Commission were signed by South Africa and Swaziland in March 1992, and 
explicitly deal with the Komati river, a subbasin of the Incomati basin. In terms of the second 
treaty a Joint Water Commission (JWC) was established and its duties and functions determined. 
The JWC consists of the two delegations representing both countries and all decisions are taken 
on the basis of consensus. The JWC acts mainly in an advisory capacity in a way quite similar to 
the TPTC. The members of the JWC and TPTC are partly the same. A formal agreement was 
signed between Mozambique and South Africa in July 1996 to create a Joint Water Commission. 
The structure and content of this agreement are quite similar to the one between the South Africa 
and Swaziland for the Komati river basin. In July 1999 Mozambique and Swaziland signed an 
agreement to establish a Joint Water Commission, in similar terms as the one established between 
Mozambique and South Africa in 1996 (ibid.). 

Whereas by 1998 relations between Swaziland and South Africa were at their best, the 
relations between Mozambique and South Africa, concerning the Incomati, were not. But around 
1999 a number of new initiatives were started, which would create the conditions for this 
relationship to improve. During this period Mozambique’s strategy had already changed. 
Realising that their go-alone strategy had left them with nothing, the Mozambicans now started 
opening up. In addition, in 1999 South Africa managed for the first time to deliver the agreed 
cross border flow to Mozambique. With the end of the civil war and apartheid the situation in the 
region improved. When Mozambique was flooded during February-March 2000, South Africa 
immediately showed its good will by helping Mozambique and the South Africa army saved 
many lives. Still South Africa was still seen as “Big Brother” in the region, came to be trusted 
more and more. 

In 1999 Mozambique, South Africa and Swaziland initiated discussions to reach an 
Interim Agreement for the Incomati and Maputo river basins. Combining an agreement on both 
rivers broadened the scope of the negotiations and created new opportunities for trade-offs. 
Swaziland, that needed an agreement on the Maputo to get financial support for the LUSIP 
project, in general stayed in the background, choosing one of the other two countries sides 
depending on the issue. Prolonging negotiations would mean for Swaziland delaying the start of 
LUSIP. Mozambique only wanted an agreement on the Maputo if there would also be an 
agreement on the Incomati, a very favourable trade-off. For South Africa an agreement was a 
good occasion to show that it has changed its regional policy. Another advantage for RSA would 
be that a stronger Mozambican economy means less illegal Mozambican immigrants in South 
Africa. 

As the negotiations for the TIA focussed on both the Maputo and the Incomati river 
decisions made for the Incomati cannot be seen separate from the Maputo. During the 
negotiations Mozambique followed a strong legal line to defend its rights and needs as a 
downstream country, where as the other countries tended to follow a technical line. During the 
negotiations the involvement of stakeholders at the international level was (and still is) limited. 
There is no transparency in this aspect of international decision-making. 

The World Summit on Sustainable Development (WSSD) in Johannesburg in August 
2002 created in the terms of Kingdon (1995) a “policy window”. For the countries this event 
created (even more) political support for concluding the negotiations. Signing at the WSSD 
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would mean a possibility of demonstrating good will. The Tripartite Interim Agreement was 
indeed signed during the WSSD in Johannesburg, on 29 August 2002. This agreement is intended 
to cover the period of time until comprehensive water agreements can be reached for both basins.  
 
Outcome Round II 
With the signing of the new agreement a new round in decision-making has started. The 
institutional effect of this event is that all countries are slowly getting to know each other. They 
are learning more and more to speak each other’s language and are creating common terms of 
reference based on the JIBS and the agreement. As a Mozambican water manager said: “The 
JIBS is not perfect, but at least we have a document with a picture of the Incomati, that is 
recognised by all parties.” An international network is developing, albeit still very rudimentary. 

The parties also achieved a reduction of insecurity. With formulating the contours of an 
aspired outcome in the form of an interim agreement that has a strong legal framework but leaves 
room for adjustments when it comes to the numbers, what Grünfeld (1999) calls structural 
uncertainty is addressed. At the same time model uncertainty is addressed by breaking down a 
decision into a sequence of decisions over time. The initial decisions made now on e.g. cross 
border flows will have to be evaluated and followed-up when more information becomes 
available. 
 

5.1.3 Third round: cautious optimism 
 

The Tripartite Interim Agreement (TIA) 
aims to promote cooperation among the three 
countries to ensure the protection and 
sustainable utilisation of the water resources 
of the Incomati and Maputo watercourses, 
and will be valid until 2010 or until 
superseded by a new “comprehensive water 
agreement”. It explicitly mentions that the 
parties shall do their utmost to "exchange 
information on the water resources quality 
and quantity, and the uses of water; and 
implement capacity building programmes." 
The article on the “Exchange of and Access 
to Information”, interestingly, states that 
information on matters covered by this 

agreement should be made available to whoever makes a reasonable request. The resolution on 
exchange of information and water quality, that was signed three weeks earlier, further details 
this article (TPTC 2002c, Van der Zaag & Carmo Vaz 2002). Finally, this agreement is of an 
interim nature, because it sets out to reach a so-called “Comprehensive Agreement” for the 
Incomati watercourse in 2006. The following important activities (that one way or another focus 
on fulfilling an information need) are to be concluded before 2006: 

Figure 7: Signing of the Tripartite Interim Agreement

 updating the JIBS with data on the present-day situation; 
 outlining the technical and institutional requirements; 
 determining ecological water requirements; 
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 carrying out a feasibility study how water requirements will be reconciled with water 
availability (TPTC 2002b). 
The Tripartite Interim Agreement is a very comprehensive document, setting out the 

objectives for protecting the water resources of the Incomati and Maputo basins and utilising 
these in a sustainable manner. The quantitative data in this agreement were only partly derived 
from the JIBS study, because during the negotiations (especially in the beginning) the JIBS was 
not finished. In some cases there is a big difference between the numbers suggested by the JIBS 
and numbers agreed upon. For example concerning water requirements of the ecosystems. At the 
estuary (Marracuene) the minimum flow target is set at 3 m3/s, which is less than recommended 
by JIBS (5 m3/s), but double the minimum flow recommended by Mozambique in 1984 (Van der 
Zaag & Carmo Vaz 2002).  

 
Start of Round III 
In general all three countries see the TIA as a gentlemen’s agreement and a start for the future. It 
show the willingness to cooperate but isn’t the final result. Most parties realise however that with 
the current speed of development the timeframe for a comprehensive agreement as set by the TIA 
is difficult to reach. 

Where the previous rounds mainly focussed on decisions made, the challenge during this 
new “round” will be the implementation. Because drafting and signing an agreement is one thing 
and actually complying (and establishing mechanisms to monitor compliance) another. The past 
rounds have shown that compliance was often not taking place. For effective implementation not 
only the commitment of the management but also the willingness of individual water users is 
essential. This means that the operational side of river management will become essential for the 
success of the implementation of the TIA. The other intended result of this round is the signing of 
the comprehensive agreement.  
 

5.2 Current arenas and policy networks in the Incomati discussions 
 
Looking at the history there are three policy networks that can be identified19: one per country. 
Within each policy network the contacts within the water sector and related sectors are relatively 
good and intensive. In general the actors in the network share the same views and language. This 
cannot be said of the interaction at the international level were the network is still developing. 
Therefore, according to the definition of Van Bueren et al. (2001), no international policy 
network can be identified.  

International discussions on the Incomati come together in the international arena that has 
the TPTC and its Task Forces as its institutional arrangements. The members of the Task Forces 
are in general the same persons. Their advisors may differ per Task Force depending on the issue 
at stake. For example, the ISOTG task team that focussed on operational rules had members 
coming from the region; they had a better insight in what measures are implementable or not. 
Discussions that could not be solved in the Task Forces were decided in the TPTC. At the 
moment there are two games taking place in the international arena: one on the current drought 
and one around implementing the TIA. The drought game is subject of discussion in several 
national arenas. It exceeds the international area and is therefore fragmented. 

                                                 
19 Figure 8 contains a picture of the relationship between arenas, networks and games in the Incomati river basin. 
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There are also bilateral arenas that come together in the JWCs and at an operational level 
in KOBWA (RSA and Swaziland). The arena between Swaziland and South Africa is more 
developed but still too limited to be called a network. Because the members of the JWCs are in 
general the same as the TPTC members, the JWCs will not be discussed separately. 

Apart from that there are several national arenas (of which only the one focussing on the 
Incomati will be mentioned, the other water management arenas will be left out). What happens 
in these arenas affects the negotiations in the international arena, by influencing the delegations 
of the countries. On the other hand decisions made at the international level affect the regional 
discussions, due to their important status in the respective water laws. This is a slow process 
however and the knowledge at grass root level of the decisions made at the international level 
seems to be limited to a small group of strong stakeholders. 

The Inkomati arena in South Africa is a relatively stable arena. Only occasionally other 
actors will join. The most important games at the moment focus on two issues: 

 the establishment of a Incomati Catchment Management Agency (CMA), one of the first 
CMAs to be established in South Africa; 

 the allocation of water: dividing the water between large-scale farmers and the emerging 
black farmers. This is especially an issue now as there is a serious drought. DWAF has 
the obligation to support the emerging farmers, most of whom started just three years ago, 
and to prevent crop failure. On the other hand the large-scale farmers create economical 
stability in the region by creating job security. Additionally, there is the involvement of 
Kruger National Park, a relatively inflexible stakeholder, arguing for more water for 
nature. After establishment of the CMA, the CMA will be the institution for discussions 
in this arena. 
The actors involved in this arena are in general the same: DWAF (national and regional 

office), KOBWA, KNP, mining industries, sugar cane industries, farmers, municipalities, local 
communities and plantation owners (Van der Schans 2003, JIBS 2001). Stakeholder involvement 
is being stimulated more and more, but at present the involvement of emerging farmers and of the 
local communities remains minimal. 

The two arenas within Swaziland focus on the most pressing issues at the moment: the 
LUSIP project (but because this is an issue in the Maputo basin, only indirectly related to the 
Incomati, it is outside the scope of this study) and the implementation of the new Water Law. The 
last issue will result in a complete restructuring of national water management institutions. The 
actors involved in the last arena are: the Ministry of Natural Resources and Energy (Water 
Resources Branch), Water Apportionment Board and the water users organised in the Irrigation 
Board. 

Mozambique has 13 main river basins, the Incomati is one of them. Although the 
developments in the other river basins can have some relevance for the Incomati, especially when 
it comes to establishing trade-offs20, only the arena where issues around the Incomati are 
discussed will be mentioned here. The main games focus on: implementing the user-pays-
principle, expanding the capacity of Corumana dam, and the possibility of constructing a dam at 
Moamba Major. The last two games are related and influence each other. The main actors 

                                                 
20 One interaction mentioned during interviews is that with the Zambezi river basin. The Zambezi, being one of 
Africa’s largest rivers is shared by eight countries and represents almost 50% of Mozambique’s surface water. Some 
parties in South Africa (not a riparian state) are very interested in using water from the Zambezi. Mozambique 
accurately follows this development. This means that at every meeting around international rivers there is someone 
present from Foreign Affairs to be able to report directly to the minister (DNA 1999, pers. comm.). 
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involved in this are ARA-Sul and DNA. Closely involved are also UGBI, the management of the 
dams and the water users organised in the Incomati Basin Committee. Indirectly several other 
parties are involved such as the World Bank and the Nordic Development Fund. Finally, Kruger 
National Park is anxiously following the developments around Corumana dam, because raising it 
could mean that part of the KNP will flood. 
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Figure 8: Policy arenas, networks and games in the Incomati river basin 
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6. The use of information in negotiations 
 
Sharing information has been an issue throughout the international relations around the Incomati. 
Mozambique as well as South Africa claim to have problems with getting information from the 
other countries. Swaziland on the other hand seems to experience less problems. This chapter will 
highlight the issues around using information in the decision-making process. 
 

6.1 Accessibility and gaps in information flows 
 
Firstly problems focus around accessibility of information. Due to the hierarchical structure of 
the national water networks there is a time delay of several months before hydrological data from 
the field will reach the policy makers that need the data for decision-making. Before the data is 
then shared with the other two countries it even takes more time. Because information travels 
through different levels data can also deform21. Often because data providers don't truly 
understand what the decision makers need to know and at what level of detail. The hierarchy also 
makes it difficult for them to bring important issues under the attention at a higher level. In event 
of a flood, the sharing of information rapidly improves. Information was also shared during a 
cholera epidemic. Both examples illustrate that there is the potential to process and share 
information rapidly when the situation requires it. But only when the type of data needed, is 
known precisely. This means that information is accessible and used well in case of a flood, but 
not when it is needed for drafting an agreement. 

In addition, there is a lack of written information, because of most of the reports only a 
few copies exist that are difficult to trace. Within Mozambique the situation is even worse at the 
moment. The library of DNA, that is the best library on water issues in Mozambique, has been 
closed down for over a year now for redecoration, that was suppose to be finished in a few 
weeks, therefore books weren’t stored, but piled up along the wall (personal observation). This 
library contained some copies of reports that can’t be found anywhere else. Hopefully this 
doesn’t mean a loss of information. Swaziland doesn’t have the space to create a library. The 
water resources branch is located in a rented office. The reports are spread between the officials’ 
offices. Recently an inventory has been made of who has which document to improve the access 
to information. The importance of taking care of written material available is simple and can be 
summarised by the following comment of a Mozambican water manager on the closed DNA 
library: “Of course it is not nice, you can’t keep everything in your head.” There is still a lack of 
data when it comes to water abstractions. Water abstractions are now based on permits or on land 
surface, but often there are no meters in place and, South Africa excepted, the hydrological 
networks are not functioning optimally and need improvement. This is especially true when it 
comes to collecting data on qualitative requirements for the future. In general information 
management is not undertaken well. 

There are also gaps in the information flow between the different levels within all three 
countries. You can for example identify a disconnection between the practical level and the 
political level within RSA based on the fact that the director-general of DWAF (and South 
African representative in the TPTC) didn’t know that RSA wasn’t complying with the cross 
border flow agreed on in the TIA, while the engineers in his department knew and only told him 
three months later, two days before the TPTC meeting. Interesting detail however is that the 
                                                 
21 Statement during interview without clear example. 
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Mozambicans didn’t officially complain during those three months until the meeting. They also 
didn’t contact the regional office of DWAF responsible for managing the flows and water 
abstractions. The South Africans claim that Mozambique should just contact them if they have a 
problem with the cross border flow and want something to be done. Thereby placing 
responsibility for rectification of bad conduct on someone else. On the other hand, South Africa 
has real-time flow data and knows (or can at least know) when it is not complying with the 
international agreements and could act accordingly, without waiting for a reaction from 
Mozambique.  

Altogether it seems that there is no system or mechanism outside the TPTC meetings for 
shared monitoring of the cross border flow or communicating about this. There is no political nor 
legal process in place to enforce compliance. The only pressure to comply is moral pressure or 
hopefully in the future the presence of the SADC Tribunal (that still has to be established). 
Together with the existing lack of information and bad accessibility to information this doesn’t 
improve the changes for compliance. 
 

6.2 Trust in information 
 
Related to this is another problem concerning the trust in the information itself. South Africa 
publishes real-time flow data (including the cross border flow) at the DWAF website and 
considers this to be official data, public to all parties. It is unclear why the Mozambicans don’t 
treat this a such, some people say that the station that provides the data doesn’t work well (which 
is only the case 2% of the time), others say that they didn’t receive information, because they 
didn’t receive it through the TPTC (which means: in an official way). 

To illustrate the importance of the measurement at the Komatipoort/ Ressano Garcia 
border Van der Schans (2003) took a closer look at the data produced by the two gauging stations 
located 500 m apart from each other on either side of the border. The Mozambican station (E23) 
has been up and running from 1952 while the South African station (X2H036) was only 
constructed in 1982. Both gauging stations have not been measuring continuously since their 
establishment due to technical malfunctioning and capacity problems (as a result of the civil war 
and 2000 floods). Van der Schans concluded that the overall difference in average flow measured 
is less than 10% between the stations. But major differences occur when discharge is below 2 
m3/s: 27 percent of the months according to the South African data and 45 percent according to 
the Mozambican numbers. When it comes to compliance with the international agreements it is 
very likely that this leads to different conclusions. 

During the 2000 floods the weir at the South African side of the Ressano Garcia border 
was seriously damaged. Subsequently South Africa spent R9,750,000.00 (approximately one 
million US$) on repairs (ibid.). Now Mozambique has plans to upgrade their own rated gauging 
station downstream through the construction of a weir. At the same time most of the 
Mozambicans stress the need for joint monitoring of the cross border flow. South African water 
officials have expressed their unhappiness about the proposed weir since they claim its 
backwaters would interfere with their own measurements. Furthermore, they say the 
Mozambicans are allowed to come over and “inspect the structure any time they like” and already 
have almost real-time access to the South African data through the internet at SADC-HYCOS 
and the DWAF website. According to Van der Schans (2003) the rationale for the Mozambican 
desire to upgrade their gauging station can be explained by two factors. First, the created storage 
behind the weir would provide a limited drinking water reservoir to the border town of Ressano 
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Garcia. Secondly, and most importantly, distrust in the data produced by the South African 
gauging station in combination with the current inherent inaccuracy of own rated measurements. 
The proposed weir would allow DNA to take much more accurate measurements of the cross-
border flow. But by constructing this weir they are not improving trust relations with their South 
African neighbour and striving for shared monitoring remains the ideal situation. 

The same trust issue surfaced during the JIBS with the discussions around the Water 
Resources Yield Model (WRYM) used in the JIBS. These discussions partly seem to be based on 
a misunderstanding. The Water Resources Yield Model has been developed by South African 
consulting engineers (BKS Pty Ltd and Acres International). The development of the model was 
partly financed by DWAF who were however still dependent on BKS as they did not have a 
license to the model. Swaziland and Mozambique however thought that DWAF owned the model 
and to them the model was like a black box. They trusted the science but had the wish to 
understand the model to level the playing field. The model was actually owned by the consultant 
and after payment was public to everyone. The Mozambicans however for a long time still 
claimed that it had reduced access to the model due to the high costs of purchasing a license or 
hiring BKS. Recently however, DNA has apparently managed to finance several studies with the 
model and has gained considerable belief in its value given their recent commissioning of several 
water supply studies in the Incomati and Maputo using the WRYM (Van der Schans 2003). 
Important prerequisites such as trust in the model and parity of skills and information, thereby 
improving the authority of the information provided by consultants (an important characteristic of 
information in networks) are now better fulfilled.  

How information is used strategically is an unclear topic about which the other countries 
speculate. For example: the importance for Mozambique to give a place to the estuary in the 
agreements was not always conceived by the other parties as the true argument, but as a way to 
claim more water for irrigation. Mozambique now also starts to realise the strategic need as a 
downstream country for information and has started “Strategic Studies on Negotiation on 
International Rivers” to be conducted by Norplan. One of the components that will be studied is 
the water abstractions in upstream countries (Norplan 2003). According to the South African 
Promotion for Access of Information Act South Africa can’t refuse to give Mozambique 
information if they make a request. It is unclear however if Mozambique is actually aware of this 
advantage.  
 How the standpoints of the countries in the negotiations are formulated, remains a very 
unclear issue. It seems that the South African delegation is a more coherent unit that discusses the 
issues beforehand, deciding upon what its standpoint will be during the meetings. It also has 
more technical knowledge, insight and studies to back up it arguments and actually used this 
during discussions. If the other parties don't accept the first scenario, they always have a second 
scenario available. Mozambique on the other hand has fewer backups for its arguments and it 
also probably had a less clear mandate and therefore a less clear standpoint. Most of its 
arguments were based on international water law and its legal rights as a downstream country and 
less on hydrological studies. It seems that Swaziland chooses one or other parties side, depending 
on what seems most profitable at the time. Swaziland doesn't enter the negotiations with a clear 
standpoint. 
 The lack of trust in information sometimes led (indirectly) to negotiated nonsense. The 
first example comes from an interview with an official from DWAF. He said that during 
discussions around the JIBS the Mozambicans asked, “to use models that give better outcomes”. 
South Africa obviously interpreted this as window dressing of data. The question is if the same 
was true for the Mozambicans. With less insight in the models and their output, they might well 
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have meant that they wanted to use models that, according to their idea of the situation, provided 
a closer representation of the truth. Or they are simply not aware that this way of using models is 
an unscientific way of processing data. They could have different perspectives on how to use 
models. 

Later on, the cross-border flow was also discussed. Mozambique wanted the cross-border 
release at Komatipoort to be averaged over a cycle of three days. This water comes from the 
Crocodile and Komati rivers. The Komati is a highly stressed basin, very regulated but almost 
completely used. The Crocodile river has a better base flow, but the last dam before the border is 
200 km upstream. During the negotiations the South African water manager from the regional 
office in DWAF, who is responsible for the operation of the dams, explained that the wish of 
Mozambique was practically impossible to achieve, as the time-delay between releasing water at 
the first dam in the Crocodile upstream of the border and the water actually arriving at the border 
was close to seven days. In this way they could never guarantee an average over a cycle of three 
days. They also couldn’t build a dam closer to the border as that would be located in Kruger 
National Park and the KNP wouldn’t and will not allow its construction, as it will alter the flow 
regime. Even though the Mozambicans know this argument the three days remained part of the 
agreement. 
 

6.3 Using information in negotiations: evaluating the JIBS 
 
The activity of conducting the JIBS can be seen as a series of actions, controlled by inputs, 
leading to specific results as specified earlier on in chapter 2.2.2. The two primary dimensions are 
content on the one hand and process on the other. The JIBS will be evaluated here by looking at 
the input, the content, the process and its organisation, the results, the use and the effects of the 
study. 
 
Input 
 
At the start of the JIBS the actors related to the problem situation were present and their attitude 
was relatively positive. The study was a suggestion coming from the positive experience of 
Swaziland and South Africa when they formulated their joint development plan on the Komati. 
Conducting this joint study proved a powerful tool towards cooperation, because it broke down 
suspicions and created alliances at the technical level that influenced the process all the way up to 
the political level. It was with this philosophy in mind that the JIBS was proposed. However the 
willingness to cooperate was not there at the political level in Mozambique, which influenced the 
process. Mozambique also had problems with raising funds. Between 1992 and 1995, it was not 
possible to obtain the Mozambique government's official approval of the study. This situation 
seriously affected the collection and processing of data pertaining to Mozambique. Therefore the 
study was finished in a curtailed form in 1995. (JIBS 2001:1). Thus there was a time difference in 
data created already at the input. 

The consultants gathered to perform the JIBS phase one had the necessary expertise, 
experienced staff who had done this kind of research before and hydrological model available 
that were developed for the African situation specifically. At the beginning in 1991, there was 
sufficient time available to do the work. 
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Content 
 
The broad objective of the study was "to determine the past, present and future use and 
availability of water in the Incomati River basin, the potential for development and the level of 
development as foreseen by each of the three basin states and the most effective means of 
regulating the flow of the rivers in the Incomati River basin, in order to improve the assurance of 
water supplies to the existing land use and to adequately assure the water required for likely 
future land use scenarios." (JIBS 2001:1-1). This broad objective made the JIBS appropriate as a 
basic document with a picture of the Incomati that everyone agreed on, but this very broad 
objective also had the implication that at some essential points, e.g. estimating the EFR for the 
estuary, the JIBS itself states that the research was done much on a reconnaissance level. It has 
therefore far less authority than required to support content decisions at some essential points. 

A sophisticated range of computer models was used to analyse the water availability and 
water supply to the various water users in the basin. It allowed JIBS to measure the impact of 
various development scenarios. However, as mentioned before, there was some ambiguity about 
the Water Resources Yield Model (WRYM). The JIBS emphasised the importance of experts 
from all three riparian countries having access to the WRYM computer model, as well as to new 
models that would assist with operational issues. For a considerable time, it remained unclear to 
Swaziland and Mozambique whether or not their experts would have access to the WRYM 
model. This was later clarified by South Africa. Its credibility on the other hand was weakened as 
the report itself claimed at certain essential points that there was not enough data available on the 
subject. Now it appears that all three countries trust the model and the outcomes of the various 
development scenarios considered. In the meantime, however, experts from Swaziland and 
Mozambique did not use the opportunity to run development scenarios on their own. This might 
have assisted them in the trilateral negotiations. 

The second phase of the JIBS did not update the data on water use given in the first JIBS 
report for South Africa and Swaziland. The JIBS Phase 2 therefore contains data on water use 
that are difficult to compare. It presented potential water consumption in Mozambique with the 
existing infrastructure for the year 2000 (a figure higher than Mozambique's actual water use in 
2000), and actual water consumption for South Africa and Swaziland for the year 1991 (a figure 
lower than their actual water use in 2000) (van der Zaag & Carmo Vaz 2002:65). 

There was also some discussion about the question if the JIBS handled the values of all 
stakeholders. For example, the basic water usage or need used by the JIBS in the various models 
differs greatly for South Africa and Mozambique, based on the idea that South Africa being more 
highly developed needs more water per capita then Mozambique. To some extent this might be 
true. Some of the Mozambicans perceived this as being unfair. Or to quote a DNA official: “Does 
a South African need more water, because he has a swimming pool?”. From this viewpoint the 
JIBS was not conducted in an equitable fashion. 
 
Process 
 
Especially in the beginning most of the work was done in South Africa and Swaziland. Most of 
the computer models were based in Pretoria and owned by the South African consultants. This 
aspect was not good for the openness of the process. 

In the execution of JIBS Phase 2, the consultants worked as an integrated team, with close 
consultation between the experts of CONSULTEC (Mozambique) and BKS ACRES (South 
Africa) and monthly meetings at Maputo and Pretoria. The consultants kept DNA, as the 
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managing institution, informed about the progress of the study and routed through it any demands 
for information and access to data and previous studies. The consultants provided the client with 
two Progress Reports, the first one at the beginning of February 2000 and the second one at the 
beginning of April 2000. Two presentations on the progress of the study were made to the JIBS 
Task Force to discuss some of the problems arising. The first meeting took place on the 17th 
February 2000 and the second one on the 21st June 2000 (Consultec & BKS Acres 2001) 

The work method (especially during the second phase) did have its advantages. The three 
countries decided together in a democratic nature on the content of the research and information 
was provided more or less freely to the other countries. In a sense it managed to remove some 
barriers. All participants were taken seriously and information was made available more or less 
freely. To support communication there was a special TPTC Task Force created to deal solely 
with the progress on the JIBS, also some of the TPTC meetings focussed on this. Within the Task 
Force communication was fairly regular and during the second phase there was a clear process. 
 
Result, use and effects 
 
The consultants considered carefully the problems related to the presentation of the second report 
and its link with the JIBS Phase 1 report. They considered that the Main Report of JIBS Phase 2 
should be a document to be read autonomously, with no need to refer to the Main Report of 
Phase I. Therefore they included in it not only the new or revised components of Phase 2 but also 
all the other information and analysis of Phase 1 that did not require corrections or additions. The 
results presented have a certain level of uncertainty due to the limited knowledge on some issues. 
Thus, there is a strong need for more investigation. 

It seems that the JIBS will be used more in the long term and was not explicitly used by 
decision-makers when negotiating the TIA. At the most it was used as a guideline or reference. 
The estuary flow requirement (EFR) for example was only based on the prevention of salt-water 
intrusion. The precision and credibility of the EFR suggested was weakened in the report itself. , 
According to Mozambique, the TIA agreed on a lower EFR than the one suggested in the JIBS 
because of this reason (pers. comm. DNA). When it comes to the use of the results another 
weakness of the JIBS lies in its timing. Phase two was still to be finished, when the negotiations 
for the TIA were already taking place. Some essential elements such as the water requirements 
for Mozambique and the estuary could not be fully used. One recommendation taken seriously is 
the advice to review the current institutional structure. This is now taken up by TPTC and part of 
the assignment of the Implementation Task Force to improve implementation of the TIA. 

The commitment to results is still a weak aspect of the JIBS. Not all the results were 
accepted by the parties. This was discussed during a TPTC meeting and the countries would put 
their comments on paper as an appendix to the study. With the remarks it would be approved. 
The remarks do not exist on paper yet and the JIBS is not approved. The reluctance to finish and 
approve the JIBS might form a problem if the JIBS will be used in the future as the authority 
when content decisions have to be made for the more elaborate agreement. 
 
Concluding you can say that the JIBS does not seem to be responsible for breaking deadlocks and 
it did not reduce decision time, on the contrary it might have prolonged it. The opportunities 
created by the JIBS were not exploited to the full. This created a serious drawback, in that a new 
water sharing agreement took much longer than initially envisaged, namely 3 years of tedious 
negotiations. A similar chance was missed then access to the WRYM computer model developed 
under JIBS remained unclear. As a tool to analyse the impacts of development scenarios, WRYM 
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could potentially create convergence among the negotiating parties. On the other hand the value 
of the JIBS as a learning process should not be underestimated. It created collective insight, 
contributed to slowly changing attitudes, let to improvements in communication and balanced 
power. 
 

6.4 Why some research initiatives end on the shelf: the Shared Rivers Initiative 
 
A phenomenon mentioned by several interviewees is the fact that most of the research reports end 
on the shelf without being read or used. Even the JIBS had a doubtful effect on the negotiations 
when it comes to the numbers agreed on and there is no clear sign that the study was responsible 
for a breakthrough in the negotiations. 

The Shared Rivers Initiative, a big initiative between several research institutes and 
universities of the three countries, had in itself without a doubt a positive effect for the people 
involved and the fact that it was an independent research project had its advantages. Because the 
initiative existed in a different sphere it meant that it was easier for the researchers to create a less 
biased view, because they were working outside existing structures. This however also proved to 
be the biggest drawback of the initiative and unfortunately there was no one promoting the 
outcome of the initiative at the managerial level after finishing the reports. Because the start of 
the project was a bit haphazard to some the initiative was only known after it finished. Several 
interviewees recalled that they had heard about it in the beginning, but didn’t know why they 
weren’t involved in the later stages of the project or what happened to it. This may have 
contributed to the fact that the report wasn’t received that positively by all TPTC members. 
During the TPTC meeting where it was presented, Mike Muller (leading the South African 
delegation) expressed his concern about the possible negative influence that interference 
(author’s word) of the SRI on the international negotiations could have. He said “not to believe it 
is possible to talk in terms of conflicts when dealing with international resources. Water problems 
in the Middle East only became worse after social scientists started to define the area as a Hot 
Spot for Water Conflicts.” He wanted “to avoid that the problems in the Incomati follow the 
same way and that possible ways to solutions are blocked by outsiders that define the political 
arena.” Even though the SRI was about building bridges across boundaries between scientists in 
the field it obviously didn’t manage to gain the trust of other parties involved (SRI 2001, 
Appendix). Also the initiative of the Dutch government (through the CZMC) to support 
Mozambique was sometimes experienced as interference from outside and the Dutch were asked 
to wait until the Mozambicans had decided for themselves what they wanted.  

Information overload is also a problem causing reports to end on a shelf. At the moment 
ARA-Sul is coping with five reports on five different projects. This also means that there is 
limited time for input at the start and limit feedback during research to the consultant. So 
sometimes the result is not useful or not understood. 

The design principles mentioned by de Bruijn et al. (1999) for the use of information in 
networks are definitely useful here. The first one that stated that the roles of experts and 
stakeholders should be interwoven and separated is valid for all research initiatives. The Shared 
Rivers Initiative failed to do so. Being independent (which was a plus) the initiative didn’t appeal 
to the field, because it had no connection to it. The JIBS was conducted by order of the TPTC is 
seen as a comprehensive document that all parties more or less agree on by all three countries. 
Even though the countries had comments on the final report (and the report is still not officially 
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approved), the study is seen as a big (joint) achievement and learning process for similar studies 
in the future.  

The second principle says that the use of information should go from variety to selection: 
variety is a guarantee that all opinions are being recognised, selection is needed to focus. This is 
especially applicable in the case of Mozambique. The wish to gather more and more information 
seems to overwhelm most of the water managers. They seem to lose the ability to select. More 
care should be taken of the information already available. At the moment research is being done 
twice, because there is no knowledge about what is available. Too much information creates 
fogginess and can undermine the decision-making process by using the already limited capacity 
in terms of time and energy. No wonder that several Mozambican delegates said that they often 
felt insecure during negotiations if they had to defend their viewpoints, because they had limited 
data or awareness of the data available to support their arguments. 
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7. The underlying causes of problem issues concerning information 
 
During the study it became clear that the underlying causes for the problems around information 
are of a more fundamental nature. Practical problems are relatively small and even these have a 
basis in more structural issues. Some of these causes have their basis in cultural differences and 
are therefore difficult to change, but could be improved by mutual understanding. The choice is 
then between addressing the symptoms or addressing the cause. This chapter will try to highlight 
the complex network of causes that influence sharing and using information when making 
decision about the Incomati. Where possible a connection to the existence of impasses or 
breakthroughs will be made. The causes will be described using the distribution of Van Bueren, 
Klijn and Koppenjan (2001): social, institutional and cognitive causes or lack of game control. 
This division of causes is artificial and the reader will notice that most of the causes are linked. 
Therefore some of the causes will be named more then once under the different headings. In a 
way this is a weakness of the theory. 
 

7.1 Cognitive causes: the influence of perceptions and cultural differences 
 
Water resources management requires a co-ordinated effort by all parties involved, as only few of 
them will be able to realise its objectives without the co-operation of the others. Therefore, the 
success of the TIA will depend for an important part on the willingness of different parties to 
contribute. Because perspectives and perceptions are important factors that influence the 
decision-making network discrepancies in perceptions can form a basis for conflict. Toulmin 
(1958) developed a model to look at argumentation. The basic version of this model has three 
components: claims, data and warrants. Claims result from data and are justified by the 
application of warrants. Thus it is possible to see how different stakeholder interests or 
perceptions, as reflected by their assertions, relate to others in the logic of the argument and 
which ones are critical for the argument as a whole. This view of an argument can expose key 
areas of disagreement as well as areas of agreement (Toulmin 1958, Van Emmeren et al. 1996, 
Hermans 2003b). Looking at the Incomati case, data often doesn't form the basis for 
argumentation. It is rather the other way around: perceptions and previous experiences strongly 
influence the way information is used and viewed upon. Some of the Mozambicans delegates had 
the feeling that they often lacked data to back up their arguments and that the South Africans 
were much better prepared in that aspect. 

The existing discrepancies in perceptions cannot be seen separate from the history of 
apartheid. South Africa and Mozambique have developed a paradoxical relationship. South 
Africa is in a complex position: if they are the ones who take the lead they will confirm the Big 
Brother picture that developed during apartheid. On the other hand, South Africa is the most 
developed country of the three and has more capacity to get things started. The South Africans 
actually have the feeling that if they don’t act, things happen slower or are not happening at all. 
This also influences the different perspectives the countries have on the implementation of the 
TIA. Mozambique, traditionally the underdog, is actually in a profitable position now South 
Africa is trying to show its good will to the surrounding countries. If needed they can ask RSA 
for help, because of South Africa’s advanced development and technology, and let them do the 
work. If they’re not satisfied with the result, they can always claim that South Africa is playing 
Big Brother and in that way disregard the outcome. If their intentions and actions are honourable 
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or not, either way it’s the devil's alternative for South Africa. Luckily this relationship seems to 
have improved and the effects of that are already visible. The end of apartheid and the civil war 
in Mozambique brought about an end to the impasse that the international negotiations were in. 

The colonial history means that there are cultural differences in the national systems of 
the countries and in the way they make decisions. Swaziland and South Africa have their 
background in the British system while Mozambique has a Portuguese decision-making culture. 
This has its effects on how people think you play the policy game. For Mozambicans it is more 
important to do things officially and they hold meetings for everything, they have a real "meeting 
culture". Decisions are made at a very high level. This means that delegations enter negotiations 
without a clear mandate or standpoint and most of the decisions have to be referred back to the 
highest level. To the other delegations this may seem as a weakness of the delegation and create 
frustrations, as decisions that are made, are in fact not fixed at all.  

Another cultural difference that was experienced during the interviews is that the 
Mozambicans have the tendency to stay polite and not spill dirt about the other parties. The South 
Africans are more inclined to put their problems on the table. In the past decade the South 
African government has also been more open about hydrological information than the 
Mozambican government or other water stakeholders in South Africa. Even the fact that South 
Africa does not deliver the agreed 2 m3/s at the border is openly admitted on their own web page. 

Perceptions are also influenced by the fact that there is little time and space for informal 
contact. In the past, tea breaks proved to be important for breakthroughs in the negotiations, but 
were the result of the personal capacities of individuals. Lack of time also means that the feeling 
for what is happening in the field (and especially in the other countries) is relatively limited. 
There are currently initiatives to make visits to the regions to improve this, but these have been 
delayed. 
 

7.2 Social causes: stakeholder involvement and the issue of sovereignty 
 
The lack of stakeholder involvement at the international level means that certain information is 
not available to international decision-makers. It will also have serious consequences for 
implementation of international decisions in the field, because the willingness of individual water 
users to contribute then becomes essential especially when it comes to managing water 
abstractions in times of drought. Currently there is a great discrepancy in political knowledge, 
leverage and skills between the different water users present in the basin. This makes it difficult 
for many people to have some form of control and knowledge over their own water supply. The 
Incomaputo Agreement is also not widely known22. Therefore the involvement of non-state 
stakeholders (users, NGOs) in international water management is an issue to consider (Van der 
Schans 2003). Because there are several stakeholders who could play the role of broker, such as 
the Kruger National Park or the South African farmers currently farming in Mozambique their 
involvement could probably improve the situation. Van der Schans (2003) suggests that more 
influence in the international decisions regarding the Incomati would potentially be won by 
including part of the Incomati basin in the Great Limpopo Transfrontier Park (GLTP), which 
would also reduce water demand for irrigation due to the exclusion of development inside the 
park. Downstream shortages might then be reduced by the combined effect of these processes. 
                                                 
22 However most of the irrigation boards in South Africa are aware of the international developments and cautiously 
follow what happens, because it will mean restrictions for irrigation in the future. 
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However livelihoods of the current population may be hampered for which a solution must be 
found. This is already a problem for the Makulele community living within the proposed borders 
of the GLTP (Vermeulen 2003). Finally the possibility for trade-offs with other river basins 
might mean that the involvement of other parties can create a win-win situation for all countries. 
The lack of this involvement means that a chance is missed when it comes to creating 
breakthroughs or creating support for implementation. 

Apart from this there are two factors that cause delegations to lack sufficient mandate to 
make decisions and it is questionable if the right people are present for decisions to be made. 
These to factors are closely related to the presence or absence of political commitment: 

1. The strong wish of the Southern African countries to maintain their sovereignty means 
that any political integration can only take place if the states adopt common or similar 
foreign and domestic policies, as the result of continuous consultation and joint 
investigation, but should not have the underlying desire (or give the impression of this 
desire) to replace the sovereign integrity of the state with an overriding supranational 
sovereignty. To protect sovereignty, initiatives like these often don’t get the political 
commitment they need.  

2. Decisions are made too high in the hierarchy, so a lot of decisions need to be referred 
back to a higher level. In this case a social cause is linked to an institutional cause. 

 

7.3 Institutional causes: lack of support, capacity and a common language 
 
Cognitive and social causes are in this case deeply linked with institutional causes, because 
perceptions and cultural differences also influence the creation of shared rules, norms and values. 
The lack of institutional support for example in the form of a simple permanent TPTC secretariat, 
doesn’t improve this situation and causes substantial delays. This means that at the moment 
minutes of meetings are made by rotation. And because this will mean extra work for people with 
already overloaded schedules this task normally takes a long time. People then forget what they 
were supposed to do for the next meeting and receive the minutes too late to remind them. 

An important consideration is the availability of the necessary social, economic and 
technical resources needed to exploit the available water. Collectively, these features have been 
referred to as “the coping capability” or “social adaptive capacity” of a society that enable it to 
take advantage of the available natural resources. In particular, this capability requires a high 
degree of human ingenuity, the ability to mobilize economic and technological resources, and an 
ability to adapt and adopt plans, strategies and tactics that will help to promote more effective and 
efficient use of water. Indeed, there is convincing evidence that those countries that display a 
highly developed social adaptive capacity have been able to overcome severe water shortages, 
whilst other countries where there is less evidence of social adaptive capacity, have been unable 
to do so (Ashton & Seetal 2002: 7). According to Turton (1999a), effective social adaptive 
capacity is based on effective water demand management strategies and techniques, and rests 
upon two core components: a ‘structural component’ that includes intellectual capital, 
institutional capacity and infrastructure, and is responsible for generating effective technical 
solutions or ‘coping strategies’ that will control water use effectively and efficiently; and a 
‘social component’ that can be measured in terms of the willingness and ability of a society to 
accept the technical solutions as being both legitimate and reasonable, and the society’s 
commitment to the process of implementing these solutions. In the Incomati a lack of capacity is 
experienced in several ways. In all three countries experienced trained staff are leaving the 
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government, mainly for financial reasons. This so called "brain drain" is a phenomenon that is 
experienced by several developing countries. Trained employees leave (especially government) 
positions because of low salaries and the impossibility to use their skills in their work. The 
problems are even worse at the regional level. The regional office of DWAF in Nelspruit is 
currently working with only 25% of the necessary technical/scientific staff. The implementation 
of the new Water Laws in Swaziland and South Africa that will create a more decentralised water 
management structure will probably worsen the situation, because more staff are required. 
Therefore more schooling is needed in the field of integrated water management. The lack of 
staff affects all three countries. This also creates a risk for the future, because due to the high 
turnover of people the TPTC lacks sufficient group memory and has a high risk of losing what it 
has. Capacity building within the organisation then, doesn’t create the desired outcome as the 
capable people leave.  

Apart from this the TPTC lacks financial capacity. It has no budget and doesn’t have the 
mandate to attract funds. Due to the hierarchical structure there is a lack of devolution of 
decision-making power for ministerial to lower levels and to the TPTC. This means that for a lot 
of projects there is no single source of funding. This splinters efforts. 

Finally the lack of a common language and the barriers that this situation creates is 
especially mentioned by the South Africans and Mozambicans and has proved to cause a delay in 
certain instances. The Swazis seem to be a little less concerned about this, but also say that 
simultaneous translation would improve things a lot. The language difference also means that the 
TIA at the moment still needs to be approved by the Mozambican parliament. The document first 
has to be translated into Portuguese. Now it is waiting for comments from Swaziland and South 
Africa on the correctness of the translation, before it can pass through the Mozambican 
parliament. 
 

7.4 Lack of game control: the status and functioning of the TPTC  
 
The most important issue when it comes to a lack of game control in the policy games around the 
Incomati is the fact that the TPTC is a relatively weak institution. The agreement that puts in 
place the TPTC is only two pages long and mainly establishes the TPTC as a advisory committee 
without any powers. The agreement that establishes the TPTC is a lot weaker than the TIA, the 
agreement the TPTC has to implement. This creates an awkward situation especially when it 
comes to making decisions, because the TPTC actually ended up doing more then it was 
established for, but without the rules, capacity and institutional support this kind of job requires. 
This means that if there is less political commitment to give attention to the Incomati, the TPTC 
also has more problems to function and achieve something. This delays decisions and often 
decision are not made at all. Some of the policy games that start are never played out. 

This also means that there is a lack of support structure. There are no rules for 
implementation (only two dams have internationally defined operational rules) and no 
compliance enforcement. 
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7.5 A complex web of factors 
 
The causes for malfunctioning of the TPTC mentioned in the paragraphs above are not 
independent but consist of a complex web of interrelated factors. A change in one factor can also 
mean a change in another factor. Therefore this paragraph will describe the web of factors with 
the help of a causal diagram. From this causal diagram it can be concluded what factors need to 
change and what factors can be changed more easily than others. This paragraph will end with 
discussing the elements of the problem situation that are less clearly understood and whose 
influence therefore can be less predicted less accurately. 
 

7.5.1 Interrelated factors 
 
To clearly understand the relationship between the underlying causes for problems issues a causal 
diagram was made (see Figure 9). In a causal diagram factors of influence (the causes mentioned 
in the previous four paragraphs) are placed in ovals. An arrow means a causal influence between 
two factors. The sign indicates whether a factor increases (+) or decreases (-) as the result of an 
increase in the source factor. Central to this analysis is how these factors influence the 
functioning of the TPTC. The TPTC is the current international management structure for the 
Incomati. Good functioning of this structure consists in 1) the ability to develop effective and 
efficient water sharing rules and 2) to operate the system accordingly. By taking this as the 
central issue in the causal analysis the viewpoint of this research has moved away from purely 
looking at international decision-making towards looking at a broader definition of management 
of the Incomati river basin. This was decided because the analysis in chapter 5.2 showed that the 
operational side of management will become an essential aspect that determines the future 
functioning of the TPTC. 

Not all elements mentioned in the previous paragraphs are placed in the causal diagram. 
Two elements that influence political commitment, and in that way the functioning of the TPTC, 
were mentioned in paragraph 7.2: the wish to keep sovereignty and the hierarchical structure. 
These two factors, although they clearly influence political commitment, are left out of this 
diagram, because it is the author's impression that there is a variety of factors that influence 
political commitment. To only mention two of them would present an incorrect simplification of 
the situation. 

In this specific diagram (Figure 9) three colours were used to indicate whether a factor is 
effective at the institutional level, the level of cognitions or at the level of processes. Central in 
the diagram is the "functioning of the TPTC" (a process). By using this division in factors the 
causal diagram shows clearly that there is an institutional structure that is needed to support the 
functioning of the TPTC on the one hand. This institutional structure contains several elements 
that all influence the TPTC. On the other hand there are several cognitive factors that 
independently influence the TPTC in its functioning.  
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In the following table a definition of the factors used in the causal diagram is given. The factors 
are listed in alphabetical order.  
Factor Definition 
Behaviour of the countries Negativity/badness of behaviour of the countries towards their 

neighbours. 
Brain drain Depletion or loss of intellectual and technical personnel within 

a country. 
Cultural differences Differences in behaviour, norms and values. 
Functioning of the TPTC Ability to develop effective and efficient water sharing rules 

and to operate the system accordingly. 
Group memory Memory of employees of how to do their work, routines, past 

experience, familiarity with other parties and so on. 
Intensity of personal contact Intensity of personal contact among parties involved, crossing 

decision-making levels and country borders. 
Number of knowledgeable 
people 

Amount of people with the necessary knowledge and 
understanding of (aspects of) water management. 

Language differences Differences in the "native" language of the different parties. 
Level of political 
commitment and support 

Level to which the political field commits itself to support a 
certain cause and to successfully improving that cause. 

Level of stakeholder 
involvement 

Level of involvement of stakeholders in the basin in the 
management of the river. 

Level of trust Level of trust the countries and their negotiators have in their 
counterparts. 

Memory of behaviour Relative influence of bad memories of previous behaviour 
towards the neighbouring countries cf. good memories. An 
increase in this factor means an increase in bad memories. 

Operational experience Experience with the development and use of operational rules 
to manage the waterworks and water abstractions in the basin. 

Level of development of a 
shared hydrometric network 

Development of a shared hydrometric network for data 
collection at the essential points in the basin and storage of that 
data. 

Presence and efficacy of 
secretariat 

Presence and efficacy of a secretariat capable of doing 
necessary supportive and administrative work for the TPTC. 

Problem perception 
differences 

Differences in perceptions regarding problems in the river 
basin and their importance. 

Quality of information 
management 

The ability to manage information and make it available in the 
right form so it can be used for the management of the river. 

Training Formal of employees in the field of water management. 
TPTC budget Financial capability of the TPTC. 
TPTC mandate Size of the mandate of the TPTC, that establishes its authority 

and functions. 
Use of (technical 
information) 

Use of information to make decisions during negotiations and 
to monitor and operate the river. 

Table 2: Definition of factors 
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Figure 9: Causal diagram of issues in the decision-making process on the Incomati river basin. In a causal diagram 
factors of influence are placed in an oval. An arrow means a causal influence, the sign indicates whether a factor 
increases (+) or decreases (-) as the result of an increase in the source factor. 
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This diagram shows what has to be changed to improve the functioning of the TPTC. The TPTC 
needs to get a broader mandate23 than they currently have. Their functioning would largely 
improve if they would use (technical) information better. To reach this goal a better management 
of information (available and to be generated in the future) is necessary. The presence of a 
secretariat and a shared hydrometric network will make this possible. More and a stable group of 
knowledgeable people is needed, not only within the TPTC, but within the entire water 
management networks of the three countries. Such an improvement will also improve 
information use and will create group memory within the TPTC. However all countries are facing 
the brain drain problem so common to developing countries. It is possible to create a greater 
capacity in the short-term, the challenge for the long-term will be to keep that capacity. 

The TPTC needs more operational experience or access to more operational experience. 
The problem is that this experience is also lacking in the countries themselves. The TPTC has to 
start more or less from scratch. The only experience in the basin is based at KOBWA and the 
TPTC can definitely learn from this organisation. Operational rules are only defined for 
Driekoppies and Maguga dams. 

To achieve the goals above a sufficient budget is needed preferably from a single source. 
The TPTC now has no budget nor the mandate to attract it from outside. So this can be achieved 
in two ways: by having enough political commitment from the national governments to invest in 
capacity, hydrometric networks, information management and a secretariat without changing the 
mandate of the TPTC or by strengthening the mandate (and potentially the budget) of the TPTC 
to do these things themselves. The advantage of the last option is that in this case the TPTC can 
function relatively independently of fluctuation in the political commitment given by the national 
governments. If they don't have this mandate, they will be dependent on the national government 
for every little decision made, because the TPTC is not a decision-making but an advisory body. 
To improve the functioning in the short-term two strategies can be chosen: to strengthen the 
TPTC and consequently its budget, operation, capacity and so on or to find a way to maintain 
political commitment now and in the long run to achieve the same subgoals. 

Additionally more stakeholder involvement would be a large improvement. First this 
would bridge an information gap. Secondly this would address the time-delay in problems from 
the field being addressed at the international level and lastly it would improve possibilities for 
trade-offs. 

Minimising the language differences between the people working at the TPTC level 
would also improve management. This could be solved immediately by installing a simultaneous 
translation service. The difficulty here is that water negotiations use a highly specialised 
vocabulary and might need specialised interpreters. This is also just a way of addressing the 
symptoms not the cause. To send people to a language course would be a better and more 
sustainable solution. Both options require investments. 

Not all the factors mentioned in the diagram can be easily addressed. Some factors will 
only really change in the long-term. Improvement in these factors can be stimulated, but cannot 
be imposed from outside if the parties involved do not want to cooperate. Cultural differences, 
such as different decision-making cultures (Anglo-Saxon vs. Portuguese) and (slightly) different 
norms and values need to be overcome. This will not be changed easily and will probably only 
change over a very long time span (minimally 50 years). The only solution here is to address 
symptoms. The memory of history will not be erased easily. The behaviour of the countries, e.g. 

                                                 
23 The words underlined in the following paragraph refer to elements in the causal diagram. Their definition can be 
found in table 2. The words are only underlined the first time they are used. 
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how they will handle the Big Brother paradox. This memory also strongly influences the trust the 
countries have in each other and trust among the parties is needed. Making agreements and rules 
is a way to deal with distrust and a truly shared hydrological network will also make trust a less 
problematic issue. To bridge the gap between the different problem perceptions would create an 
improvement. This and the trust issue could be improved relatively fast by raising the intensity of 
personal contact (for example by organising more workshops and field trips) but they remain 
unstable factors. No success guaranteed: this will depend on the willingness of the parties 
involved to cooperate.  
 

7.5.2 A need for changes 
 
From the causal diagram one can clearly conclude that there are in general two groups of factors 
that need to change to improve functioning of the TPTC: 

1) There needs to be a change in the institutional structure (mandate, budget, needed nr. of 
knowledgeable people, hydrometric network, operational experience and so on). 

2) There needs to be a change in cognitive factors. Especially in perceptions, in the way the 
countries think about each other and treat each other. 

The first group can be more easily influenced than the second one, but only if political 
commitment is (temporarily) present. Here things become more complex, because political 
commitment will be influenced by some of the cognitive factors24 such as trust and differences in 
perceptions and culture. The presence of political commitment can be seen as a condition to be 
able to change the institutional structure. Therefore a change in perceptions seems to be crucial 
when trying to change the institutional structure. 

The new institutional structure for management of the Incomati at the international level 
should at least have the following elements to be able to support the implementation of the 
Tripartite Interim Agreement: 

 a broader mandate  
 an adequate budget 
 a secretariat 
 a shared hydrometric network and database 
 more information management  
 an operational branch 
 more stakeholder involvement 

It will take a minimum of 2-5 years before a proposal for such a new structure is 
designed, accepted and implemented. Additionally, it is clear that changing the institutional 
structure is not sufficient to improve the TPTC's functioning. Parallel to this, several crucial 
processes have to be started otherwise there is the risk of implementing a new structure without 
changing the decision-making culture in which it functions. This could lead to a worsening of the 
functioning of the TPTC. Some of these processes are expected to have a positive influence on 
the cognitive factors mentioned in the causal diagram, although it is not guaranteed that these 
actions will lead to success. The following actions should be taken: 

                                                 
24 These connections are left out of the causal diagram to keep the diagram clear, but it should be recognised that 
these influences do exist. 
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 Training: language courses are needed and capacity building in water management 
remains a priority. Hopefully this will, in combination with an increase in budget, create a 
more stable organisation and more group memory. 

 Operational experience in the region needs to be identified, preferably at KOBWA and if 
not present developed. In addition, operational rules need to be defined.  

 More personal contact is needed to improve elements at the cognitive level, such as trust 
and problem perceptions differences. This might indirectly also create more 
understanding of cultural differences and makes it easier to deal with negative memories 
from the past. 

 

7.5.3 Sources of uncertainty 
 
Three factors of the causal diagram are very difficult to influence or it is not clear how they can 
be influenced: brain drain, political commitment and support and the behaviour of the three 
countries. It is clear however that these elements will influence the success of the institutions and 
actions mentioned in 7.5.2. These elements are not completely understood and that means that 
their influence cannot satisfactorily be explained and predicted. A better understanding of these 
elements is needed to truly implement a new management structure successfully and actions 
should be taken to create a better understanding. This paragraph will discuss some ideas about 
these three factors. 

Apart from that, the analysis focussed primarily on the functioning of the decision-
making process at the international level. Although it shows that this process is having its 
problems it also becomes clear that a lot of improvements are needed at the operational level. 
However the knowledge of the exact function of management at the operational level and the 
improvements that should be made cannot be deduced from this analysis and so remain unclear. 
 
First of all it remains unclear: How can one deal with political commitment and how will it 
change? The complexity of the term "political commitment" should not be underestimated. 
Political commitment is more than a practical form of support in terms of money or institutional 
structure. Kingdon (1995) defined the need for a 'policy window' to get a decision made and this 
seems extremely relevant here. But there are not a lot of clear guidelines on how to create a 
policy window and how to use it. A problem is also that popular politics focuses on short term 
solutions, while research has a long-term viewpoint. In this case, one can't expect water to be 
allocated fairly immediately so political commitment is needed for a longer period and not only 
for the present. In case of the Incomati, decisions are often not really made and the fear of 
politicians being called to account for their deeds is deeply embedded in culture. This means that 
a commission always becomes something on a high level. The most simple answer to the first 
part of the question, that maybe cannot even be answered by the people involved, is that you can 
only deal with political commitment by realising its need and by constantly trying to maintain it. 
The most important 'problem' with this issue is the high level of uncertainty and instability 
involved. The answer to 'how will it change?' is multiple. It can change with every new election 
or because of disaster happening and therefore changing the sense of urgency. For example, the 
possibility that Renamo will win next years' elections in Mozambique, according to some, should 
be taken seriously. Renamo has no government experience so far and sees Frelimo as a rival not 
as a potential partner. Maputo, and thus the entire bureaucratic system, is Frelimo-based. This 
means that a change of ruling party will not only mean a different policy, but could also bring 
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about a change in the bureaucratic system and a loss of knowledge. Also the influence of 
corruption (in all three countries) should not be forgotten here, while the three different political 
traditions decrease the chance of true cooperation. 

It is also very difficult to predict the behaviour of the three countries. First of all because 
this is related to political commitment which is an unclear factor in itself. Secondly because the 
position of the three countries is not straightforward. The question is: What are the positions of 
the three countries and how powerful are they? An oft used expression is that there is the need to 
'level the playing field'. Often this goes together with a focus on the relationship between South 
Africa and Mozambique. The obvious picture here is that South Africa is the dominant and 
strongest party being the upstream country, with many resources and much knowledge. South 
Africa is even seen as the 'evildoer', because of its actions in the past. Mozambique then, is the 
weak downstream country, underdeveloped and a 'victim' of South Africa's behaviour. In this 
picture the position of Swaziland is often unclear. Swaziland is seen as the broker, the party that's 
there to mediate between the other two. Often a cognitive fixation can be broken with the 
influence of an outsider, that is a strong party with resources. This has definitely been true for 
Swaziland in the past. But on the other hand it seems that the behaviour of Swaziland has been 
highly opportunistic. Therefore it's role is probably much more complex than has often been 
presented in literature. Most of the research hardly gives any attention to the role Swaziland plays 
and the conflicts it has with the other countries (it had conflicts with South Africa over the 
Komati river for example). In this respect a different viewpoint in research would probably take 
away some of the emphasis placed on the relation between South Africa and Mozambique and 
therefore also the weight. On the other hand, as stated before, part of Mozambique's power lies in 
it's underdog position and the moral responsibility of South Africa to make up for the wrongs of 
the past. Another theory is that Mozambique, like other former colonies, may always remain 
dependent on its former colonist, because it has not yet functioned otherwise and hasn't 
developed an independent government and economy. In this view South Africa has inherited the 
role of the former colonist. When it comes to capacity Mozambique obviously remains the 
underdog. But in their current position the complex position of South Africa and the enormous 
interest by international NGOs can easily be used to their advantage. This means that the division 
of power is probably not as straightforward as it seems. 

Finally in respect to this issue the answer to the following question is interesting: Why, 
with a well functioning website and real-time flow data, doesn't South Africa act to reach 
compliance with the agreements if they notice a low river flow at certain stations? This problem 
doesn't only occur in the relationship to Mozambique and Swaziland, but also Kruger National 
Park has complained before that they have to make a phone call to DWAF to get things started, 
while DWAF has the information to act. Different answers to this question are possible: first, 
DWAF doesn't have enough capacity to do their work, which means that some things are left 
undone, DWAF cannot control the water abstractions and therefore not the system, even though 
they do control the dams, or South Africa is not interested in compliance. And that last option is 
what it will seem to be to an outsider, such as Mozambique. Because this behaviour strongly 
influences the trust Mozambique has in South Africa, actions taken at the operational level are 
influencing the functioning of the TPTC. 

A final point of uncertainty is: With the problem of brain drain everywhere in the 
developing world, can one achieve capacity building? Capacity building is an exercise in 
gradualism, the process of capacity building comprises three basic elements: creating an enabling 
environment, institutional development and human resources development. Capacity building is 
also essential if you want to achieve more stakeholder participation. The empowering of people, 
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so that they feel they’re actually able to contribute and to participate as equals and that they 
understand the process, the issues at stake and their own role is important. Democracy is still 
being challenged due to a lack of trust and because people are not used to participating. Most 
discussion on capacity building focuses on the need to improve the salaries and as important as 
this is the reasons for leaving are more varied than this. People want to be rewarded for the effort 
of acquiring more training. But rewarding means not only a better salary, but also support for 
creativity, more freedom to do their work and more stimulus for individual development. Often 
old systems don't change and freshly trained people get disillusioned, because they can't use their 
skills. Capacity building is about more than training people, it is about training a system. In a 
sense this means changing a culture and whether this is possible remains doubtful. 
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8. Will an institutional leapfrog make improvements? 
 
The previous chapter made clear that improvements have to be made in the international 
management structure of the Incomati river basin. There are different ideas about making an 
institutional leapfrog and one of these is to take a look at other comparable river basins and see 
what could be learned. But the question remains if this will lead to improvements. Therefore this 
chapter will look at the possibilities for changing the structure with help from outside. This 
chapter will only discuss the possibility to learn from success cases not to learn how things 
should not be done.  

During the interviews different ideas about the institutional review surfaced. Therefore 
this chapter will start with mentioning most of them and will try to highlight their 
(dis)advantages. The next paragraph will look at the limits for institutional leapfrogging, or in 
other words the possibilities of learning from other basins and transplanting an institutional 
structure from another basin to the Incomati basin. Examples will be provided from previous 
attempts to transplant Australian water management structures to several countries in Asia. 
Derived from this, a basic framework will be discussed that can be used to make a first selection 
of river basin organisations for a successful twinning or learning relationship. As an example, this 
chapter will finish with discussing if, based on this framework and the crucial points for 
improvement that concluded chapter 7, a twinning arrangement with the Murray-Darling basin 
would be useful for the Incomati and if the Murray-Darling structure could solve some of the 
issues encountered in this research. 
 

8.1 Existing ideas about an institutional review  
 
The first point that surfaced during one of the interviews was that it should be recognised that 
power over water, or the power to allocate natural resources is a means of control in Southern 
Africa, stemming from colonial times and there are very few people who are willing to give up 
that power. Especially not if this is to a River Basin Organisation that has people from South 
Africa in it. According to a representative of the Water Research Commission it will probably 
take 20-30 years minimum to change this colonial mind-set. The RBO cannot be seen separately 
from its political context and a commission always becomes a high level institution. 

Another possibility mentioned is to create a monitoring institution with limited secretarial 
support. A monitoring organisation is politically safe, but also has little political commitment. It 
will need to survive the first ten years to prove that they are credible and can provide sound 
objective information, before it organically can evolve into an advisory River Basin Organisation. 
But for that it needs capacity and money (costs of the monitoring infrastructure), which is 
difficult to get without political commitment. The next step would then be to delegate powers. 

According to some a simple secretariat on the short term with just administrative support, 
and maybe translation facilities, would improve the current practice substantially. Now secretarial 
tasks move from country to country, there is no overview and minutes aren’t circulated on time. 
A secretariat with a few highly skilled people could do this job, administer the agenda, check 
activity lists, minutes, and so on. It doesn’t have to be very expensive. But due to bureaucracy 
(all the three countries have their problems, together this makes it very difficult to change things) 
and lack of resources (it cannot cost anything additional), there is still no secretariat.  
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According to a representative from DWAF, a RBO could be located in Maputo, for 
practical reasons (accessible, politically credible, better for communication), and Mozambique 
has a disadvantage as a downstream country, this could be partly compensated for in this way. 
But travel arrangements to Mozambique are still a bit difficult, so it might be better to create a 
head office in Maputo and then spread some smaller (practical) regional offices. But politics will 
play a role here. There has to be a balance between joint management and sovereignty. The 
simplest form of a river basin commission would be like the TPTC, on the other end would be an 
organisation with permanent employees, the outcome is probably a result of politics. It would be 
good to have an implementing agency, with people who actually have a stake in solving the 
problems. The people who are working on the issue now, are not in contact with the users, they 
are mainly located in Pretoria. The new structure should also incorporate the problem of the time-
delays that exist in the current (hierarchical) structure. This would mean more and better 
communication or cooperation between the regional levels: between the people who actually 
have to make the water flow from A to Z. 

A Mozambican water official liked the idea to create a RBO as an advisory body to the 
TPTC. It should be independent (like a council of elderly), no government officials and with a 
regional spirit. The RBO should monitor the compliance with the TIA, advise on how to comply 
and look at the behaviour of the riparian states. The rules are established in the TIA, they 
monitor. Maybe they also should get the powers to organised meetings, mobilise funds and 
discuss possibilities for development in the river basin and advise on that. The scope should be to 
uplift the standard of living in the region. Not to define water allocation, because that is regulated 
in the TIA. 

Other ideas included: 
 reforming the TPTC and expanding its mandate so it has the capacity to organise funds 

and make more decisions, especially at an operational level; 
 reforming KOBWA, because it is the best functioning operational institution in the basin, 

to be the executive arm of the TPTC and the water authority for the entire Incomati basin; 
 to create one River Basin Organisation for the Incomati and Maputo rivers to overcome 

the problem of the lack of capacity. 
In general very few concrete and overall ideas surfaced during the interview about the 

future international structure. However several of them relate to the issues mentioned in the 
previous chapter and will be summarised here. The new structure should: 

 increase capacity (e.g. by combining a RBO for the Incomati and Maputo rivers and 
creating a secretariat); 

 level the playing field (e.g. by locating the organisation in Maputo); 
 keep the real decision-making power at a high level and create an executive arm with day-

to-day decision-making power; 
 stimulate more communication and less time-delay;  
 and it's success depends on the political context. 

 

8.2 Limits to institutional leapfrogging 
 
This paragraph will first discuss two ways of looking at institutional transplantation. Then it will 
discuss what lessons can be learned from previous attempts to transplantation, based on which a 
simple framework for comparison will be discussed and used to make a preliminary conclusion 
about the question of whether the Murray-Darling basin would be a useful case to learn from. 
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8.2.1 Institutional transplantation 
 
What are the limits to institutional leapfrogging? Is it possible for developing countries to learn 
from the developed world and in that way skip some of the phases the developed world has gone 
through? It has been said that every river basin has to go through the same learning process, that 
it is not realistic to assume that learning from other river basin organisations is possible. This 
pessimistic viewpoint is however also contradicted by the examples were transplantation of a 
foreign structure in other countries was successful.  

Institutions are stable patterns of social interactions. They are the rules of the game that 
structure action and signal rational behaviour. Herein lies their attractiveness. Stimulated by 
globalisation institutional transplantation is taking place more and more. The goal is to speed up 
development and achieve that at lower costs. The donor country is an example of success and 
power and imitating their (rational) structure gives the host country a sense of acquiring progress 
and share in that success. Unfortunately learning from other countries is often taking place in the 
context of a hype without clear reflection on the consequences. Because of a lack of creativity or 
of reflection, simple copying is an often used procedure(De Jong et al. 2002). 

In general there are two trends in thinking about institutional transplantation. The first one 
states that it is a matter of the actors in the host country pulling in. The actors attempt to redesign 
the institutional web around them and reframe the transplant accordingly. The second trend states 
that it is a matter of 'goodness of fit'. Institutional structures are historically defined and cannot be 
tampered with easily. Transplants derived from other traditions will be successful depending on 
the 'goodness of fit' (ibid.). Actually these perspectives should not be seen as exclusive but 
complementary, because they highlight different aspects of the transplantation and in that sense 
both hold a part of the truth. From these lines of thought and the evidence of several case studies 
De Jong et al. (2002) generated the following general guidelines for success: 

1. Support by important actors in the donor country will determine the success of the 
transplantation whether it is imposed by an external force or voluntary adoption; 

2. Copying makes the process less easy than adaptation to local circumstances; 
3. Using a more loosely defined model will make the process easier; 
4. Similarities between the institutional transplant and the institutional context it is 

transplanted into facilitates the process; 
5. The more generic the character of the transplant the easier the process; 
6. Special periods of regime transformation or a sense of urgency will create opportunity 

windows for transplantation processes compared with periods of stability. 
Hunt (1999) derives a more specific set of policy transposibility issues that are relevant 

when transplanting an institution from the developed world to a developing country and that 
focus on the differences between the countries. According to Hunt there are essential differences 
between the two worlds, that should be taken into account when considering transplantation, in: 

 Living standards (high vs. low) 
 Literacy levels (high vs. low) 
 Cultural traits (incl. (land)ownership issues) 
 Technological development (high vs. low) 
 Financial management and infrastructure development (high vs. low) 
 Change management levels (high vs. extreme) 
 Political structures (well structured vs. emerging) 
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A combination of both lists can be used to make a first selection of basins to learn from 
and make a basic assessment of the success of institutional transplantation. It also gives 
guidelines to determine threats or opportunities for transplantation in a specific case. 
 

8.2.2 Transplanting in water management 
 
The issues mentioned above can also be found when looking at specific cases of transplantation 
in water management. In this paragraph different cases of trying to use Australian examples of 
water management (for river basins the Murray-Darling is the example) will be discussed per 
design issue. Where possible the link to the Incomati case will be made. 
 
General aspects 
The water sector in developed countries tends to be highly organised and formalised. On the 
contrary the scale and complexity of the informal water services in the developing world is large. 
In South Africa over 90 percent of water is managed by formal organisations, but 90 percent of 
the rural population are in the informal sector, far out of reach of the public system. The 
institutional models coming from Australia or the US (where user associations form 
spontaneously) have being tried out in developing countries but failed when faced with large 
numbers of small stakeholders with such diverse constraints in their livelihood systems that 
they’re at best apathetic towards each of them (Shah et al. 2000). Low literacy rates, unhelpful 
political atmosphere, social stratification and corrupt practices mean that community groups are 
non-existent or don't function well (Pigram 1999). 

Apart from this, differences in climate and hydrology mean that the problems solved by 
successful institutional models may not be of interest in the case of developing countries (but in 
the case of the Incomati they are, such as flooding and water quality), often there’s also less water 
scarcity. 

Hu (1999) concludes that application of the Australian experience in China would not be 
successful because of 1) the difficulty of coordinating authorities at different levels 2) unclear 
ownership of resources 3) small farming scales and 4) poor education of users. The same 
problems arise in the case of the Incomati. 

These issues mean that creating stakeholder involvement along the lines used in 
developed countries, such as Australia, doesn't have to be the healing power it is often considered 
to be in the Western world. Achievement will also demand more effort from the government side. 
The question is if stakeholder involvement is really desired by all governments in the Incomati 
basin 
 
Financing structure 
River Basin Organisations will not develop effectively unless they can be provided with adequate 
financial resources. In this respect, the experiences of the richer countries may not offer much 
useful guidance to the developing countries, especially the poorest ones. Their patterns of water 
use are radically different. This has various implications for the effectiveness of financial policies 
as charging tools. 

It would seem practicable to finance basin organisations through some system of levies. 
However the concept of water as an economic good can be satisfactory economically, but faces 
many difficulties from social and political angles. However, there seem to be few alternative 
ways available for financing the activities. Either they must be financed from user charges, or 
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they must be financed from central government budgets, or they will probably not happen 
effectively at all. The problem of central government funding, for the poorer countries at least, is 
the availability. The fate of hydrological data-collecting organisations, which in many countries 
have become weak and inadequate, shows that centrally-funded organisations which are doing 
things that do not have direct popular appeal are likely to be left aside when it comes to dividing 
the budget.  

To choose a way to collect levies is also an issue. “Passive” collection, meaning the kind 
of system where each user is expected to bring the fee to the collection office, seems prone to 
abuses. “Active” fee collection, using paid collectors who visit houses or farms, incurs a 
significant wage cost. Both methods need accounting staff and certain facilities. 

The ways of generating sufficient finance, in the case of poorer countries, are not yet sure, 
because of the weak financial situation of agricultural users, who account for the overwhelming 
majority of water consumption in most countries. The lessons that can be learned from the 
financing systems of richer countries are of limited relevance, because of the different balance of 
user types. And if the cost of water compromises the budget available for health and education 
the implementation of this policy becomes morally questionable (Hunt 1999). For the Incomati it 
is thus more desirable to attract budget from outside and with the Netherlands being interested 
this shouldn't be a difficult task, if the TPTC gets the authority to do so. 

 
Legal Framework 
The general problem when implementing the legal framework used in Australia and in other parts 
of the developed world is that implementation of contractual and property/ allocation disputes 
relies on a more generally established legal framework and fora for arbitration. This framework 
and the fora for arbitration do not exist in most developing countries and even less between 
developing countries (Malano et al. 1999). For international river basins an overarching legal 
framework and attached arbitration fora are completely lacking. Where in the case of Australia or 
Europe a framework is present, in the case of Africa and Asia they are non-existent or weak. The 
Incomati has a strong legal framework in the TIA, but lacks a forum or another institution to be 
able to enforce compliance with that framework. The only tribunal in the region, the SADC 
tribunal, is not yet established. Within the countries enforcement of the law also remains a 
problem: irrigation providers have difficulty in preventing farmers from taking water illegally or 
wasting it. In other cases Participatory Irrigation Management is being advocated as a means of 
addressing these problems.  
 
Information management 
The Mekong and Murray-Darling have similarly structured monitoring networks but their 
efficiency and effectiveness differ significantly. Not only socio-economic development provides 
part of the explanation for this. The technical capacity of each organisation's member states, the 
extent each organisation depends on its own databases and the developmental stage of each 
organisation itself are also critically important (Chenoweth 1999). For the Incomati this doesn't 
only mean that capacity development is essential, sharing and creating a common database is also 
needed. An improvement in information management is linked to change in the organisational 
structure. In other words there needs to be an institutional structure supporting information 
management. 
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Political context 
The initiative to reform the Sri Lankan water sector to Australian example was a positive 
experience. The preparation was good and elaborate and guided by Australian consultants, that 
made an assessment of the social, legal, and political context as well as an analysis of 
organisations and stakeholders in the water sector. But concerns were also expressed that 
bureaucratic and political opposition will make effective action impossible. Actions must be 
taken quickly to maintain the momentum of the reform and ensure approval of the 
recommendations. To improve the functioning of the new structure a twinning relationship will 
be established to create a form of international mentoring. The new structure will be introduced 
on an incremental and demand-driven basis (Birch & Taylor 1999). The momentum of progress 
and reform currently present in the Incomati can be used in the same way. 
 
South-South transfer 
According to Pigram (1999) learning from basins in the developed world is useful, but a more 
effective approach to capacity building and institutional strengthening for developing countries 
would be to learn from other developing countries. The levels of capacity and institutional 
strength in the developed world form an example that is out of reach and this will only create 
frustration. The preferred approach for Pigram is to build bridges with other developing regions 
and learn lessons from countries such as Brazil and Turkey, that are advanced in water 
knowledge. A problem for the Incomati is that there is no really successful international basin 
present in Africa that has a more developed structure and more elaborate water sharing 
agreement. The more developed basins like the Nile basin have structures derived from the 
developed world instead of locally developed institutions. Not all of them function well and 
might be used as an example of how it should not be done, but not really as an example to learn 
from.  
 
To summarise 
According to Shah et al. (2000) developing countries that want to make an institutional leapfrog 
will experience difficulties because of the fact that they differ in hydrological, climatic, 
demographic and socio-economic ways from the cases they could learn from. Also the reality of 
the way in which their water sector is organised is different. Without sensitive adaptation, non-
critical transfer of knowledge and experience may create more problems than it solves, in seeking 
unrealistic and unachievable outcomes. Caution is needed and it shouldn't be used as a quick fix. 
It might also be useful to look closer to home for learning.  

It should be taken in mind that it is not only an institutional leap that's being taken, but a 
mental leap as well. It will ask for a change of mindset at different levels in society. Because 
water is everyone’s business, institutional reform is not only about the government, but about 
changing a system. In addition there is the risk that political opposition will make effective 
leapfrogging impossible. One thing is to get the rules of the game right, the other is to play the 
game right! 
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8.3 Designing a river basin organisation with help from outside 
 
This paragraph will discuss the basic framework for comparison and the possibilities to learn 
from the Murray-Darling. Special attention will be given to question whether the Murray-Darling 
can deal with the elements that are important in the Incomati river basin. Also the threats and 
opportunities for learning from the Murray-Darling will be discussed. 
 

8.3.1 A basic framework for comparison 
 
Combining the elements from the previous two paragraphs gives the following criteria for 
comparing basins to see if transplantation would be an option. The basic idea is that the more 
similar the basins are on these points the more easily the transplantation can occur: 

 Level of technological development 
 Financial management  
 Infrastructure development 
 Political structures 
 Legal framework  
 Hydrological characteristics 
 Demographic characteristics 
 Organisation of the water sector 
 Socio-economic characteristics (living standards, literacy levels, cultural traits) 

Secondly, it will be discussed if the Murray-Darling can deal with the following issues 
specific for the Incomati, that were identified in chapter 7. First, has the institutional structure: a 
broad mandate, a sufficient budget, a secretariat, a shared hydrometric network and database, an 
operational branch, sufficient information management and place for stakeholder involvement. 
Secondly is there a need to overcome cultural and perception differences and if so, how is this 
dealt with? More specifically: is there operational experience, is there sufficient personal contact 
and is there a need for training and how is this addressed? 

The final step is to answer the following questions to get a better impression of the 
possible opportunities and threats for success. These questions are based on the experiences 
described in paragraph 8.2. 

 Does the character of the transplant fit into the context of the Incomati? 
 Is there support by important actors in the donor country?  
 Is there a presence of regime transformation or a sense of urgency? 
 What is the experience with institutional transplantation/institutional leapfrogging? 
 Is adaptation to local circumstances possible? How generic is the character of the 

transplant? 
The comparison with the Murray-Darling river basin in this chapter is an example and the 

framework should be applied to several other basins before making a definitive choice for a river 
basin organisation for transplantation. The Murray-Darling basin is taken as an example here, 
because the basin is know for its successful interstate management structure. 
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8.3.2 Transplanting the Murray-Darling structure 
 
The Murray-Darling river basin in Australia has a total length of 3,780 km and is defined by the 
catchment areas of the Murray and Darling rivers. Over two-third of the water in the basin is used 
and the river basin has been transformed by construction of several waterworks. The basin is 
important as a place of recreation and tourism and irrigation dominates the landscape. The basin 
is subject to considerable variability of flows from one year to another.  

Australia is a commonwealth of states and territories. This means that although the 
Murray-Darling is a national river, it crosses the boundaries of five states and includes one 
territory due to the geographic size of the basin. Different bodies of legislation and institutional 
arrangements have evolved in each of the states. An over-arching body, the Murray-Darling 
Basin Ministerial Council (MDBMC), was established in 1985. Being a political forum the 
MDBMC has the power to make decisions for the basin as a whole because of the presence of 
ministers. A community advisory committee reports to the Ministerial Council. The Murray-
Darling Basin Commission is the executive arm of the MDBMC and works cooperatively with 
the states. The Commission is an autonomous organisation and a rather unusual entity in that it is 
neither a government department nor a statutory body of any individual government. The 
financing regime is based on consumption-based pricing and full cost recovery. Apart from that 
there exists a form of water trading. Virtually all Commission programmes involve a large degree 
of consultation (Hatton MacDonald & Young (2000), www.mdbc.gov.au).  

The lessons from the basin can be summarised largely in terms of how conflict is 
managed. Managing resources sustainably has required innovative mechanisms that encouraged 
reform, in an environment of cooperative federalism. The Murray-Darling Commission operates 
to create consensus concerning a common vision or broad principles and negotiates the details 
later. Moving to full-cost pricing and expanding water trade have proven to be sources of conflict 
that are gradually being resolved through the institutions25 (www.mdbc.gov.au).  

The following table contains a first basic comparison of the two basins. It should be kept 
in mind that this comparison is of a quick-and-dirty nature and if it is decided to really transplant 
(part of) the Murray-Darling structure, a more in-depth analysis is needed. 
 
Characteristics Incomati Murray-Darling 
Technological 
development 

From high to low: large differences 
within the basin 

High 

Infrastructure 
development 

From high to low: large differences 
within the basin 

High 

Financial 
management 

Developing, for many stakeholders 
not possible to pay economic value 
of water 

Developed, cost recovery based on 
water usage, system of trading in 
water rights 

Political structure National governments  Commonwealth of states with over-
arching government and policy 

Legal framework Well developed national law & 
TIA, implementation is still lacking

Shared constitution, well developed 
and implemented framework 

                                                 
25 The characteristics of the Murray-Darling basin will not be described at length here. For those interested, a more 
elaborate description of the Murray-Darling basin can be found in appendix 9. 
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Hydrological 
characteristics 

Small basin, variability of flows, 
irrigation dominates in a highly 
stressed basin 

Fourth largest basin in the world, 
variability of flows, irrigation 
dominates in a highly stressed basin 

Demographic  Young population, low life 
expectancy (influence of 
HIV/AIDS), (ethnic) diversity 

Uniform population, high life 
expectancy 

Organisation of the 
water sector 

Fragmented, development of new 
structure taking place, lack of 
stakeholder involvement 
(especially at international level), 
international level has no 
transparent processes 

Highly organised, adjusted over time 
based on changes in needs, 
stakeholder involvement 
incorporated at the structure at 
interstate level, open transparent 
processes 

Socio-economic 
characteristics: 

 Living 
standards 

 Literacy 
levels 

 Cultural 
traits 

 

 Living standards: large 
differences 

 Literacy levels: medium to 
low 

 Cultural traits: top-down 
decision-making structure, 
relatively little experience 
in international cooperation, 
differences between the 
countries 

 Living standards: high 
 Literacy levels: high 
 Cultural traits: only minimal 

differences between states, 
western 

Table 3: Comparison of the Incomati and Murray-Darling river basins (Consultec & BKS Acres 2001, Hatton 
MacDonald & Young 2000) 
 
Looking at the hydrological characteristics of the two basins and the use of the basins, twinning 
could be useful because the basins are confronted with the same problems. The basins also have 
more or less the same development in legal terms, although the Incomati is behind on 
implementation (but could maybe learn from the Murray-Darling here). The organisation of the 
water sector at the international level differs, which is logical, because that is where the 
institutional transplantation has to take place. However looking at socio-economic characteristics 
some constraints that are relevant for the Incomati are absent in the case of the Murray-Darling: 
lack of experience, differences in decision-making cultures, the top-down structure and low 
literacy rates. These constraints will not be met by simply changing the structure. Also the 
Murray-Darling doesn't have a problem with attracting budget because it can rely on a pricing 
regime based on cost recovery. This kind of financing structure is (not yet) possible in the 
Incomati river basin. 

The overall institutional structure of the Murray-Darling basin could definitely solve 
some of the problems known to the Incomati. The institutional structure in the Murray-Darling is 
very strong and knows a clear division of tasks between the executive level (the Commission) 
and the political decision-making level (the Ministerial Council). There is place for stakeholder 
involvement from several sides and a well managed database. Management is supported by the 
technical and support staff of the Commission office and several working groups. The 
Commission is also a very interesting entity from a legal viewpoint. However the Murray-Darling 
Commission does not have to deal with cultural and perception differences and due to the high 
level of development additional training is not needed. Therefore personal contact is less 
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important. Unfortunately the basis for water allocation in the Murray-Darling largely remains the 
product of historical use. The Incomati cannot learn from the Murray-Darling in this aspect. 
 
Some first and quick answers to the questions posed in paragraph 8.3.1 are: 
 
Does the character of the transplant fit in the context of the Incomati? In general it does, because 
it knows the difference between an executive arm, a decision-making forum and an advisory 
committee to give advice and input from the community. The Ministerial Council is responsible 
for providing the policy and this structure would answer the wish to maintain sovereignty and not 
give national powers to an international body. Decisions in this way are still made fairly high in 
the hierarchy. The financing structure (especially the system of water trading) is less appropriate, 
because of the large differences in living standards and the fact that market economy rules will 
probably conflict with the equity principle. Apart from that you also have a chicken and egg 
problem: water is needed for economic development, but without money no dams can be build 
and the money needs to come from economical development (user pays principle) which needs 
the water from those dams. 
 
Is there support by important actors in the donor country? This is a difficult question to answer. 
At field level there many people who would like to see a structure that could finally get things 
going and are willing to make it work. Some of these people are also involved at the national 
level. Also important actors as Kruger National Park would also support the establishment of an 
executive arm to the TPTC. However at the higher level there are probably very few politicians 
willing to divert real power to a lower level. Fortunately this could be overcome by stating the 
importance of the Ministerial Council. 
 
Is there a presence of regime transformation or a sense of urgency? Fortunately, the atmosphere 
between the three countries is good at the moment. There is a lot of pride about the achievements 
made with signing the Incomaputo agreement and the countries are open to help from outside 
because they cannot in the short-term solve their problems otherwise. 
 
What is the experience with institutional transplantation/institutional leapfrogging? There is 
experience in the region with transplanting principles of international law, institutional structures 
are partly based on foreign examples but implementation is still under way. South Africa has 
made a huge leapfrog when designing the new constitution and the change from chaotic civil war 
to democracy in Mozambique has also been very drastic (although it's success is now being 
questioned from several sides). The SADC protocol advocates the establishment of RBOs, 
unfortunately there is no clarity in the protocol when it concerns the role of the RBO in relation 
to the national governments (what decisions can national governments veto), the level of 
decision-making, financing, operational rules, mandate or procedural details. In Australia 
experience with transplantation is available. 
 
Is adaptation to local circumstances possible? How generic is the character of the transplant? 
The transplant is of a very specific nature, but will be used in a very specific case that has more 
or less the same needs. Therefore this doesn't really have to be a problem, adaptation is possible 
and should definitely be considered. 
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To summarise 
Based on the preliminary analysis presented here, the impression of the author is that the Murray-
Darling could be used as a twinning partner or could be used to transplant aspects of the Murray-
Darling structure to the Incomati river basin. The design and authority of the different institutions 
is very well organised and functions as it should. The Murray-Darling has shown that conflict can 
gradually be resolved through the institutions. It also has a very strong system of moral 
persuasion as a way to force states to honour commitments. A system which would potentially be 
very powerful in the Incomati basin and already seems to be developing (e.g. the South African 
guilt). However the Murray-Darling does not give examples of how to deal successfully with 
cultural and perception differences. Therefore the following threats and opportunities should be 
kept in mind if the Murray-Darling is taken as an example for the design of a new institutional 
structure and the transplant should be adjusted accordingly. These threats and opportunities are 
based on the analyses of chapter 7 and chapter 8. 
 
Threats  not overcoming cultural differences (real change is not possible). 

 many small stakeholders and low literacy rates complicate attempts to 
real involvement. 

 market economy could compromise equity if financing is based on full 
cost recovery. 

 lack of political commitment to make a real change or achieve 
compliance. 

 lack of support from really strong actors. 
 lack of budget. 
 no attention for informal contact. 
 brain drain minimising attempts to get better trained staff. 

Opportunities  the current atmosphere of cooperation between the countries and the 
willingness of the people at field level to make things work. 

 using the very clear institutional design with a structure of a decision-
making body on the one hand with an executive arm on the other hand. 

 the experience of Australian consultants with implementing structures 
and adjusting them to the donor context. 

 interest of donor organisations, such as the CZMC in the Netherlands. 
 The power relation between the three countries seems to be balanced by 

the Big Brother paradox. 
Table 4: Threats and opportunities for transplanting the Murray-Darling structure in the Incomati basin 
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9. Forever sharing: conclusion and recommendations 
 
In this chapter the research will finish with a final discussion and conclusion. Reflection on the 
analytical framework will be given and recommendations to the TPTC will be presented. Finally, 
recommendations for further research will be made. It should be kept in mind that this thesis 
describes just one interpretation of the situation. 
 

9.1 Discussion and conclusion 
 
The original project objective was to fulfil the following two goals: 

1. Identify the problem issues and their underlying causes concerning the use, availability 
and adequacy of information and the way this influences the international decision-
making process on the Incomati river basin. 

2. Identify general possibilities and constraints for institutional leapfrogging and compare 
the problem issues in the Incomati river basin with the Murray-Darling river basin to 
indicate whether, and under what conditions transplantation of the institutional structure 
would be possible. 
The analysis of international decision-making on the Incomati revealed that information is 

not used effectively to support the functioning of the TPTC, that monitoring of compliance with 
the TIA is not yet possible and that the international decision-making structure is functioning in 
an ad-hoc, fragmented manner. Several problem issues concerning information and data have 
been identified. Data is often not well accessible and the form, and possibly the meaning, of 
information can change due to the hierarchical structure and lack of communication within that 
structure. The hydrometric networks are not functioning well in all parts of the basin and the 
information they provide is not trusted by all parties. In addition, there is no system in place for 
monitoring compliance with the TIA and the relationship and communication between the TPTC 
and researchers is not optimal.  

The research also showed that there is a complex web of underlying causes for these 
problem issues. The analysis of the complex connections between these causes made clear that 
there are in general two groups of factors that need to be changed in order to improve the 
functioning of the international river management structure: 

1. There needs to be a change in the institutional structure at the international level. The 
structure needs to have: a broader mandate, an adequate budget, a secretariat, an 
operational branch, stakeholder involvement, a shared hydrometric network and database 
and more information management. 

2. There needs to be a change in perceptions, in the way the countries think about each other 
and behave. Therefore more personal contact is needed among the parties involved. 
An institutional reform is possible but highly dependent on the commitment the process 

receives from the political field. Unfortunately political commitment is a very unstable factor and 
it is not clear what influences this factor and how one can achieve this commitment. In addition, 
there are two other factors that are not well understood and can create serious uncertainties when 
reforming the current institutional structure. First, it is not clear how one can effectively deal with 
the problem of brain drain. Secondly, the position of the three countries, and division of power 
among them, is unclear. 
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Subsequently  this research has looked at the possibility of using a foreign river basin 
organisation as an example for designing a new institutional structure or for establishing a 
twinning arrangement that could support an institutional leapfrog. A basic framework of 
comparison was developed, that can be used to make a preliminary analysis of the usefulness of 
foreign RBO as a learning case for the Incomati. Based on the example of the Murray-Darling 
river basin in Australia, it can be concluded that the Murray-Darling could be used as a twinning 
partner for certain aspects of the institutional structure of the Incomati river basin. But 
institutional leapfrogging in the case of the Incomati is subject to threats and opportunities. There 
might be a lack of political commitment and support from strong actors as well as budget 
problems. Besides this, the structure of the Murray-Darling pays no attention to personal contact, 
overcoming cultural differences or dealing with many small stakeholders. Threats are also 
founded in too easily borrowing concepts from the developed world. Finally, market economy 
could compromise equity if financing is based on full cost recovery as is the case in Australia. On 
the other hand, the current atmosphere of cooperation between the countries and the interest of 
donor organisations, such as the CZMC in the Netherlands, creates a very good starting point for 
a process of institutional reform and the power relation between the three countries seems to be 
balanced by the Big Brother paradox. The Murray-Darling has a very clear institutional design 
and using the structure of a ministerial decision-making body on the one hand with an executive 
arm on the other hand could be a way of dealing with political commitment. The experience of 
Australian consultants with implementing structures and adjusting them to the donor context 
could also be used. 
 
It should be remembered when designing a new structure, that this research has shown that not 
signing an agreement but complying with it has been a big problem for the Incomati. 
Implementation of an advisory body is popular and was mentioned often during the interviews. 
But it is clear that the real challenge for the near future in the Incomati river basin will be the 
implementation and compliance with the Incomaputo Agreement that was signed in Augustus 
2002. The picture presented above makes clear that the current structure needs to change and that 
more than an advisory body is needed. This also means that an operational arm should receive a 
prominent place in the new structure. The goal of such a new institutional structure should be to 
create mechanisms for joint management to support active monitoring of the agreement. This 
means that the operational side of international management needs to get a far more prominent 
place than it has in the current structure. 

The increasing importance of monitoring means that information management will 
become more and more important. But what does this analysis mean for information sharing and 
generation in the future? The analysis here is still partly based on the view of the rational decision 
maker. It assumes that information is used to make a decision, not as a form of power. To get 
insight in strategic use is almost impossible. But it is clear that information is isolated and that 
pockets exist. In a sense, based on this analysis one can be positive and negative about 
information sharing in the future. Positive, because during the JIBS information was more or less 
freely shared and there is a sense of cooperation. Negative, because all the information that was 
shared was not sensitive and the data that was sensitive, such as actual water abstractions, was 
not calculated accurately. This is not that strange. South Africa gains nothing if Mozambique 
knows exactly how much water is used. Mozambique gains nothing if the other countries know 
exactly how (in)efficiently it is using water at the moment. 

A final point of discussion is if the water allocations in the Incomati river basin are fair at 
the moment? The impossibility to neutrally judge water allocations will be clear to the reader. 
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However a simple minimum could be employed. This doesn't necessarily have to be a minimum 
base flow. The ecosystem of African rivers is able to cope with no flow under severe drought, but 
needs variability. However the decision of Mozambique to accept a lower cross border flow 
during the current drought might be a severe mistake and unfair of the other countries to accept. 
However to keep the river in pristine conditions or to return to that is definitely out of reach, 
especially if it compromises human needs. This question of fairness is not easily answered. In 
fact, it leads to more specific questions. Is it fair of Mozambique to want more water from the 
Komati river, the most stressed river in the basin? It is very understandable to ask for sufficient 
water for the stretch of river between the border at Komatipoort and Corumana dam to keep the 
river healthy, but maybe not more than that. Clearly it is fair to demand from South Africa and 
Swaziland that they will not extend their usage. But is it fair to ask for more than that and in that 
way restrain the development of small-scale farmers in South Africa or lead to the closure of one 
of the larger farms, which means more unemployment in an already poor part of society? On the 
other hand is it fair (and wise) of South Africa to stimulate small-scale development of farmers 
instead of other forms of economic development? And how doubtful is the subsidised status of 
the sugar cane industry? The optimal allocation is a delicate balance and remains difficult to 
achieve and in most cases there is no objective answer to the question of what is fair. Therefore 
the only way to find equity in the Incomati river basin will be through cooperation and discussion 
with stakeholders in the basin itself. 

 
To conclude, the analysis has shown that an institutional reform is needed. To achieve this, 
political commitment is needed and therefore an attempt must be made to change the perceptions 
the countries have of each other and to overcome and understand the cultural differences. 
Because these are very unstable factors, they can easily cause failure. Therefore the TPTC, or its 
replacement, should have the mandate to attract stable sources of funding and use it to constitute 
a new structure for monitoring and compliance. In this way the future of the Incomati is less 
strongly linked to short-term fluctuations in political tendencies in the three countries. In should 
be kept in mind that some of the issues have their basis in differences between the countries that 
are deeply rooted in culture and history. It is unrealistic to assume that these will change or can 
be changed by amending the institutional structure. Initiatives have to be started so that people 
will get to know each other and to create mutual understanding.  

At present the atmosphere between the countries is very positive and there is a willingness 
to make things work. This window of opportunity should be used to start this institutional reform 
before the atmosphere changes and the positive effect of having achieved the signing of a water 
sharing agreement wears thin. The interest of donor organisations in supporting the Incomati, 
such as the CZMC in the Netherlands, can be used to help changing faster. It should be kept in 
mind that it is not only an institutional leap that has to be taken, but a mental leap as well. It will 
ask for a change of mindset at different levels in society. Because water is everyone’s business, 
institutional reform is not only about the government, but about changing a system. The Incomati 
has just started taking its first steps towards a new future and still has a long way to go. However 
the prospects of making things work are relatively positive if actions are taken to prevent the 
Incomaputo Agreement from ending on the shelf.  
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9.2 Recommendations to the TPTC 
 
Based on this research the following recommendations to water managers in the Incomati river 
basin are made. No time-frames are presented here nor an order in which the these actions should 
be taken. It is not possible nor desirable to do this without involvement of the water managers in 
the Incomati river basin or without the TPTC. Time-frames are best estimated and decided by the 
TPTC members themselves. Because it doesn’t seem possible to do everything at the same time 
in the current financial situation, the water managers also need to decide what to do first and what 
can wait, based on their preferences. 

 The first step then is to decide in which order the different parts of the institutional reform 
have to take place and what finances are needed. It is advisable not to wait to long with 
improving the hydrometric network, because a good hydrological analysis needs a 
database of several years. 

 Based on this, a design for an institutional structure should be made and implemented. For 
immediate improvement of the functioning of the TPTC and the management of 
information within the TPTC the installation of a permanent secretariat is highly 
recommended. It is interesting to look at the possibility to expand KOBWA to be the 
water authority for the entire basin, because expanding an already well functioning 
institution might be more easily accepted than the imposition of a new structure. It would 
be advisable to consider the option of combining a RBO for the Incomati and Maputo 
rivers to overcome a lack of capacity. 

 When looking at other water management cases for ideas for reform, it is strongly advised 
to make an in-depth comparison of the cases and the Incomati to prevent repeating the 
mistakes of the past. It would be useful to establish a structure similar to that of the 
Murray-Darling river basin with a ministerial decision-making body on the one hand with 
an executive arm on the other hand. The TPTC should also consider borrowing from more 
than one case and so combine lessons. For example, the Murray-Darling river basin has a 
very well designed institutional structure and the Netherlands has a lot of operational 
experience and is very good at local level management. 

 It should be made clear what the countries consider to be the most important issues, how 
they can be ranked and what the parties agree on (and don't have to discuss any more) and 
what not. Parallel a discussion should be started that should lead to a clearer view on what 
the parties believe is equitable. 

 Hydrological data should be made visible to all and operational rules for all major dams 
in the basin should be developed as soon as possible. Before trying to collect more data 
and information, care should be taken of the information already available before research 
is done twice. 

 The TPTC should start initiatives to improve informal contact. One idea is to organise a 
workshop with role playing where people have to switch roles and defend each others 
viewpoints and arguments. It also may be a good idea to exchange staff between the 
countries. Spending some time in each other’s work environment will help. A shared 
hydrometric network will create more trust and field trips, that should include the 
responsible ministers, will make it easier to lobby for more commitment and achieve 
more equitable solutions, because it creates a better understanding of each others 
problems and helps reframing the problem. 
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 The members of the TPTC and its task forces should be given the opportunity to follow a 
language course. A better linguistic balance would also help to level the playing field. 

9.3 Reflection on the research project 
 
For sake of consistency one analysis was followed here: an analysis of the decision-making 
process with a focus on information use. But apart from a process analysis other analyses could 
have been used or other perspectives on the problem could have been followed. A different 
approach could led to different insights. It should be realised that we're talking about a multilevel 
problem in this case study. The whole range of actions around the Incomati involve a strategic, 
tactical and operational level. This analysis focuses at the high level interactions between the 
three countries. Most of the research done on the Incomati focussed at this level or, on the 
contrary, only did a field level study. Less attention is given to the interaction between the two 
and especially the way the operational level influences the international negotiations and their 
level of independence from that level remains unclear. This means that this analysis is only partly 
useful for saying how a new operational structure will or will not function and how it could be 
integrated in an international structure, because there is limited insight in the existing operational 
experience. It signals that an operational structure is needed that has a basin perspective, but from 
an analysis of international negotiations one cannot truly conclude how this structure should 
function, only in what context it should function and the constraints it must address. 

The analysis by Van Bueren et al. (2001) was used to make a division in causes (social, 
cognitive, institutional and game control). This case study has made clear that a division helps to 
describe the complex situation, but doesn’t really help to clarify the complexity of the problem 
situation. The use of a causal diagram side by side the analysis presented by Van Bueren et al. 
(2001) has clearly improved the overall analysis and therefore the insight into the problem 
situation.  

The framework of Thissen & Twaalfhoven (2001) has proved useful to systematically 
analyse the success and failures of research conducted to support research (the JIBS). However 
the (partly rational) character of the framework makes in difficult to make a good analysis of a 
research process that is as fragmented as the process around the JIBS was. Because the JIBS 
consisted of two semi-independent phases it becomes difficult to identify what was the “input” or 
“content” of which phase. The two phases were on the one hand sequential and on the other hand 
interwoven. In this sense the framework didn’t truly do justice to the complexity of the problem 
situation. However the accompanying list of criteria could still be used in a descriptive way. 
 

9.4 Recommendations for further research 
 
From this study, several recommendations for further research were derived: 

 The development of operational rules based on the TIA and requirements in the basin, that 
take basic human needs and ecological requirements as essential guidelines is one of the 
first elements that should be the topic of a research project. 

 Research has to be done to design a hydrometric network (location of stations, type of 
stations and information to collect) that makes real-time information available. This has to 
be done as soon as possible, because to undertake a good hydrological analysis a database 
of several years is needed. 
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 In combination with the previous, the design of an information sharing platform should be 
made: what information has to be gathered, who needs what kind of information, how 
does it have to be analysed, for whom should it be accessible, and so on. It might also be 
an option to make use of existing network, such as for example SA-ISIS or HYCOS 26. 

 If it is desired to make an institutional transplantation from the Murray-Darling a more in-
depth study needs to be done, contact with the Murray-Darling commission has to be 
sought and adjustments need to be made. It would also be interesting to first make a short 
assessment of some other river basins in the world and based on that make a choice for 
one of the basins. Because of the interest of the CZMC it would be interesting to see if the 
Scheldt river basin could be a useful 'host' for transplantation. An analysis of the failure of 
certain river basin organisations could form an useful addition to this analysis, for 
example an analysis of the Nile commission. 

 More knowledge is needed about the actual functioning of the operational level in the 
countries. This could be the subject of research including a study of the possibility of 
adopting the structure of KOBWA, an analysis of its success and identification of lessons 
that could be learned.  

 Finally, this research prefers to change the structure at the international level, especially 
because monitoring and compliance is so strongly linked to trust. The idea is that truly 
sharing will create more openness and trust. However it remains interesting to see how 
the problems mentioned in the previous paragraph (in combination with the research 
mentioned above about the current functioning) could be addressed by using the current 
operational structures at the national level. 

                                                 
26 For a short description of SA-ISIS and HYCOS see appendix 10. A very elaborate list on other options is available 
in report of the Shared Rivers Initiative, which could form a good start. 
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List of abbreviations 
 
ARA  Regional Water Administration (Mozambique) 
CMA  Catchment Management Agency (South Africa) 
CMC  Catchment Management Committee (South Africa) 
CSIR  Council for Scientific and Industrial Research  
CZMC  Coastal Zone Management Centre (Netherlands) 
DCP   Data Collection Platform 
DNA  National Water Directorate (Mozambique) 
DWAF  Department of Water Affairs and Forestry (South Africa) 
EFR  Estuarine Freshwater Requirements 
FRELIMO Mozambique Liberation Front  
GLTP  Great Limpopo Transfrontier Park 
GRI  International Rivers Office (Mozambique) 
HYCOS Hydrological Cycle Observing System 
ICMA  Incomati Catchment Management Agency 
ICPI  International Commission for the Protection of the Incomati 
IFR  Instream Flow Requirements (for Riverine Ecosystems) 
ISOTG  Incomati System Operation Task Group 
IWMI  International Water Management Institute 
JIBS  Joint Incomati Basin Study 
JIWC  Joint Incomati Water Commission 
JWC  Joint Water Commission 
KNP  Kruger National Park 
LUSIP  Lower Usuthu Smallholder Irrigation Project 
MADER Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development (Mozambique) 
MDBMC Murray-Darling Basin Ministerial Council (Australia) 
MICOA Ministry for the Coordination of Environmental action (Mozambique) 
MISAU Ministry of Health (Mozambique) 
PRC  Pilot Regional Centre 
RBO  River Basin Organisation 
RENAMO Mozambican National Resistance 
RSA  Republic of South Africa 
SADC   Southern African Development Community  
SA-ISIS South African Integrated Spatial Information System 
SRI  Shared Rivers Initiative 
TF  Task Force 
TIA  Tripartite Interim Agreement 
TPTC   Tripartite Permanent Technical Committee  
UGBI  Incomati Basin Management Unit (Mozambique) 
WHYCOS  World Hydrological Cycle Observing System) 
WMO   World Meteorological Organisation. 
WRYM Water Resources Yield Model  
WSAM Water Situation Assessment Model 
WSSD  World Summit on Sustainable Development 
WUA  Water Users Association (South Africa) 
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 1. Map of the basin 
(source: Consultec & BKS Acres 2001) 
 

Figure 10: The Incomati river basin 
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2. Dutch proposal 
(source: Van der Meulen 2002) 
 
Proposal for the contribution of The Netherlands for the implementation of the Tripartite Interim 
Agreement between the Republic of Mozambique and the Republic of South Africa and the 
Kingdom of Swaziland for co-operation on the protection and sustainable utilisation of the water 
resources of the Incomati and Maputo watercourses (TIA) and the Resolution of the Tripartite 
Permanent Technical Committee on exchange of information and water quality 
 
Introduction 
This document explains in brief the Programme on the “Management of the Incomati river Basin 
and adjacent Coastal Zone”, a partnership between Mozambique, South Africa, Swaziland and 
The Netherlands. Aim of the programme is to help implementing the TIA agreement on the 
protection and sustainable utilisation of the Incomati watercourse and its coastal zone.  

Central to this is the start of a process of confidence building by means of developing 
mechanisms for good information exchange between the countries. The Dutch Ministry of 
Transport, Public Works and Water Management is willing to provide assistance in this process, 
in close cooperation with the Royal Dutch Embassy in Maputo.  

The signing in August 2002 of the Tripartite Interim Agreement in Johannesburg is an 
important step forward in the process of regional cooperation on shared watercourses. The 
moment seems opportune to define next steps for the implementation of the agreement. The 
mission of the Netherlands’ Ministry for Transport, Public Works and Water Management to 
South Africa and Mozambique in July 2002 and the workshop on the “Management of the 
Incomati River Basin and adjacent Coastal Zone”, held in Maputo in June 2001, already 
anticipated in a possible framework for cooperation between the countries.  

The subject of the cooperation is the Incomati river basin and adjacent coastal zone. The 
proposed initiative will create on the long term a real integration of management issues along the 
entire basin from river to coast. In that sense it is innovative. Within the partnership, The 
Netherlands will also benefit from the development of this program. 
 
Plan of action  
The following plan of action is proposed to support the TPTC in implementing the TIA. 

1. framework and information platform 
2. issues  
3. objectives and results 
4. actions  
5. work packages 

 
1. Framework and information platform 
Central to the framework of the initiative is the development of an information platform (1) and 
the linking of the river catchment to the estuary and a healthy functioning of the estuary (1b); two 
main outcomes of the Maputo 2001 workshop and the July 2002 mission. Also the development 
of CMAs along the Incomati River, discussed during the 2002 workshop, is taken into account 
(2a, 2b). On the long run, the programme leads to long-term vision development on shared 
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international watercourses of the Incomati River (3). Present document deals with the 
information platform (1). 

 

 
2. Issues  
The issues suggested to be handled in the (setting up of the) information platform are directly 
linked to articles of the TIA and to the Resolution. 

1. Protection of the Environment (ecology)   (see TIA article 6) 
2. Water quantity (flow regimes, droughts and floods)  (see TIA 9, 10 respectively) 
3. Water quality and prevention of pollution    (see TIA 8,11;resolution3.3.1) 

These working groups could give the impression that the program develops in a sectoral way 
with a bias towards pure science. Clearly, for integration much cross-sector work is necessary. It 
is expected that this will automatically happen during the course of the program, because the 
issues are highly dependent on each other. Of course, science should be science for practical 
management. 
 
3. Objectives and results  
Short-term objectives include an inventory of the baseline situation and of the status quo of 
monitoring. What is being monitored and where, in which way and how frequent? Is presently 
being measured/monitored what is needed to give good insight in the priority issues? What are 
the gaps in knowledge? How can they be filled up? A survey and collection of available 
information is the first start of the information platform. This goes for all main issues: ecology 
(e.g., ecological flow requirements), water quantity (e.g., dynamics of floods (and droughts) 
through the basin: how does a flood originate in the basin, flows through the basin down to the 
coast and how to mitigate/reduce effects of floods?) and water quality/pollution.  

Long-term objectives concern items such as health of the ecosystems, safe drinking water 
and food from the river and estuary (shrimps) and sustainable development and use of resources 
for the people. Indicator species or substances could be selected to meet the goals. For example, 
from the 1960's onwards, the goal for a better quality of the Rhine river water was to get the 
salmon back into the river. 

Long-term objectives include an integrated vision on the entire Incomati basin, and a 
shared information platform with joined monitoring, analysis and action programs, promoted by 
an International Commission for the Protection of the Incomati. 
 
4. Actions  
Main actions to be taken are: 

1. identify priorities and bottlenecks 
2. develop a joint approach on how to solve these bottlenecks, first between the countries 

themselves but also with input from others in the partnership program. 
3. Study priorities 

Based on this, the work packages are set.  
 
5. Work packages  
The work packages are the “building blocks” of the program. The countries themselves can best 
do identification of work packages. Besides the main issues as mentioned under 2, other subjects 
that seem useful are: identification of public stakeholders and stakeholder communication and 
vision development. Involvement of stakeholder groups (especially for the socio-economic 
context) in this stage to verify the relevance of the subjects seems appropriate. The work 
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packages present the kind of work, the actors, the time frame and the budgets needed (see also 
“Organisation”). In a work page, the commitment of the partners is shown, both in staff hours 
and in contracting money. 
 
Organisation 
The proposed structure for the organisation is: 
 

 
Figure 11: Proposed management structure for the Incomati river basin (Van der Meulen 2002) 
 
More detail could be needed. Since capacity is a major constraint in the region, no heavy 
organisation structure is proposed. It is suggested that the TPTC assigns a working group for the 
establishment of the information platform. In this working group, for each of the issues, one 
person per country could be chosen. This group (of 3-6 persons) will define work packages, 
actors, time frame and budgets. The working group will coordinate the development of the 
program in the work packages and report to the TPTC. In this set-up, the Netherlands and UNEP 
(see below) are supportive to the working group. 
  In the course of time the working group could develop towards a permanent secretariat for 
an International Commission for the protection of the Incomati (and Maputo) watercourses 
(ICPI/M)). The International Rhine Commission could be an organisation to consult here (of 
course any form of information exchange up to formal “twinning” can be discussed). 
 
Dutch expertise 
Dutch expertise can be involved in various work packages. The Dutch Ministry can contribute its 
expertise on the following issues: 
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 approach and measuring aquatic ecology, i.e. river- as well as estuarine/coastal 
(mapping, monitoring, indicators, amoeba method) 

 linking river to coastal ecology and management 
 water quality (standards, mapping, monitoring, modelling) 
 water quantity (hydrodynamic modelling) 
 institutional (e.g.: setting up of CMA’s: participation of public interest parties; multi-

stakeholder relationship with other organisations; regulations and water-pricing; 
inspection) 

 capacity building (training and education; workshops and study tours; materials), e.g. in 
cooperation with IHE Delft, as is already done. 

 when specific expertise outside the Ministry is needed, this can be realised within the 
framework of this program by involving other capacities, such as consultants and/or 
knowledge institutes. 

 
Way forward 
The TPTC is asked to give its approval to this proposal.  
The TPTC is asked to assign a small group of persons (working group), which will coordinate the 
development of the program. 
 
When the working group decides upon the main work packages during early 2003, the results of 
this group could be reported to the next TPTC meeting and the program can start early 2003. The 
tentative duration of the program is 5 years. Benchmark dates for evaluation will be included. 
  
Funding 
Since no precise work packages have been described, no precise funding needs can be set at this 
moment. Next is an indication. The Dutch Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water 
Management and the Royal Dutch Embassy in Maputo are committed to support the 
implementation of the TIA. A minimum budget might be available of € 320.000 yearly27 
(including staff hours and consultancy money). 
 
Interest of other organisations 
Another organisation, which has shown interest in the program, is UNEP-GPA. In the 
“Implementation of the GPA Partnership Programme 2002-2006 in the East African Region as a 
contribution to the Nairobi Convention and the Sub-Saharan African Process under NEPAD”, 
UNEP has reserved € 500,000 for the period 2003-2006 for the Incomati, under component 3: 
Integrated Coastal Area & River Basin Management (ICARM). 
 
If necessary, the Dutch Ministry and the Royal Dutch Embassy are committed to help applying 
for additional funding for the Incomati Program. 
 

 
27 Recently it became clear that substantially less money is available. 
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3. List of fairness judgements 
 
The following list of judgements or opinions was constructed by Syme et al. (1999) based on a 
research programme of ten years with stakeholders in Australia. Some of the judgements are 
related to specific allocation scenarios, others are more generic. Because they are judgements 
they can be contradictory. 
 

 If new water allocation arrangements affect people’s livelihoods, they should receive 
compensation.  

 The only role for state government in water management should be a supervisory one.  
 There are no general rules about how to share water, it depends on the situation. 
 There isn’t time to wait for exact environmental knowledge, we need to act now.  
 Water allocations should be made to maximise the overall economic income of a 

community. 
 All sections of the community have a right to have a say on water allocation. 
 You can’t really solve water sharing problems by analysing the costs and benefits in 

dollars.  
 Water can only be allocated for human use after the basic needs of the environment have 

been satisfied. 
 Everyone should recognise that they may have to make some personal sacrifices if we are 

going to have effective planning.  
 If the decision-making process is fair, people should accept the final allocation decisions.  
 Water is owned by everyone and therefore it should be managed for the overall public 

good. 
 If water is conserved for environmental reasons, environmental agencies should be forced 

to pay for it in the same way as irrigators and urban users.  
 In water allocation, everyone should be treated equally.  
 It would be highly unfair to take water away from those who already have allocations.  
 Landholders have the right to use groundwater under their land as they see fit. 
 Priority for water should be given to those who need it to make a living.  
 Groundwater under land is naturally the property of the landholder. 
 Regardless of economic consequences, water should be allocated to minimise conflict in 

the community.  
 Since the environment was the original ‘user’ of water, it should always have higher 

priority than other possible users.  
 All water should be put on the market and sold to those who will pay most, regardless of 

what it is used for.  
 Special water allocations should be made to achieve environmental health even if it 

reduces the profits of local businesses.  
 Water should be allocated for long-term sustainability even if it reduces the short-term 

profits of local businesses. 
 Those upstream have a moral responsibility to look after the interests of those 

downstream.  
 Water is a community resource, which is only 'lent' to users. 
 While some parts of the natural entreated environment are valuable and should be 

preserved through water allocation, some are not so valuable and can be let go. 
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 When it comes to water allocation, the environment is a secondary consideration 
to people. 

 

 Saving water for the future is more important than making money now. 
 Irrigators should only be allocated water if they can show it is being used efficiently on 

their properties. 
 Those who have had water allocations in the past have a greater right to water than 

newcomers. 
 Water should only be allocated to those who work hardest to use it most productively. 
 Public involvement should not be used to make decisions in water allocation because 

people are selfish.  
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4. Respondents and interview questions 
 
Respondents 
Over a period of two months interviews were conducted at the following institutions: 
 
South Africa Mozambique Swaziland 
DWAF: 
- Directorate Catchment 
Management 
- Directorate Water Quality 
Management 
- Water resources planning 
(East) 
- Regional office Nelspruit 
 

DNA: 
- International Rivers Office 
- Dep. of Water Resources 
Management 
- WATCO 

Ministry of Natural 
Resources & Energy: 
Water Resources Branch 

CSIR/University of Pretoria ARA-Sul University of Swaziland 
International Water 
Management Institute 
(Pretoria) 

University Eduardo 
Mondlane 

Swaziland Komati Project 
Enterprise 

Water Research 
Commission 

Consultec KOBWA 

Kruger National Park DANIDA/Norplan JTK Associates 
Table 5: Respondents 
 
The final list of interview questions was as follows: 
 
1) General background information: 

a) Name and position of respondent 
b) Disciplinary background, since when working here 
c) Name of organisation, department/division 
d) Date and time of interview 
e) Task of organisation, task of respondent’s division/sector 

 
2) Tell me about your (daily) work: 

a) When did you start to become involved in the Incomati? Are you involved at an 
international level? 

b) Who are your colleagues in the other countries? Are you satisfied by the way the 
communication is going? If not, what are the problems? What do you think is the reason 
for these problems? 

c) What is the most challenging part of your work, most challenging decisions? 
d) Who do you contact when you have a problem? 
e) Do you have a problem with getting the right information to do your job well? 
f) In how far do you think language and cultural differences influence communication? 
g) What do you consider to be the most important decisions around the Incomati of the last 

10 years? 
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3) Tell me the history around the Joint Incomati Basin Study (JIBS): 
a) Do you have a copy of the report? Do you use it? 
b) How was the JIBS conducted? By whom? 
c) What is your opinion about the content? was there discussion about the content? 

 
4) Tell me the history around the Shared Rivers Initiative (SRI): 

a) Have you heard of the SRI? 
b) Who was involved and why? 
c) What do you consider to be the Shared Rivers Initiative's main achievement? 
d) Why didn’t the SRI have the effect it could have had at the international negotiations? 

 
5) Tell me about the problems in the basin concerning droughts: 

a) What is the TIA requirement? Are the countries complying with the TIA? 
b) How is the situation now in the river basin, dry/enough water? 

 
6) Tell me about the recent developments: 

a) Do you think all three countries are satisfied with the current new agreement (TIA)? Do 
you think it will work? 

b) What do you think is the main problem issue in the Incomati river basin? 
c) What do you think should be the main goal for the coming 2 years? 
d) What is your opinion about creating a River Basin Organisation: objective and mandate/ 

who/ financing/location /cooperation with the Dutch government/ twinning arrangements 
e) What is your opinion about an information sharing platform? 

 
Summary question: 
What structure/measure would help in using information better in the decision-making process? 
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5. Policy networks, games and arenas 
 
The following figure illustrates the relationship between policy networks, arenas and games. 
Games take place within one arena, but often in more than one. This often leads to fragmentation 
of the game. Gradually, new arenas and games develop. Policy networks are more stable. 
 

 
 

 
 
 Policy network1 

arena 1 
arena 3 

arena 2 

Policy network 2 

game 3 

game 2 

game 1 

Arena 4 

arena 5 

arena6

 
 
 

Figure 12: Policy networks, games and arenas 
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6. Evaluation criteria  

 
The following criteria were used to evaluate the Joint Incomati Basin Study: 
 
 
Input 
Actors related to problem situation 
Attitude 
Mutual relationships 
Actors involved in research 
 Attitude 
 Willingness to cooperate 
 Availability 
 Expertise 
 Motives 
 Mutual relationships 
Availability of resources 
 Time 
 Funds 
 Supporting Tools 
 
Content 
Adequacy of methodology 
Depth 
Broadness 
Validity, credibility 

Use of state-of-the-art knowledge 
Consistency, coherence 
Attention for uncertainty 
Precision 

Quality of argumentation 
Relevance 
Handling the values of stakeholders 
 
Process 
Actors involved in the analysis 
 Reason for involvement 
 Representativeness 

Extent of participation and 
cooperation 

 Openness 
 Commitment 
Organisation 
 Flexibility 

Transparency 
Goal orientation 

Clarity of structure 
Working Methods 

Activating, barrier removing 
Openness, democratic nature 
Legitimacy 
Match with culture 
Taking participants seriously 

Efficient use of resources  
Time 
Money  
Personnel 

Communication 
 Frequency 

Form 
Who with whom 
Openness 
Richness and relevance 
Relevance of non-verbal 
communication 
Clarity 
Balance in participation 

 
Results 
Consistency 
Verifiability, validity 
Extensiveness of documentation 
Relevance 
 Consideration of all interests 
 Match with policy process 

Potential value to the parties 
Presentation 
Availability 
Acceptance by parties at interest 
Solutions presented (variety) 
 
Use 
Which elements 
By whom 
For what purpose 
Long term vs. explicit use 
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Effects 
Policy Process 

Decision time 
Breaking deadlock 

Implementation 
Problem situation 
Actors related to the problem situation 
 Learning effects 

Consensus reaching 
 Commitment to results 
 Communication patterns and negotiation 
 Balance of power 
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7. Institutional relationships 

 
South Africa (source: Eiman 2002) 
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Figure 13: Institutional water management structure in South Africa
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Mozambique (source: DNA 1999, Van der Zaag & Carmo Vaz 2002) 
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Figure 14: Institutional water management structure in Mozambique 
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Swaziland (source: Van der Zaag & Carmo Vaz 2002, Wateract 2003) 
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Figure 15: Institutional water management structure in Swaziland 
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8. Timetable of developments in the Incomati river basin (1962-2002) 
(source: Van der Zaag & Carmo Vaz, 2002) 
 
Abbreviations: 
SA = Republic of South Africa 
SZ = Kingdom of Swaziland 

MZ = Republic of Mozambique 
ToR = Terms of Reference 
Govts = Governments 

Bw = Botswana 
SC = Steering Committee 
MoU = Memorandum of Understanding 

 
Year Context Physical conditions Infrastructure dev. Formal meetings Agreements/actions 

1962      SA: Nooitgedacht
dam (81 km3) on the 
Komati 

1964  Drought in Cunene   Cunene Agreement (Bipartite Agreement between SA and Portugal in regard 
to Rivers of mutual Interest and the Cunene River Scheme); 13 October 1964 

1965      
1966 Helsinki rules  SZ: Sand River Dam 

(50 km3) on Komati 
  

1967 SZ: Water Act 25 
enacted 

  1st Tripartite Technical 
Conference on Rivers of Common 
Interest, Mbabane, 24-25 April 
1967 

- Principle of "best joint utilization" adopted by the three countries 
- SZ accedes to Part I (Rivers of Mutual Interest) of the 1964 Cunene 

Agreement 
- Full and free exchange of hydrological data 
- Studies to be done leading to an integrated plan for each of the shared 

river basins 
- Technical studies to be done for an international flood warning system 

1968 Independence of SZ     
1969      2nd Tripartite Technical

Conference on rivers of Common 
Interest, Lourenço Marques, 13-
15 October 1969 

- Hardly any progress on studies concerning the Incomati in all 3 countries; 
progress to be reported at next meeting 

- Agreed general principles: 
a) "no country should use water in a manner which is uneconomic for itself 
if such use would be to the detriment of another country"; 
b) reasonable requirement for domestic use and for stock watering should 
be acceded priority over other uses of water; 
c) projections for the year 2000 should be made for water requirements; 
d) the 3 countries should base their estimates of water resources and 
requirements on agreed parameters 

- Standing Technical Committee on Parameters appointed 
1970    Meeting of Standing Technical 

Committee on Parameters, 
Mbabane, 24 March 1970 

Several parameters agreed on; mainly concerned with irrigation (soil 
classification; economic criteria for irrigation; water duties; percentage of 
gross area to receive assured supply); and on definitions of certain 
hydrological data 
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Year Context Physical conditions Infrastructure dev. Formal meetings Agreements/actions 
1971      SA: Vygeboom Dam

(84km3); on Komati 
1972 3rd Tripartite Technical 

Conference on Rivers of Common 
Interest, Pretoria, 21-22 Feb 1972 

- All countries to submit by March 1973 data on actual and projected water 
use 

- Agreement over parameters; calculation of "normal flow" amended 
- SA, Portugal and Swaziland to update their General Plans 
- SA commits itself to no further development on Incomati without prior 

consultation 
- Interim measure: all proposed works > 10 Mm3/a to be submitted. Minor 

works with cumulative effect also to be submitted. 
- Agreement to take steps to prevent future pollution and eliminate existing 

pollution 
 

   

Meeting of Standing Technical 
Committee on Parameters, 
Mbabane, 21 November 1972 

 

1975      Independence MZ
1976  Floods?   Umbeluzi agreement between MZ and SZ (40% of flow in White and Black 

Umbeluzi is for MZ)  
1978 SA-SZ Govts Meeting, 18/1  
 Meeting South African 

Railways-Mozambique, 8/5 
First contact between SA and Mozambique on water and other issues held 
under auspices of the CEO of the South African Railways. 

 

   

First meeting DWAF-SA to 
DNA,-MZ, Maputo, 15/6  

 

1979 Visit to DWAF from Mozambique, 
6–7/6 

 

 Ministerial level meeting SA/SZ, 
8/6 

 

 Official level meeting SZ-SA 
(28/6) 

 

 JPTC SA/SZ, Mbabane, 20/8  
  14/9 Request from Swaziland to SA to increase releases from Vygeboom 

Dam to 68 cusec, so as to have 135 cusec at the border. 
 JPTC SA/SZ; Pretoria, 16/10  
 

May 1979: lowest flow 
Umbeluzi; water 
shortage Maputo 

Lowest annual flow 
measured since 
recording started 
(1953) at Komatipoort 
/ Ressano Garcia 
(121 km3/a) 

SA: new dams on the 
Crocodile: Witklip, 
Klipkopje, Primkop 
(total 27 Mm3) 
SA: Da Gama dam 
(14 km3) on the Sabie 

Talks MZ-SZ on Umbeluzi Negotiations between MZ and SZ on respecting Umbeluzi agreement; 
significant increase in flow after talks! (Present: Robert Thabede, Tom Brook, 
Gebre Libsekal) 

1980 JPTC SA/SZ, Mbabane, 5/3  
 JPTC SA/SZ, Pretoria, 20/5 

SA-SZ Govts Meeting 
 

 

Oct 1980: low flow 
Umbeluzi; water 
shortage Maputo 

drought SZ: Mnjoli dam on 
Umbeluzi (153 km3) 

JPTC SA/SZ Mbabane 28/7 
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1981 Ministerial level SA/SZ Cape 

Town, 15/1 
Exchange of information between SA and MZ 

 JPTC SA/SZ Mbabane, 23/7 Request from SZ to SA to pay half of $56 000 fee for services of US Army 
Corps of Engineers. 

 

   Floods

JPTC SA/SZ, Pretoria, 28/7  
1982 JPTC SA/SZ, Mbabane, 24/2  
 JPTC SA/SZ, Pretoria, 9/6  
 Preliminary discussions on the 

establishment of a committee to 
hold talks on river basins of 
common interest to Mozambique, 
South Africa and Swaziland (1st 
TPTC meeting); Mbabane, 6 July 
1982 

- Mozambique recognises the 1964/1967 Rivers Agreement 
- Establishment of a Tripartite Permanent Technical Committee (TPTC) 

proposed; ToR drafted and submitted for approval 
- Agreement to prepare in the near future a report on 1972-1982 water 

developments in each country. 
- In view of present developments, talks should start on the Incomati. 

 JPTC SA/SZ, , 6/7  
 

 drought; Sep 1982: 
Incomati dry first time 
since observation 
started  

SA: Kwena Dam (167 
km3) on Crocodile 

2nd TPTC meeting; Maputo, 30-
31 August 1982 

- MZ expresses concern about insufficient water in the Incomati during the 
dry season. SA states that due to upstream developments it is no longer 
possible to release water during the dry season 

- Need for coordination of plans for water development stated by MZ and SA 
- SA and MZ agree to exchange information on studies already undertaken 

by SA jointly with SZ, and by MZ 
- Request from SZ to SA to release a further 2,4 million cubic meters in the 

Komati River 
1983 JPTC SA/SZ, Mbabane, 31/1-1/2  
 3rd TPTC meeting, Pretoria, 17 

Feb 1983 
- Formal establishment of TPTC 
- SA provides short abstracts of interim report on the Incomati; upon request 

by MZ, SA agrees to make the full reports available, expected to be ready 
by June/July 1983 Note that these reports are not SA reports, but reports 
from the Joint Permanent Technical Committee between the SA and 
Swaziland! Dates and particulars of meetings of this JPTC are extremely 
relevant to this study! SA Dept of WA has full minutes of these JPTC 
meetings on file. 

- MZ informs that construction of Corumana dam has started 
- SA and SZ will shortly produce a joint report on the Komati; but SA wishes 

to expand it to include the Sabie and Crocodile. After completion MZ will be 
informed about "the full potential" 

 JPTC SA/SZ, Mbabane, 4-5/7  
 

June-Oct: water 
shortage in Maputo; 
emergency structure 
built at intake in 
Umbeluzi 

 MZ starts constructing 
Corumana dam on 
the Sabie 

JPTC SA/SZ Including American 
consultants, Pretoria, 15/7 
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    4th TPTC meeting, Mbabane, 2 

August 1983 
 

- SA forwards all interim reports on Komati to MZ. The draft final 
development plan envisages Driekoppies and Maguga dams "to stabilise 
existing water use and allow for modest irrigation expansion". The final 
JPTC report would be sent to MZ for information. MZ expresses 
satisfaction of the interim Reconnaissance report. SA states that extreme 
care must be exercised in the use of the Pitman Model Analysis 

- Information is exchanged between SA and MZ on the Sabie and Komati 
- MZ asks SA to provide discharge data on Komati and Sabie river near the 

border; SA agrees. 
1984 5th TPTC meeting, Maputo, 27-28 

Feb 1984 
- MZ presents "Framework" report on Incomati, inspired by pt. 5 of the 

Helsinki Rules. SA agrees with MZ' suggestion to formulate a single 
"Framework"; both SZ and MZ will analyse the report and present 
comments in the next meeting. 

- Discussions and info exchange of 1984 floods; noting the difficulty in 
communicating flood warnings speedily because conventional 
communication systems fail. SZ and SA accept to explore satellite 
communication options. 

 Exploratory meeting 
SA/Zim/MZ/Botswana re: 
possible Limpopo Basin 
Commission, Maputo, 22-23/3 

 

 JPTC SA/SZ, Mbabane, 28/5  
 JPTC SA/SZ, Pretoria, 11/7  
 6th TPTC meeting, Berg en Dal, 

30 August 1984 
- MZ presents report on 1984 floods. SA states that SABC will transmit 

messages via TV and radio in case telephone links are destroyed. 
- SZ and SA state they accept MZ' Incomati report. 
- SZ and SA submit joint report on Komati; MZ observes that format differs 

from its "Framework" document, and requests similar information on the 
Sabie and Crocodile. SA promises to avail a preliminary report on the 
Sabie to MZ. 

 JPTC SA/SZ, Berg en Dal, 31/8  
 JPTC SA/SZ, Mbabane, 8/10  
 

"Komati" agreement 
between SA and MZ 
on security (16/03) 

Demoina floods  

JPTC SA/SZ, Pretoria, 29/11  
1985 JPTC SA/SZ, Mbabane, 14/3 TPTC meeting initially scheduled for 20 February 1985; then re-scheduled to 

14 March 1985, but MZ could not participate. 
 SA/MZ Ministerial level meeting, 

Komatipoort, 17/4 
 

 SA/MZ Ministerial level meeting, 
Maputo, 9/5 

 

 JPTC SA/SZ, Pretoria, 29/5  
 

   

JPTC SA/SZ, Mbabane, 5/8  
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 JPTC SA/SZ, Mbabane, 3/10  
 JPTC SA/SZ, Pretoria, 7/11  
 JPTC SA/SZ, Pretoria, 14/11  
 

   

JPTC SA/SZ, Mbabane, 28/11  
1986 JPTC SA/SZ, Pretoria, 3/3  
 SA/SZ Ministerial level meeting 

re Komati - Cape Town, 25/3 
 

 Limpopo Basin Technical 
Committee meeting, Harare – 
Signing of agreement, 5/6 

 

 SA/SZ Ministerial level meeting 
re Komati Jan Smuts airport, 
13/6 

 

 

   

SA/SZ Ministerial level meeting, 
Pretoria, 15/9 

 

1987 JPTC SA/SZ; DBSA also present, 
Pretoria;, 26/1 

 

 JPTC SA/SZ, Pretoria, 5/2 Political difficulty: Swaziland does not want money from DBSA (Development 
Bank of Southern Africa, an apartheid era South African government bank) 

 JPTC SA/SZ, Pretoria, 22/4  
 

Contacts between the 
authorities of the 
three countries are 
very much reduced, 
due to the worsening 
security situation in 
Mozambique 

  

SA/SZ Inter-Govt. meeting, , 
28/10 

 

1988 JPTC SA/SZ, Pretoria, 2/2  
 JPTC SA/SZ, , 7/3  
 JPTC SA/SZ, , 13/7  
 

  MZ: Corumana (850
km

  
3) on the Sabie 

MZ: Pequenos 
Libombos (357 km3) 
on the Umbeluzi Meeting Swazi King – Botha 

(Foreign Affairs), 23/10 
Minister Botha requests Van Robbroeck to give him a copy of the Komati 
report to hand to Mozambique 
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Year Context Physical conditions Infrastructure dev. Formal meetings Agreements/actions 
1989  Zero flow in Incomati 

at Ressano Garcia 
 7th TPTC meeting, Mbabane, 21 

Feb 1989 
- MZ received final SA 1984 flood report, and the First Phase Komati Basin 

Development Plan (February 1987). MZ states that the Plan does not take 
into account its "Framework" report, nor its needs. MZ denies it ever 
agreed with Phase One of the Komati Plan. 

- SA announces it wishes to construct Driekoppies Dam as soon as 
possible. 

- SZ will decide on Maguga dam end 1989, when consultant's report is 
ready. 

- SA states that Driekoppies & Maguga dams will utilise flood waters not 
used by MZ. 

- MZ, quoting the First Phase Komati Development Plan, states that it 
experiences shortages. SA and SZ use much water outside Komati Basin. 

- SA suggests MZ defines its immediate needs but only in the section above 
the confluence with the Sabie, as the remaining needs can be met from 
Corumana dam. MZ replies that the Komati cannot be separated from the 
rest of the basin; and that it required sufficient flow for present and future 
needs. 

- It is agreed that SA draft a position paper answering MZ questions 
concerning Driekoppies dam, and that MZ makes its water needs known. 

8th TPTC meeting, Maputo, 21 
March 1989 

- SA submits its position paper, as a JPTC paper by SA/SZ. MZ states that 
its actual, short-, medium and potential water requirements were given in 
the 1984 "Framework" report; requirements not considered by the SA/SZ 
studies. 

- MZ states that no formal proposals by SA/SZ were received on Driekoppies 
and Maguga dams. According to SA, MZ agreed to proposals in the 
consultant's interim report. MZ says no such agreement was recorded in 
the TPTC minutes. 

- SA states that both dams will not substantially reduce the availability of 
water in MZ. 

- MZ states that the dry season flow coming to MZ at Ressano Garcia has 
decreased substantially over the last 20 years, and that water use in SA 
and SZ will further increase from about 700 to 900 Mm3/a after 
implementing Phase One. 

- SA states it cannot wait with the implementation of Phase One; and that it 
wants to consider MZ's needs between the border and the confluence with 
the Sabie. MZ replies that Corumana was not intended to correct a 
situation caused by increased water use by upstream countries, but to 
expand its own irrigated area. 

- MZ states it wishes to first reach agreement on a division of the Sabie 
water, and then to come to a general agreement on the entire Incomati 
basin. MZ agrees to prepare a paper with detailed water requirements in 
order to allow the other countries to accommodate MZ' needs. 

- SA wishes to commence constructing Driekoppies in October 1989, and 
will send a letter to MZ stating its intention, and asking whether MZ objects. 

-  
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 JPTC SA/SZ, Mbabane, 21/2  
 WB mission in MZ (Sept) WB report contains proposals for negotiations for MZ. 
  SA formally requests MZ's approval for Driekoppies dam. MZ responds in an 

official note signed by the Minister of Cooperation stating some conditions, 
the most important being a water sharing agreement on the Sabie. 

 

   

9th TPTC meeting, Kruger Park, 
16 November 1989 

??? 

1990  3/1 Gebre Libsekal, Swaziland to fill in details of understandings reached at 
previous TPTC meetings that were not recorded. 

 

Nelson Mandela 
released (Feb 1990) 
MZ: DNA establishes 
Gabinete dos Rios 
Internacionais 

  Start construction
Driekoppies? 

Ministerial level meeting SA/SZ, 
18/9 

 

1991 Tripartite SA/SZ/MZ Ministerial 
Meeting, and 10  TPTC meeting, 
Piggs Peak, 14 February 1991 

Agreement: 
a Conduct Joint Incomati Basin Study (JIBS) 
b Approval first phase of Komati Development plan (i.e. construct Driekoppies 

and Maguga dams) 
c Pending result of JIBS: 

- base flow at Ressano Garcia: 2 m3/s 
- SA to consult TPTC prior to construct water works > 250,000 m3, or any 
water abstraction >110 l/s in the Sabie 

RSA handed copies of the report 'Water Resources Planning of the Sabie 
River Catchment: Study of Development potential and Water Resources', 
containing the recommendation to construct Injaka Dam as first stage of 
Phase One, to Mozambique and Swaziland. 

 11th TPTC meeting, Maputo; 24 
May 1991 

Discussion on the Joint Inkomati Basin Study (JIBS) and appointment of 
Steering Committee (SC) 
RSA repeats its proposal for the construction of the Injaka Dam. 

 

MZ: Water Law 
enacted 

  

12th TPTC meeting, Pretoria; 23 
September 1991 

- Approval of TPTC membership 
- Approval of JIBS Terms of Reference, Project leaders and Consultants 
Mozambique states that they cannot approve of the Injaka Dam prior to a 
water sharing agreement which will be concluded on completion of the JIBS. 
RSA states that they had to proceed with the Injaka Dam to meet basic 
human requirements in the catchment and regard this as their eventual 
allocation from the Sabie River. 

1992 JWC SA/SZ, Mbabane, 13 March 
1992 
(JPTC SA/SZ renamed into JWC) 

Treaty on the Development and Utilisation of the Water Resources of the 
Komati River Basin, between SA and SZ (Mbabane, 13 March 1992) (with 
mention of Driekoppies and Maguga dams) 
Treaty on the Establishment and Functioning of the Joint Water Commission 
between SA and SZ (Mbabane, 13 March 1992) 
JWC and Komati Basin Water Authority KOBWA established between SA and 

SZ 
 

SADC Treaty; 
Windhoek, 17 August 
1992 
Start Zacpro 
Peace accord in 
Mozambique (October 
1992) 

Drought  

13th TPTC meeting, Mbabane, 13 
March 1992 

- Further discussion on JIBS 
- Approval of amended membership of JIBS- SC 

th
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  Launch of JIBS 
 Informal JWC meeting, RS/MZ, 29 

March 1992 
RSA provides Mozambique with a copy of the Injaka Dam White Paper 

 ?? TPTC meeting, 30 March 1992 RSA report that the Injaka Dam is scheduled to commence construction in 
April/June 1993. RSA state the impoundment of 8,5% of the Sabie River 
seemed to be well within the limits of the eventual RSA water allocation. 
RSA table notes indicating the impact of the Injaka Dam on the Corumana 
Dam. 

 ?? TPTC meeting, 11 May 1992 Mozambique stated that they need to submit the JIBS project proposal to 
their Minister for approval. Agreed to appoint the consultants Chunnet Fourie 
and Consultec for the JIBS.  
As South Africa and Swaziland had funds ready it was agreed that the 
consultant may commence with data collection 

 

   

 Minimum flow at Ressano Garcia (2 m3/s) not complied with, which SA 
argues is caused by the extreme drought. SA does not prevent farmers to 
build a large weir immediately upstream of the border, further reducing the 
flows. 

1993 MZ: ARA South starts 
operating 

    

1994 SA majority rule 
Multiparty elections in 
MZ 

    

1995 SA joins SADC 
SADC Protocol 1, 
Johannesburg, 28 
August 1995 
SADC water ministers 
conference, Pretoria, 
23-24 Nov. 1995 
MZ Water Policy 
adopted 

  14th TPTC meeting, Pequenos 
Libombos, 17 July 1995 

RSA reports that since no approval was forthcoming from Mozambique 
[meeting 13], RSA and Swaziland had proceeded with the JIBS study on their 
own and it was now practically complete (environmental study still 
incomplete). The study has not yielded the results expected due to the non-
participation of Mozambique. 
Mozambique requests that the study be extended to cover the Mozambican 
side of the catchment. 
RSA submits a revised TOR to extend the study into Mozambique but states 
that the funds for the JIBS study have been depleted and it would be difficult 
to mobilise additional funds. 
Mozambique to analyse the RSA proposal and submit TOR to the World 
Bank for possible financing. 
RSA reports that the reason construction of the Injaka Dam did not 
commence in 1993 as previously stated was to allow for the completion of the 
JIBS study. A tender for the construction of the dam has now been awarded. 
Discussion on Usutu, Usutu Environmental Study and other areas of co-
operation. 

1996 JWC MZ/SA, Maputo, 26 July 
1996 

Formal agreement between MZ and SA to establish a Joint Water 
Commission on rivers of mutual interest, in due consideration of the interests 
of SZ, ZW and BW (Maputo, 26 July 1996) 

 

Establishment SADC 
Water Sector 

  

 SA and SZ sign the Resettlement and Compensation Policy document for the 
Maguga Dam 
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15th TPTC meeting (venue??), 21 
November 1996 

Further discussions on JIBS. 
RSA provides Mozambique with a copy of the environmental impact 
assessment report of the Injaka Dam. 

1997  Diplomatic tension at Ministerial level about the draft paper by Carmo Vaz 
and Lopes Pereira for the Maseru conference, which is revised as a result. 
SA commits itself to Incomati agreement. 

 JWC MZ/SZ, Mbabane, 4/8 Bilateral discussions between MZ and SZ on draft Treaty/Agreement 
establishing JWC, along similar lines as the JWC between MZ and SA 
established in 1996 

 16th TPTC meeting, Piggs Peak, 
20 August 1997 

Discussion on Komati projects. 
Resolution: The TOR for the extended JIBS study is accepted by the TPTC. 
Mozambique mandated to administer the project and take up the funding 
offered by Danida. 

 

Maseru conference 
(20-21 May 1997) 
UN Convention (21 
May 1997) 

Incomati dry at 
Ressano Garcia 

 

35th JWC SA/SZ, Nelspruit, 23/10 Discussion on Komati Project and Komati Basin Water Authority (KOBWA) 
matters 

1998 17th TPTC meeting, Maputo, 26 
May 1998 

Discussion on Maputo and Komati projects. 
A proposal received from BKS Acres in consortium with Consultec to carry 
out the 2nd phase of the JIBS study is accepted in principle by the TPTC. 

 JWC MZ/SZ, Maputo, 27/5 - Further discussion on draft Treaty/ Agreement 
- Discussion on intention by Swaziland to develop the Lower Usutu 

Smallholder Irrigation Project (LUSIP), on the Maputo Basin 
- Discussion on the rehabilitation of telemetry system serving the two 

countries on the Mbuluzi basin 
 1st meeting ISOTG, Nelspruit, 

11/8 
First meeting of the Incomati System Operating Task Group (ISOTG) of the 
TPTC. The ISOTG would meet 14 times between 11/8/98-23/1/01, including 
two "mini" meetings 

 JWC SA/SZ Govt of Swaziland through JWC tasks KOBWA to implement the Maguga 
Dam resettlement programme 

 17 September 1998 The previous Minister of DWAF, SA, Dr Kader Asmal, and the then Minister 
for Natural Resources and Energy, SZ, Prince Sobandla, officially open 
Driekoppies Dam 
DWAF minister renames Driekoppies to: Lake Matsamo 

 18th TPTC meeting, Nelspruit, 18 
September 1998 

- Further discussion on Maputo basin Study 
- Mozambique reports that there has not been any progress with the 2nd 

phase of the JIBS study. RSA expresses concern that the $200 000 
allocated to the study may not be sufficient. 

- Discussion on Socio- Economic and the Environmental studies of the 
Komati and Inkomati basins, respectively 

- Discussion on the establishment of River Basin Commissions 
 

SA: new Water Act 
enacted 

 SA: Driekoppies Dam 
/ Lake Matsamo (251 
km3), on Lomati 

JWC MZ/SZ, Mbabane, 23/11  
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1999 19th TPTC meeting, Piggs Peak, 

18 February 1999 
- LUSIP (Lower Usutu Smallholder Irrigation Project) study introduced 
- Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with Danida discussed 
- Further discussion on Maputo Basin study and Task Team for study 

nominated 
- RSA reports/discusses establishment of Catchment Management Agency 
- Report that JIBS received funding from Danida 
- Mozambique reports that they received funding to conduct the JIBS phase 

2 study and that approval of the project had been received from DANIDA. 
Mozambique to give periodical reports on development. Commencement of 
the studies awaits approval of the MOU 

- Further discussion on the establishment of River Basin Commissions 
 JWC MZ/SZ, Maputo, 27-28/4 - Consensus reached at technical level on Agreement and LUSIP 
 1st meeting Task Group IIWSA, 

24/5 
First meeting of the Task Group for the Interim IncoMaputo Water Sharing 
Agreement IIIWSA; this Task Group would meeting 20 times between 
24/5/1999 and 7/2/2002 

 20th TPTC meeting, Maputo, 3 
June 1999 

- Working Group on River Basin Commission named (Mr. R. Sangweni, Mr. I 
Chutumia and Dr. P. Roberts) 

- Further discussion on LUSIP, Maputo Basin study, MoU, Environmental 
and Socio-Economic studies, Operating Rules for Inkomati System 

- Mozambique reports that the funds for JIBS 2 are available and the study 
is to start in a month time. The sub-committee for joint studies to follow the 
implementation of the studies. 

- RSA informs of new approach to protection of water resources 
  JIBS Phase 2 initiated 
 Ministerial meeting MZ, SA, SZ; 

Piggs Peak, 30 July 1999 
- Signing of Agreement (MoU) between Danida and TPTC countries on “ 

The Execution of the Integrated Inkomati Development Initiative Studies”.  
- Signing of Bilateral agreement Between SA and Danida 
- Bilateral Agreement between Swaziland and Mozambique 

 54th JWC SA/SZ, Nelspruit, 26/8 - Discussion on Komati Project matters 
 55th JWC SA/SZ, Nelspruit, 28/10 - Discussion on Komati Project matters 

- Discussion on Lavumisa Project matters 
- Discussion on Maputo River basin development 

 56th JWC SA/SZ, Nelspruit, 25/11 Meeting includes 38th meeting of KOBWA Finance Committee 
 

   

21st TPTC meeting, Pretoria, 13 
December 1999 

- Mozambique reports to have secured US$ 300 000 from Nordic 
Development Fund for the Maputo Basin Study 

- Mozambique reports appointment of Consultec and BKS to execute JIBS, 
and that the work commenced in November 1999 

- Task group for Environmental study named (Mr. S. Dhlamini, Mr. C. 
Vicente, Mr. L. van den Berg) 

- Task group for Socio- Economic study named (Mr. S. Dhlamini, Ms. O. 
Sousa, Mr. L. van den Berg) 

- Further discussion on the Komati and Incomati studies 
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2000 1st TPTC Steering Committee 

meeting for the Joint Maputo 
Basin study 

First meeting of the Steering Committee on the Maputo Basin Study, Funding 
and Terms of Reference; the SC would further meet on in 2000 on 22/2, 6/4, 
26/5 and 23/11, and in 2001 on 15/3 

  SA assists with floods in MZ 
TPTC initiated discussions on the formation of an Inkomati Joint Water 
Commission (IJWC) 

 JWC MZ/SZ, Piggs Peak, 18/5 Discussion to conduct Mbuluzi Basin study and further discussion on the 
LUSIP and the Interim Water Sharing Agreement on the Maputo Basin 

 22nd TPTC meeting, Piggs Peak, 
19 May 2000 

- Further discussions on Maputo Basin Study, LUSIP, Komati and Incomati 
Basins studies 

- Report that Tripartite Agreement with Denmark signed in October, 1999 
- Mozambique proposes Joint Flood Study 
- Discussion on the Interim IncoMaputo Water Sharing Agreement (TIA) 

 JWC MZ/SZ, Maputo, 29/8  
 23rd TPTC meeting, Maputo, 30 

August 2000 
- Further discussion on Maputo Basin, LUSIP 
- Swaziland reports to be under pressure from European Union for delaying 

with Letter of Comfort for the LUSIP 
- Breakdown on IIWSA/TIA negotiations, TPTC encourages and advises 

Task Group to continue 
- Further discussion on Incomati studies 
- Swaziland appoints Mr. D. Mndzebele to serve in the Floods study Task 

Team  
- Mozambique appoints Mr. Chivambo and Ms. Olinda Sousa 

 24th TPTC meeting, Pretoria, 13 
December 2000 

- Swaziland reports Project Coordinator for Maputo basin Study is identified 
- Further discussion on LUSIP 
- Mozambique reports 2nd Phase of JIBS completed 
- Mozambique reports on the Netherlands initiative on the Management of 

the Incomati Basin and Adjacent Coastal Zones 
- Swaziland nominates Mr. S. Dhlamini for the Floods study 
- Further discussion on IIWSA/TIA 

 

SADC Protocol 2, 
Windhoek, 7 August 
2000 

February: severe 
floods on Limpopo 
and Incomati 

 

57th-65th JWC SA/SZ JWC SA/SZ met in 2000 in total 9 times; including 2 KOBWA finance comm. 
meetings 

2001 25th TPTC meeting, Piggs Peak, 
24 April 2001 

- Further discussion on Maputo Basin study, IIWSA/TIA, Floods study. 
- LUSIP - Swaziland reports recent interaction with donors 
- Swaziland reports that Environmental assessment study for LUSIP 

completed 
 

SA: Komati 
Catchment 
Management Agency 
being established 
SZ ratifies SADC 
Protocol (revised) on 
3 August 2001 

 SA: Injaka Dam (120 
km3) on Sabie 

"Management of Incomati basin 
and adjacent Coastal Zone" 
meeting, Maputo, 28-30 June 
2001 
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 26th TPTC meeting, Maputo, 22 

August 2001 
- Further discussion on Maputo Basin study, LUSIP, Komati and Incomati 

studies, IIWSA/TIA 
- Incomati System Operation Task Group (ISOTG)- advised that operation of 

system to comply with 1991 Agreement 
 74th JWC SA/SZ, Nelspruit, 25/9 JWC met in 2001 at least 7 times; the 74th meeting included a hearing of 

people affected by Maguga Dam 
 

   

27th TPTC meeting, Nelspruit, 22 
November 2001 (or 13 December 
2001??) 

Further discussion on IIWSA/TIA 
BKS Acres and Consultec give a presentation to the TPTC on the completed 
JIBS. The task team to review for acceptance 

2002 77th JWC SA/SZ, Nelspruit, 23/1 Included a discussion on Pongolapoort Dam Sustainable Utilisation Plan 
 5 April 2002 His Majesty King Mswati III of Swaziland and South Africa's Deputy President 

Jacob Zuma officially open the Maguga Dam; in the presence of 
Mozambique's Minister of Public Works and Housing, Hon. Robert White. 
His Majesty King Mswati III renames Maguga Dam to: Maguga Nkomati Basin 

Dam 
 Ministerial meeting MZ, SA, SZ; 

Ezulwini, 7 May 2002 
- Ministers discussed text of the draft "Tripartite Interim Agreement on the 

Protection and Sustainable Utilisation of the Water Resources of the 
Incomati and Maputo Watercourses" (TIA) 

- Confirmed that the TPTC's "Resolution on the Exchange of Information and 
Water quality Standards" will be passed prior to the formal signing of TIA 

- Committed that signing of TIA will take place during WSSD in 
Johannesburg, South Africa, August 2002 

 28th TPTC meeting; Maputo 13 
August 2002 

"Resolution of the TPTC on exchange of information and water quality" 
signed by Mr Americo Muianga (Director DNA, MZ), Mr Sandile Ceko 
(Principal Secretary Min. of Natural Resources and Energy, SZ) and Mr Mike 
Muller (Director-General DWAF, SA) 
RSA tables its final comments on the JIBS. Other Parties to review and also 
furnish their own final comments. 

 

  SZ: Maguga Nkomati
Basin Dam (332 km

  
3) 

on Komati 

Ministerial meeting MZ, SA, SZ; 
Johannesburg, 29 August 2002 

"Tripartite Interim Agreement" signed by Minister Roberto Costley-C. White 
(MZ); Hon. Magwagwa BE Mdluli (SZ) and Minister Ronnie Kasrils (SA) 
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9. Background information on the Murray-Darling river basin  
(This appendix contains a summary of Hatton MacDonald & Young (2000) and information from 
the website of the Murray-Darling Basin initiative: www.mdbc.gov.au)  

                                                

 
The Murray-Darling river basin 
comprises a large geographical 
area, approximately one million 
square kilometres or one-seventh 
of the land mass of Australia. 
With a total length of 3,780 km, 
it is the fourth longest river 
system in the world. The Murray-
Darling basin is defined by the 
catchment areas of the Murray 
and Darling rivers and their 
many tributaries. The source of 
the Murray is in south-eastern 
Australia in the Australian Alps. 
These rivers have extremely low 
gradients and as a result the mean 
flow of water down these rivers 
is slow. Over two-third of the 
water that would have flowed to 
the Southern Ocean, is now 
diverted. Over the last 100 years, 
the Murray-Darling basin has 
been transformed by construction 
of major weirs, locks and 
storages on the rivers. 

Figure 16: Map of the Murray-Darling Basin ( www.mdbc.gov.au) 

The basin has been populated for an estimated 40,000 years and there are significant sites 
where cave paintings and artefacts of Aboriginal culture have been found. As well, the basin is 
important as a place of recreation and tourism. The City of Adelaide with a population of over 
one million people draws an average of 40 percent of its water needs from the Murray system. 
There are a large number of wetlands throughout the basin, some which are considered to be of 
international significance and listed as Ramsar Wetlands28. Irrigation dominates the landscape in 
the basin. Irrigated crops and pastures in the basin represent 72 percent of Australia’s total area of 
irrigated land. One of the more remarkable features of the Murray-Darling basin is the climatic 
variability that is observed. Rainfall varies from 1400 mm per year in the highlands to 300 mm in 
the north-west and the basin is subject to considerable variability of flows from one year to 
another.  

Australia is a commonwealth of states and territories. Due to the geographic size of the basin, 
it crosses the boundaries of states and includes one territory. The Murray-Darling river basin is 

 
28 Ramsar wetlands are protected by the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands (1971), an intergovernmental treaty which 
provides a framework for action, international cooperation and wise use of wetlands and their resources 
(www.ramsar.org). 
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managed by individual states but there are overarching bodies that coordinate many of the efforts 
of state and territory governments at the basin level. Water resources are largely under the 
jurisdiction of the states and territory governments. Rather than amending the Constitution, a 
Murray-Darling Basin Commission has been formed to manage inter-jurisdictional processes and 
conflicts in an organised manner. 

As a result of the constitutional framework, different bodies of legislation and 
institutional arrangements have evolved in each of the states. An overarching policy, which 
affects most sectors of the Australian economy, is the National Competition Policy. The states, 
territories and the commonwealth have committed themselves to a process of creating a level 
playing field for all by facilitating effective competition. States and territories have a financial 
incentive to implement the policy framework. The Council of Australian Governments (COAG) 
has developed a national policy called the COAG Water Reform Framework for the efficient and 
sustainable reform of Australia’s rural and urban water industries. Each state or territory was 
given the flexibility to adopt its own approach to implementation depending on its own unique 
institutional and natural characteristics. 

Murray -Darling Basin Ministerial Council
(Ministers holding land, water and environment portfolios in each contracting goverment)

Murray- Darling Basin Commission
(Independent president; Commissioners; Deputy Commissioners 

representing each contracting government)

Community Advisory 
Committee

(Chair; catchment and special 
interest representatives)

River Murray 
Water Board

Water Policy 
Committee

Basin 
Sustainability 

Program Working 
Group

Finance 
CommitteeProject Boards

Working Groups

Commission Office: technical & Support Staff

Principal Government Agencies
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Figure 17: Murray-Darling organisational structure (www.mdbc.gov.au) 
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The Murray-Darling Basin Ministerial Council (MDBMC) was established in 1985 with 
amendments to the Murray-Darling Basin Agreement. The Ministerial Council advises the 
Council of Australian Governments, as appropriate, on matters relating to the implementation of 
the framework for water reform. Being a political forum, the Ministerial Council has the power to 
make decisions for the basin as a whole because of the presence of Ministers representing each of 
the states and territories. Resolutions of the Council are arrived at through consensus. A place has 
been made for a community advisory committee which reports to the Ministerial Council. The 
committee serves as a two-way communication channel between the Ministerial Council and 
communities living in the basin. 

The Commission is the executive arm of the Murray-Darling Basin Ministerial Council. It 
also works cooperatively with the states. The Commission comprises an independent president, 
two Commissioners from each contracting government (i.e., the Commonwealth, New South 
Wales, Victoria, South Australia and Queensland) and a representative of the Australian Capital 
Territory government. The Commission is an autonomous organisation equally responsible to the 
governments represented on the Ministerial Council as well as to the Council itself. It is a rather 
unusual entity in that it is neither a government department nor a statutory body of any individual 
government.  

The Commission began with a mandate to manage water quantity that has gradually 
extended to include water quality issues and, to a limited extent, related land resource 
management issues. In the late 1980s, it was given a mandate to initiate, support and evaluate 
integrated natural resources management across the Murray-Darling basin. This cooperative 
approach reflects the constitutional reality and the importance placed on government-community 
partnerships and brings to participants and end-users the benefit of shared concerns and expertise, 
jointly developed and integrated solutions, and avoids duplication of effort. 

There are a couple of key ministerial committees that have been charged with putting the 
policy framework in place in each state and territory in line with Council of Australian 
Governments reforms. Each year, each state develops a three-year rolling plan that outlines the 
outcomes to be achieved against basin sustainability objectives in the management regions. In 
Australia, there is a recognition that states must work together on resource management issues. 
The process works because of the processes embodied within institutions to resolve issues. A 
second feature is the complex web of people involved. Views on the situation are coloured by 
location in the basin. 

The importance of the environment has been underlined through a number of policy 
statements that have been issued. However, where in the list of priorities the environment is 
actually placed is not always well defined in practice. The basis for allocating water across States 
is largely the product of historical use.  

The Council of Australian Governments pricing regime is to be based on consumption-
based pricing and full cost recovery, the elimination of cross subsidies as far as possible and their 
exposure where they exist. Future investment in schemes are to be undertaken only after appraisal 
indicates they are economically viable and ecologically sustainable. Apart from this there exists a 
form of water trading. 

One of the key lessons of the Murray-Darling basin is that institutions can serve as 
mechanisms to resolve conflict. When institutions fail to resolve conflicts they must either evolve 
or be abandoned. Over the last decade or so, the Murray-Darling Basin Commission has become 
increasingly aware of the need for the benefits of community consultation. Today, virtually all 
Commission programmes involve a large degree of consultation. 
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Throughout the basin, there are catchment boards with differing levels of experience, 
expertise and power. Most boards engage in public consultation and have varying degrees of 
community involvement. The water allocation planning process and the consultation process with 
the community are often cited by catchment managers as useful processes for uniting divergent 
interests. 

Ultimately the court system in Australia serves as a place where remedies for conflict can 
be sought. This is an expensive process and serves as a means of motivating the different entities 
to work to solutions through other means. The Commission uses a combination of moral 
persuasion and public shaming to force states to honour commitments. It has used open public 
setting to prevent interest groups from hijacking the agenda. 
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10. Background information for the recommendations 
 
SA-ISIS 
The South African Integrated Spatial Information System (SA-ISIS) is a web-based, 
development–support system with an initial focus on natural resource management. SA-ISIS 
developed with funding from the Innovation Fund over a three-year period, involved about 30 
researchers across South Africa. The principal partners are the Agricultural Research Council, 
CSIR and the University of Pretoria. 

SA-ISIS is a subscription-based networking service and acts as an interactive portal to 
access information. Current Internet portals cluster similar websites and provide a search engine 
to allow access to any number of other related websites. They are largely websites of websites. 
SA-ISIS is designed to allow users to select very specific information needs and directly access 
the relevant data sets, spatial and non-spatial information and interrogative tools to inform 
decision-making processes. SA-ISIS does and will not hold or own the databases and 
information, tools and interrogative technologies; these reside with and are maintained by the 
owners. This is a critical departure from existing web-based access systems world-wide where 
databases, information, search tools and spatial data are typically housed and owned within one 
facility.  

Owners of data, information and/or integration tools and systems retain ownership, take 
responsibility for the validity and integrity of, and the updating and maintenance of their data and 
information systems, stipulate access conditions and costs (if any). SA-ISIS does not replace 
purpose-built information systems. It has and will, however, develop certain decision-making and 
interpretive tools that will add value to data and information. Such tools include web-based 
courses, tutorials, state of the environment indicators, agriculture support tools like crop selection 
and biodiversity planning tools. At the moment already a set of indicators to support estuary 
management is functioning in SA-ISIS. Something similar can be developed to support 
international river basin management as well. The SA-ISIS service was planned to be open for 
business in July 2003 (www.eis-africa.org). 
 
HYCOS 
The SADC-HYCOS Project is the Southern African component of WHYCOS (World 
Hydrological Cycle Observing System) launched by the World Meteorological Organisation 
(WMO). It covers the 11 continental countries of the Southern African Development Community 
(SADC): Angola, Botswana, Lesotho, Malawi, Mozambique, Namibia, South Africa, Swaziland, 
Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe. 

 The SADC-HYCOS water information system is built on a three component 
combination: the METEOSAT transmission system, the Regional Database and the website 
builder. The program is based on a global network of reference stations, which transmit 
hydrological and meteorological data in near real-time, via the METEOSAT satellite, to the 
regional centre. It aims to support, in all the SADC countries, the establishment and enhancement 
of information systems which can supply reliable water-related data to resource planners, 
decision makers, scientists and the general public. 

Its implementation started in 1998 with the 2.40 million US$ grant from the European 
Commission funding. The WMO had a supervisory role in the two-year project implementation. 
The Pilot Regional Centre (PRC) is hosted by the Directorate of Hydrology, Department of 
Water Affairs and Forestry in Pretoria, South Africa. Fifty Data Collection Platforms (DCPs) 
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have been ordered and acceptance tests of the equipment were conducted by experts of DWAF 
and WMO in July 1998. The location of the hydrological stations was agreed by representatives 
of WMO, PRC and participating countries. The server, which will handle all the data from the 
DCPs as well as the additional historical time series provided by the countries directly or through 
other regional initiatives in the water sector has been purchased and is operating in the Regional 
Centre in Pretoria (www.unesco.org/cgi-bin/webworld/water_links, Boyer, Servat & Van Biljon 
2001). 
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